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Docking functions are believed to be the essential component of docking algorithms. Both
physically and statistically based functions have been proposed, but there is no consensus about
their relative performances. Here, we propose an evaluation approach based on exhaustive
enumeration of all possible docking solutions obtained with a discretized description of a rigid
docking process. We apply the approach to study both molecular mechanics and statistical
potentials. It is found that the statistical potential evaluated is less effective than the AMBER
molecular mechanics function to provide an accurate description of the docking process when
the exact experimental coordinates are used. However, when coordinates of crystal structures
obtained with analogous ligands are used, similar performances are obtained in both cases.
Possible reasons for the successes and failures of both docking schemes have been uncovered
using linear discriminant analysis, on the basis of a set of physicochemical descriptors capturing
the main physical effects at play during protein-ligand docking. In both types of potentials
steric effects appear critical to obtain a successful docking. Our results also indicate that
neglecting desolvation effects and the explicit treatment of hydrogen bonds are the main source
of the failures observed with the molecular mechanics potential. On the other hand, detailed
consideration of steric interactions, with a careful treatment of dispersive forces, seems to be
needed when using statistical potentials derived from a structural database. The possibility of
filtering combinatorial libraries in order to maximize the probability of correct docking is
discussed.
Introduction
The growing interest and widespread application of
structure-based virtual screening in Medicinal Chemistry1 has evidenced the need for the development of
better, more accurate docking functions.2 Two different
types of scoring schemes are being used at present: first
principles molecular mechanics (MM) force fields and
statistical potentials (either in the form of empirical
scoring functions or knowledge-based methods). In
general, physically motivated force fields, such as those
used in MM calculations, have yielded limited results
in protein-ligand docking, which has stimulated the
search for alternative docking force fields. There have
been recent advances with incorporation of improved
electrostatics models and approximate descriptions of
hydrophobic effects.3-5 Also recently, knowledge-based
or potential of mean force (PMF) statistical potentials
have shown some encouraging results in the related
problem of affinity ranking,6-10 and for this reason they
have been strongly advocated in the docking problem
as well,11,12 but so far there is only limited experience
with them. Despite all this progress, no docking function
seems to be still effective enough. The situation is
summarized by the results of the docking section of the
CASP2 meeting, where a variety of methods were used
* To whom correspondence should be addressed. Phone: (212) 2416533. Fax: (212) 860-3369. E-mail: ortiz@inka.mssm.edu.

to score the docking solutions. In his analysis of CASP2
results, Dixon13 concluded that while conformational
sampling was reasonable, docking functions were not
reliable enough to separate nativelike answers from
alternative solutions.
The docking function is therefore, at this juncture, the
component of the docking algorithm that needs better
understanding. To advance, we need a way to single out
which elements in the docking function need to be
introduced or modified, coupled to a method of assessing
improvements in the function. When addressing the
question of which of the various alternative scoring
schemes is more adequate in protein-ligand docking,
it becomes essential to have an accurate assay to
measure success, since only with the availability of a
good test at hand it will be possible to discover those
elements of the function which are still lacking or in
need of refinement. Usually, tests of docking force fields
focus on the deviation from the experimental structure
of the minimum energy solution found by a given
docking algorithm.13,14 Recent experience15 suggests
that this approach is insufficient. First, by using standard docking programs, the issue of the ability of the
function to discriminate the experimental solution from
alternative decoys or poses gets convoluted with the
ability of the search scheme to surmount kinetic barriers
created by the potential.16 In other words, there is no
guarantee that the global minimum is found, and for
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this reason, while ultimately the docking function needs
to be implemented together with a given search algorithm, it is convenient to decouple both problems.
Second and more important, looking at the minimum
energy solution only, even if that solution contains the
global minimum, can be misleading. The global energy
minimum of the effective energy function (even if it
contains entropy contributions coming from degrees of
freedom averaged out, such as in the PMF case) can be
entropically unfavorable (for the configurational and
conformational solute entropies making up the width
of the docking funnel) and hence thermodynamically
unstable. In addition, large energy barriers can also
surround it, making it kinetically inaccessible.
A recent paper by Verkhivker et al.15 illustrates
clearly this concept. These authors have studied docking
failures in three ligand-protein systems using a combined thermodynamic and kinetic analysis of their
binding energy landscapes. In their study, Verkhivker
and co-workers found that docking algorithms can be
mistaken when the native binding mode, even if having
the lowest stabilization energy, corresponds to a narrow
and isolated region on the binding energy landscape
with a small energy gap with alternative binding modes.
In these cases, neither the determination of a single
structure with the lowest energy nor finding the largest
cluster of structurally similar conformations allows the
docking algorithm to detect with confidence the nativelike binding mode. In these cases both thermodynamic
stability and kinetic accessibility are compromised, and
the docking algorithm is prone to failure. The conclusion
to draw from this study is that it is necessary to consider
the optimization of the complete shape of the energy
landscape, and not only the position of its global
minimum, when developing and testing docking functions.
Here, we present a new approach, the coverage-error
plots (CEPs),17 to evaluate quantitatively docking force
fields using the complete pool of solutions obtained after
exhaustive enumeration of all rigid docking solutions
at a given resolution level. The exhaustive enumeration
also allows an approximate reconstruction of the shape
of the energy landscape. Using a diverse dataset of
protein-ligand complexes, we evaluate two different
types of docking functions: the well-known AMBER MM
force field18 and the statistical potential developed by
Muegge and Martin.9 These two potentials are taken
only as representatives of the two types of functions,
and the comparison between them is established only
in order to obtain insight about their respective strengths
and deficiencies as force field classes. First, we show
the close correspondence between CEPs and docking
energy landscapes. Then, we use CEPs to study the
docking functions under two different situations: using
the experimental coordinates for ligand and receptor
and also using the coordinates of the receptor obtained
with a close analogue of the ligand. The comparison
allows us to evaluate the effects that coordinate shifts
in the receptor have in the performance of the potentials. Finally, we apply the multivariate technique of
linear discriminant analysis19 to the quantitative results
provided by CEPs in order to better understand the
physical origin of the successes and failures of the
potentials. To this end, each complex is encoded as a

set of physicochemical descriptors to capture the main
interactions taking place during the docking process.
The models obtained are interpreted and used to suggest
ways to improve the current use and future development
of docking functions.
Methods
Dataset. A test set of 34 crystallographic non-covalent
protein-ligand complexes, selected to have diversity in their
ligand atom types and binding site shapes, has been used
(Chart 1). It comprises a set of 17 pairs of complexes of the
same protein bound to two different, usually related, ligands.
For each complex, protein hydrogen atoms where first positioned using the AMBER 5.0 package,20 while for the ligand
hydrogen atoms were added using SYBYL.21 No further
preparation of the complexes was carried out. Specifically,
complexes were not energy minimized with the scoring functions. In the case of the MM force field, AMBER charges were
used for the protein, while Gasteiger-Marsilli22 atomic charges
as implemented in SYBYL21 were used for the ligands.
Docking Functions. (a) Molecular Mechanics Based
Function. The nonbonded interaction energies of the AMBER
force field18 using an all atom model were employed. The
equation used has the form
prot lig
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In eq 1, Aij and Bij represent the van der Waals parameters
of the atom types to which atoms i and j belong, qi and qj are
the partial charges of atoms i and j, respectively, and rij is the
distance between them. We refer to the AMBER potential for
details about parameters.18 A constant dielectric of  ) 4 was
used to scale down the electrostatic term. We note that, while
more complex MM approaches have been proposed for the
docking problem,23,24 the use of eq 1 or close variants is still a
fairly common approach in many docking programs.25-27
(b) Statistical Potential Based Function. PMF potentials were generously provided by Dr. Muegge.9 Since values
are tabulated at 0.2 Å intervals from 0.2 to 12 Å, a linear
interpolation scheme is required in order to compute the
potential for each atom-grid point interaction. The function
being computed for each kl protein-ligand atom pair of type
ij is
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In eq 2, kB is the Boltzmann factor, T is the absolute
temperature, f jvol corr(r) is the ligand volume correction factor,
Fiiseg(r) is the number density of atom pair ij occurrences at a
certain distance, and Fijbulk is the reference number density
for that pair ij. For details about derivation of these parameters, we refer the reader to the original paper by Muegge and
Martin.9
The correct implementation of this potential in our docking
scheme has been validated by reproducing the reported linear
correlation with observed activities for the set of 16 serine
protease complexes analyzed in Figure 4 of Muegge and
Martin.9 Our implementation gives a squared correlation
coefficient r2 ) 0.88, while Muegge and Martin report a similar
value, of 0.87. Likewise, PMF scores produced with our
implementation have a squared correlation coefficient r2 ) 0.96
with the scores reported by Muegge and Martin for this set of
complexes. The slight discrepancies observed can be attributed
to differences in our automated procedure for atom type
assignment compared to that of Muegge and Martin.
Additionally, a Lennard-Jones repulsion term (1/r12 term in
eq 1) using the AMBER parameters for each atom pair is added
to provide the steric effects lacking in the PMF potentials at
short distances. Our implementation is consistent with the
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Chart 1. Set of 34 Crystallographic Protein-Ligand Complexes Used in This Worka
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Chart I (Continued)

a

The PDB code,59 structure resolution (Å), protein name (from the PDB header), and the ligand 2D structure are displayed.

implementation of Muegge and collaborators of the same PMF
parameters for docking.28 They added the complete 6-12
potential29 for distance pairs shorter than the longest unoccupied distance bin for the respective atom types in the
database, and overwrite the PMF potential if the van der
Waals (VDW) interaction is larger than 4 kcal/mol. Thus, at
the short distances at which the VDW potential becomes
operative, the VDW interaction is heavily dominated by the
repulsion term in their approach, which thus becomes effectively the same as ours.
Finally, we note that the original PMF potential encoded
in eq 2 was initially formulated with the aim of solving the
rank affinity problem, not the docking problem. However, both
problems are related, and in fact Muegge and collaborators
have recently tested successfully the same PMF potential as
a docking function.11 Moreover, Golhke et al.12 have recently
proposed a very similar formalism explicitly for the docking
problem.
Docking Method. (a) Grid Description of the Binding
Space and Energy Precomputation. The protein-ligand
intermolecular energy is precomputed using an underlying
three-dimensional grid. A gridded box is created by adding a
3.0 Å cushion to the maximum dimensions of the ligand
complexed with the protein and using a grid spacing of 0.3 Å.
The atom-atom interaction energy is precomputed in the grid
and then used to calculate for each ligand atom the proteinligand interaction energy from the nearest eight surrounding
grid points using a trilinear interpolation30 method:
8

Ei )

∑(1 - a/s)(1 - b/s)(1 - c/s)V(k,l,m)

(3)

n)1

where a-c are distances along the x-, y-, and z-coordinates
from atom i to the point (k,l,m); s is the grid spacing; and V is

the precalculated potential on each grid point. The test charge
and atom type method is used for the computation of the
potentials.
The error accumulated from the energy interpolation and
atom type simplification was evaluated. A squared correlation
factor (R2) of 0.97 on the linear fitting was found when a grid
spacing of 0.3 Å was used (Figure 1). This level of error is
similar to that reported in other implementations of the same
approach.31
(b) Exhaustive Search Algorithm. In our docking search,
we carried out a complete enumeration of all possible orientations of the rigid ligand in the active site of the rigid protein.
The six relevant degrees of freedom, three translational and
three rotational, are first discretized. The molecule is translated and rotated in the docking region using the ligand’s
center of mass, which is moved consecutively to every grid
point in the box using a grid spacing of 0.3 Å. At each grid
point, a complete sampling of the rotational space is achieved
by computing all nondegenerate sets of Euler angles32 obtained
with a resolution of 27° arc. Initial tests indicated that it is
necessary to relax the lattice conformation off-lattice in order
to avoid artifacts arising from the discrete sampling. For this
reason, at each rotational and translational point the ligand
was subjected to a rigid body off-lattice energy minimization
using the SIMPLEX algorithm from Nelder and Mead33 as
described in Numerical Recipes.34 Structures having steric
clashes after minimization (EVDW > 10 kcal/mol) were discarded for further analysis.
Analysis Methods. (a) Docking Energy Landscapes.
Energy landscapes are studied by computing docking energies
for each point in conformational space, considered as a function
of the displacement from the experimental orientation, and
represented by the six relevant degrees of freedom. To visualize
the seven-dimensional energy landscape, for every stored
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Figure 1. Correlation between per-atom energies interpolated from the grid approximation vs their counterparts obtained by
direct calculation: (a) electrostatic energy; (b) van der Waals energy. The inset shows the van der Waals energies for those atoms
with values below 10 kcal/mol. Regression coefficients are also shown.
conformation from the exhaustive search (from 4000 to 1000 000
depending on the complex), the six ligand degrees of freedom
are projected onto two orthogonal axes: translational and
rotational. Translational projections are computed as Euclidean distances between the centers of mass at the grid point i
and the experimentally observed docking position; while
rotational projections are calculated as the root mean square
deviation (RMSD) of the rotated unit vector local coordinate
frame with that of the docked conformation.
(b) Coverage-Error Plots. Coverage-error plots (CEPs)17
are used to quantify, at different levels of precision (i.e., RMSD
deviation from experiment), the behavior of the docking energy
function. Three levels of precision (0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 Å) were
evaluated to assess the maximal resolution of every function.
However, and for the sake of clarity, functions are discussed
here using only the 2.0 Å cutoff. The amount of error that the
docking function accumulates in order to recover a given
percentage of the pool of successful solutions is computed as

follows: (i) We fix a given RMSD threshold (defining good
conformations), and generate a “sorted by RMSD” list of poses.
The size of the list is determined by the number of conformations found during the simulation to have an RMSD below the
threshold. (ii) We create another list, with an identical number
of entries, this time using a “sorted by energy” convention,
containing the lowest energy conformations found during the
simulation. (iii) We count down the “sorted by energy” list and
check whether each entry is found also in the “sorted by
RMSD” list. (iv) We keep track of the fraction of the conformations in the “sorted by RMSD” list assigned (coverage), and at
each point we register the cumulative error (error per query)
obtained in the in the “sorted by energy” list. (v) At the end of
the count (coverage is one), we obtain the total error accumulated by the function (a number between 0 and 1). Figure
2 summarizes the overall procedure. We note that in practice
we use two additional auxiliary lists: an RMSD auxiliary list
for the energy and an energy auxiliary list for the RMSD.
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been obtained by chance. The test rejects the null hypothesis
at the R confidence level if
g

F > FR(g-1,

∑n -g)
i

(6)

i)1

Figure 2. Description of a coverage-error (CEP) calculation.
See Methods for a detailed explanation of the algorithm.
When we check the existence of a particular conformation in
step iv, we actually check the matching of both RMSD and
energy using the auxiliary lists. We used this approximation
in order to avoid the storage of the translational vector and
rotational matrices defining each conformation. Tests demonstrated that the error introduced does not have impact in the
results.
(c) Discriminant Analysis. Linear discriminant analysis
(LDA)19 is a pattern recognition technique normally used to
determine which variables discriminate between two or more
occurring groups. Specifically, LDA provides answer to the
question of whether two or more groups of objects are
significantly different from each other with respect to the mean
of a particular set of descriptors used to characterize them.
LDA seeks to find a low-dimensional space in which groups
are projected while group discrimination is optimal. The linear
discriminant functions can be used to identify outcome variable
constructs (or latent variables) that underlie the group differences. It is known that the method is Bayes-optimal in the
case where the groups under study follow a normal distribution
and have the same covariance structure. We will describe the
quality of these discriminant functions with four indices:
(1) Wilks’ Lambda (Λ*). It compares the matrix of pooled
within-group variances and covariances on one hand with the
matrix of total variances and covariances on the other. It is
defined as
ni

g

Λ* )
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where B + W is the total variance-covariance matrix and W
is the within groups variance-covariance matrix, g is the
number of groups, and ni is the number of objects within each
group. Vectors 〈x〉 and 〈x〉i are the total and group averages,
respectively. Matrices are built after projection onto the lowdimensional solution found by LDA. The Wilks’ Λ varies from
0 to 1, and the smaller the Λ, the larger the differences, and
the better the discrimination.
(2) F-Test. It provides a statistic related to the Wilks’ Λ
corresponding to the tested discriminant function, but focused
on the separation of the group centroids:
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where Q represents the charge set of the ligand. Potentials
generated by the ligand charges under vacuum and solvent
(φvac
and φsol
Q
Q , respectively) are evaluated using the finite
difference method to solve the Poisson equation. An internal
dielectric of 2 was assigned to the ligand molecular interior,
defined as the region inaccessible to a 1.8 Å probe sphere. A
solvent dielectric constant of 80 was used to represent water
and 1 for vacuum. A grid box with 75% occupancy by the ligand
was defined, containing 8 grid points/Å on each axis.
LP: log P, using atomic parameters derived by Ghose
et al.36
MR: Molar refractivity,36 using parameters derived by
Ghose et al..36 Molar refractivity is given by the LorentzLorentz equation:

MR )

i)1 j)1

1

The level of R for which F ) FR is selected as the P-value.
(4) Discrimination Power. This is the classification
accuracy achieved by the discriminant function as compared
with the expected error in classification. This expectation is
computed by leave-one-out cross-validation of each of the
members of the sample using the Lachenbruch’s hold-out
procedure.19 This procedure provides a nearly unbiased estimate of the expected actual error rate (ê). The discrimination
power (D) is then D ) 100(1 - ê). We considered models with
at least 70% discrimination.
Each complex was characterized by a set of physicochemical
descriptors representing the main effects at play during the
docking process (steric effects; hydrogen bond effects; hydrophobic effects; electrostatic and polar effects), encoded in the
following variables.
SA: Ligand van der Waals surface area (Å2), calculated
using the grid method defined by Bodor et al..35
VO: Ligand van der Waals volume area (Å3), calculated
using the grid method.35
SL: Ligand electrostatic component of solvation energy
(kcal/mol), obtained by multiplication of the solvent reaction
field by the charges of the ligand:

(µ2 - 1) M
(µ2 + 1) δ

(8)

where M is the molecular weight, δ is the density of a crystal
of the molecule, and µ is the refractive index.
MP: Molecular polarizability, following the atomic parameters derived by Miller et al.37
HB: Total number of possible hydrogen bonds (donor +
acceptor) in the ligand.
HBZ: Ligand hydrogen bonds formed in the ligand binding
site.
L/BS: Percentage of the free binding site volume occupied
by the ligand volume (VO/BSV × 100). The grid used to store
the precomputed potentials is employed to approximate the
binding site volume (BSV) by counting the volume of the cubes
defined by all the grid points that are not in contact with
protein atoms.
L/HB: Surface area of the ligand (Å2) per hydrogen bond
(SA/HB).
SA, VO, LP, MR, and MP were calculated using HYPERCHEM 6.38 SL was calculated using DELPHI.39 HBZ was
calculated using LIGPLOT.40

i

i)1

(3) Significance Level (P-Value) of the F-Test. This tests
the probability that the Fischer F computed above could have

Results and Discusion
Coverage-Error Plots and Energy Landscapes. CEP
analysis provides information about the error that the
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docking function needs to accumulate in order to recover
a given percentage of the pool of the user-defined set of
good solutions. In Figure 3 we show that CEP plots bear
considerable correspondence with docking energy landscapes. For the sake of illustration, we divide the CEP
at 100% coverage in three different regions (I-III in
Figure 3). Region III comprises those cases for which
nativelike solutions in the CEP plot are well separated
in energy (i.e., recovered first) from all (or most of)
alternative poses. Consequently, an energy gap exists
between nativelike and nonnativelike poses. This is
reflection of a funnellike shape of the binding energy
landscape for the complex, as observed for instance in
the case of 1abe in Figure 3a, where a clear funnel
toward the nativelike basin region is observed. Region
II, on the other hand, contains cases for which nativelike
solutions are mixed in their energy levels with alternative poses. For example, the binding energy surface of
1ela in Figure 3a shows two minima of similar energy
separated by an energy barrier, one nativelike and the
other corresponding to a family of misdocked solutions.
Finally, in region I coverage is complete and yet no
nativelike poses have been detected. Therefore, and as
shown for the case of 1dbm, the global minimum is in a
region of conformational space separated from the
nativelike basin. A similar situation can be observed for
the PMF potential in Figure 3b.
In Table 1a, we summarize the evaluation of the
docking results and the function performance as measured using CEPs, and compare it with the traditional
criterion of analyzing only the global energy minimum
provided by the algorithm. In general, there is a good
correspondence between both sets. Thus, in cases where
the function cannot find a correct docking solution (in
red in Table 1a), both evaluation methods agree. However, some differences also emerge. In some cases a good
solutionsas considered by the usual criterionsis found
by the program, but the CEP results indicate these good
solutions are close in their energy levels to wrong
alternative states, which is reflected by a medium to
high error in the CEP plot (yellow background). As
discussed in the Introduction, this mixing creates difficulties to stochastic algorithms in finding correct
solutions, and therefore should be avoided. The colored
blue background highlights the resolution of the function, that is, the RMSD threshold required to obtain a
successful result in each case. The higher the resolution,
the more reliable the function is.
Function Performance with Exact Coordinates. When
experimental coordinates for both ligand and receptor
are used by the rigid docking algorithm (exact coordinates, hereafter), we find that the MM function slightly,
but significantly, outperforms the PMF function. By
judging our results using the standard approach of
measuring the RMSD of the lowest energy conformation,
our rigid body approach succeeded in 27 out of 34 cases
(i.e., 79% success rate) for the MM force field and in 22
out of 34 (59%) for the PMF potential (Table 1a, using
1.5 Å cutoff to define success). The success rate is
comparable to those obtained with other docking programs (rigid or flexible) for the MM potential, but
inferior for the PMF one. We find that overall there is
a close correspondence between PRO_LEADS results
and our own results with the MM potential. In direct

docking, PRO_LEADS success rates range from 76 42 to
86%,41 depending upon the dataset chosen to test the
program in the publication. Percentages are slightly
different if a 2 Å cutoff is used, since PRO_LEADS
authors report a number of borderline cases which
change the percentage in going from the 1.5 to the 2 Å
cutoff, while our percentages remain essentially constant. Similarly, prediction rates reported for GOLD in
direct docking using the 1.5 Å RMSD cutoff are 55%.26
Finally, David et al.25 have recently reported a molecular mechanics based docking algorithm that, upon
testing on a dataset of 27 complexes, gave a success rate
of 63%, again using the 1.5 Å RMSD cutoff. Since both
MM and PMF share the modeling of the excluded
volume penalty and the same rigid body approach is
employed in both cases, it is unlikely that the underperformance in the PMF case is due to an artifact in
the setup of the docking experiments. Thus, although
results of rigid docking should always be interpreted
and analyzed with care, it seems that the use of a rigid
body approach together with the 12-6 VDW potential
is not introducing serious artifacts in our results.
The same qualitative difference between MM and
PMF can be observed using the CEP (see Table 1a as
well as Figure 4). In Table 2 we quantify the differences
between MM and PMF and establish their significance.
For that purpose, the distribution of errors obtained at
all three resolutions for all different complexes is
compared with the distribution of errors obtained when
a random number replaces the interaction energy. A
Student’s t-test is then used to determine whether the
observed differences are significant. Our results indicate
that error distributions obtained by MM and PMF are
significantly different, and also very different from what
should be expected by using a random number generator
as the energy function, supporting the significance of
the differences.
Given the superiority of MM in this case, we also
decided to explore in more detail the MM function and
went on to study the relative weights of steric and
electrostatic interactions in the performance of the
docking score. We found that omitting the electrostatic
term has a relatively small impact in the performance
of the function. As expected, the largest differences are
observed for small molecules with strong charge-charge
interactions (Figure 5). Overall, however, the results
suggest that the Coulombic term is playing a relatively
minor role compared with the steric term, as it is only
responsible for fine-tuning the orientation of the ligand,
whereas the steric term controls the overall positioning.
Function Performance with Coordinate Shifts. While
the experiments reported so far give information about
the behavior of the function when exact coordinates are
used, the most significant case from the point of view
of virtual screening applications is the study of the
behavior of the function in cases where the coordinates
of the receptor are taken from a cocrystal obtained with
a ligand analogue (cross-docking, hereafter). Due to
computational and experimental constraints, virtual
screening experiments normally use a rigid receptor
derived from a cocrystal with a structurally related
ligand. Thus, cross-docking experiments provide insight
into the effect that these inaccuracies can have in the
performance of the docking functions.
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Figure 3. Coverage-error plots (CEPs) at 2.0 Å resolution and the corresponding energy landscapes. Examples at three different
error levels are shown. Background colors in the CEP plots represent the docking success region (green, region III) or the docking
failure region (red, regions I and II). Each line in the CEP plot represents a different complex studied. Simultaneously, docking
energy landscapes are also shown. Examples of energy surfaces (pdb id of the corresponding complex is indicated) in cases of low
(green in the CEP plot, cases of 1abe (a) and 1dwc (b)), medium and high (both in red in the CEP plot, cases of 1ela and 1dbm (a),
and 1abe and 1did (b)) function error are given to illustrate the correspondence with the numerical results obtained with the
CEP plots. The different isocontour lines are in different colors in the figure. The isocontour containing the global energy minimum
is shown in red. (a) MM; (b) PMF.
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a Yellow background shows singularity type effects. Blue background shows the minimum resolution required in order to recover solutions without error. Red foreground shows the cases
where no docking solutions are found. (#) indicates that all the explored docking solutions have a VDW energy larger than 10 kcal/mol and therefore are not considered in the CEP analysis.30

Table 1. Differences in the Evaluation of Docking Results Following the Traditional Criterion and the CEPs Based: (a) Direct Docking; (b) Cross-Docking
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Table 2. Statistical Significance of Docking Results at
Different Resolutions (CEP Results Used To Quantify Docking
Success)
resolution (Å)
potential

0.5

1.0

2.0

MM
MM (VDW only)
PMF

(a) Direct Docking
0.35
0.05
0.82
0.07
0.74
0.17

0.06
0.17
0.14

MM
PMF

(b) Cross-Docking
0.78
0.02
0.25
0.16

0.05
0.08

a P-value for a students’ t-test,34 comparing the distribution of
errors obtained at three resolutions for the different complexes
with the distribution of errors obtained when a random number
replaces the interaction energy value.31

In cross-docking the performance of both functions is,
as expected, poorer than with exact coordinates. As
summarized in Table 1b, both functions fail to predict
correct orientations in about 50% of the cases. To be
more specific, using RMS as a figure of merit, and a 1.5
Å cutoff to define success, MM has a success rate of 56%
in cross-docking while in the case of PMF the success
rate is 41%. There are very few docking studies addressing cross-docking performance. The most exhaustive study to date is from Murray et al.,42 using
PRO_LEADS, who obtained a 49% success rate in crossdocking all pairs of complexes using a database of
complexes for three enzymes (thrombin, thermolysin,
and neuraminidase). Thus, a similar deterioration in
performance is obtained, suggesting again that deterioration is not due to the rigid docking protocol or
implementation of the VDW function. Figure 6 shows
the error changes in switching from the exact coordinates case to the cross-docking one. MM seems to be
more sensitive to the changes in coordinates than PMF,
where even some improvements in docking quality are
observed in cross-docking compared with the direct
docking, although these are probably the results of
chance effects. As can be observed in Figure 4 by looking
at the distribution of errors, cross-docking performance
for both functions is about the same.
We compared the differences in docking performance
with the amount of induced fit observed in protein by
measuring the RMSD between pairs of proteins complexed with analogous ligands. These differences were
evaluated separately for backbone and side chains. In
agreement with Murray et al.,42 we observed that
backbone RMSD is not negligible in cross-docking
(Figure 7). In addition, we did not find any common
pattern able to explain the observed differences in
docking results (data not shown). Similar degradation
in performance with cross-docking has also been reported by Murray et al.,42 who found the changes in
structural features that lead to misdocking to be highly
case dependent.
Linear Discriminant Analysis. LDA calculations were
carried out for both functions in order to find physicochemical descriptors able to classify the results of
docking with exact coordinates as “successes” or “failures”, as defined by CEP analysis. An error percentage
in the function of 15% for MM and 10% for PMF was
selected as boundary for group classification, based on
the observed distribution of errors (Figure 4). The
stability of the results (i.e., robustness in the models)

was tested by systematically changing the boundary
from 10 to 60% of error. Shifts in the boundary definition affected slightly to the quality of the discrimination
models, but barely had any influence on the set of
descriptors selected (Table 3).
Initial LDA models obtained from the MM function
indicated that molecular refractivity (MR) was a major
descriptor for classifying docking results. The best model
had 53% of discrimination power, a Wilks’ Λ of 0.66,
and a P-value of 0.06. Two different physical effects
come into play in the calculation of the MR value:
molecular bulk and polarizability (reflecting in turn
dispersion interactions). Since we obtained almost
equally significant models replacing MR by molecular
volume as a descriptor, we suspected that in this case
MR was reflecting mainly a volume effect. This was
supported by the bimodal distribution of the volume of
our ligands in the set (not shown). Thus, in an attempt
to decouple both effects, we tested discriminant models
including only molecules above 200 Å3, on the basis of
our observation of volume distribution. This eliminated
only nine molecules from the set. When the volume filter
is applied, the best discriminant equation includes SL,
LP, L/BS, and L/HB as descriptors (Table 4) and has a
discrimination power of 84%, with a Wilks’ Λ of 0.40,
F-test of 7.4, and a P-value of 0.0008 (Tables 5 and 6).
The significance was also established by randomly
scrambling the dependent variable 20 times, giving
averaged values of 39% for discrimination power, Wilks’
Λ of 0.78, F-test of 1.23, and a P-value of 0.48 (Table
6). Thus, the models obtained are significant and robust,
and, since previously observed volume effects disappear,
this suggests that the initial models were suffering from
artifacts of the volume distribution in our set.
The discriminant equation (Figure 8a) is dominated
by SL and LP, with a F-ratio three times larger than
that corresponding to the other two variables (Table 4).
Analysis of the means and standard deviations of each
group (Table 4) led us to conclude that molecules
predominantly polar (SL, L/NHB), but with concomitant
hydrophobic patches (LP), and not entirely filling the
binding site (L/BS), are more prone to failure with the
MM function. It seems therefore that polar effects,
particularly in the form of hydrogen bonds and charge
desolvation, are not fully considered by the MM function, but have significant effects in the likelihood of a
successful docking. The effect of ligand desolvation is
not surprising, since our simplified MM potential does
not include it, but the results stress its important
contribution to the physics of the docking process and
underline the need for its systematic incorporation in
docking force fields. Neglecting electrostatic desolvation
contributions was deemed necessary in the past, due to
the computational difficulties posed by the numerical
solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation in the
docking problem (solving a system of partial differential
equations is a computationally costly procedure), and
the lack of satisfactory simplified approaches. Recently,
encouraging developments have been presented that
allow for less expensive estimations of desolvation
penalties.43 On the basis of our results, we expect that
introduction of these techniques will considerably improve current docking functions. On the other hand, the
effect of hydrogen bonds might not have been expected
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Figure 4. Histograms showing the distribution of errors in our set of complexes in the following cases: (a) MM with exact
coordinates; (b) MM with cross-docking; (c) PMF with exact coordinates; (d) PMF with cross-docking; (e) MM without electrostatic
term; (f) random energy function.

a priori, since the AMBER force field, like most MM
potentials, accounts for hydrogen bond effects through
their van der Waals and electrostatic components.
However, hydrogen bond interactions are far from being
completely understood. Experimentally, it has been
shown that hydrogen bonds are highly directional, and
in many cases their interaction energies are found to

be nonadditive and nontransferable.44 Theoretically,
while the main stabilization energy appears to be
electrostatic, some other effects are found nonnegligible.45 Thus, many-body effects such as polarization are
estimated to contribute up to 30% of the total interaction
energy in small water clusters,46 and about 10% in other
clusters.47 Charge transfer also appears to be relevant,
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Figure 5. Error differences in going from the MM to the VDW only function with exact coordinates. Complexes where the MM
function fails are marked at the bottom of the table.

having a contribution between 20 and 60% of the total
interaction energy in small hydrogen-bonded clusters.48
For these reasons, hydrogen bonds are difficult to model
accurately with a fixed set of monopole-based atomic
charges. In fact, it is not the first time it has been found
that hydrogen bonds need special treatment when
dealing with intermolecular interactions in biomolecules. For example, van der Vaart et al.49 in their
energy decomposition analysis of folding simulations of
a small hydrophobic protein found that inclusion of
charge-transfer and polarization effects were crucial in
the stabilization of the system, and that charge transfer
occurs almost exclusively through hydrogen bonds.
Likewise, Hassan et al.,45 during their development of
implicit solvent models, found that successful folding
simulations of small peptides were only possible after
special parametrization of interactions involving hydrogen bonds, which needed consideration of directional
effects.50
In the case of the PMF function, MR appeared as the
most important descriptor either with or without volume
filter. Although we have not made a specific calculation,
we would predict that simpler descriptors such as atom
counting would provide good discrimination results. The
best models had MR and L/BS as the best descriptors
to classify docking results, obtaining a discriminant
equation (Figure 8b) with a classification power of 77%,
a Wilks’ Λ of 0.43, a F-test of 19.8, and a P-value of
0.000 01 (Tables 4-6). Significance was also tested with
the scrambled models, which gave an average classification power of only 22%, a Wilks’ Λ of 0.95, F-test of 0.67,
and a P-value of 0.66 (Table 6). In a further effort to
determine the importance of dispersion effects, we made
an additional computational experiment in which the
MR was divided by the molecular volume, to isolate the
term related to refractive index. A new discriminant

analysis run was performed, but this time removing first
from the analysis those variables correlated with volume. The model obtained is shown in Table 7, where it
can be seen that although poorer in quality than the
previously discussed models is, nevertheless, significant.
As stated previously, MR has been used traditionally
in QSAR as an estimator of bulk and dispersion interactions. Since failures in docking tend to occur for the
molecules with the smallest value of MR in our set, the
discriminant model suggests that dispersion effects are
not entirely correct in the PMF function when these
interactions are weak. These interactions are modeled
in MM force fields through the attractive part of the
Lennard-Jones potential, precisely the part of the
potential being replaced by the PMF function. Our
analysis suggests that a correct modeling of both
excluded volume and attractive interactions is difficult
if statistical potentials are directly mixed with physically based force fields; simple addition is not warranted.
A possible explanation for this effect can be found in
the lack of direct correspondence between elementary
interaction energies and the “effective” energies derived
from potentials of mean force.51 Consider a pure hard
sphere liquid in which there are no interactions between
spheres except for the excluded volume. The PMF
between particles in this liquid is nonzero, in fact it has
an attractive minima at the contact distance, even
though the potential energy is zero beyond the contact
distance. Using the derived PMF and putting back
directly the excluded volume would not reproduce the
real energy surface for the system, it would actually
create a distorted surface, with a tendency to maximize
the number of contacts between spheres, i.e., it would
create an artificial surface tension in the system.
Couplings of this sort have been observed in computer
simulations of liquids51 as well as in lattice models of
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Figure 6. Error differences in going from “exact” docking to cross-docking. Dotted lines show the cutoffs selected to define the
success of the function in each case (see Linear Discriminant Analysis). Complexes for which the docking function fails in the
“exact” coordinates case are highlighted in the figure with unfilled (20-50% error) or filled (50-100% error) marks. (a) MM; (b)
PMF.

proteins,51,52 and it can be expected that similarly
complex effects also operate in protein-ligand systems.
It is interesting to note that L/BS is a descriptor
playing opposite effects within each scoring function
(Table 3). MM has a tendency to fail if the ligand is not
filling the binding site, which seems to be related, as
discussed previously, to inaccuracies in treatment of
hydrogen bonds and desolvation effects, particularly
when the molecule binds at the protein/solvent interface.
On the other hand, PMF fails when the ligand has

extensive steric interactions with the protein, suggesting
a poor description of dispersion effects (hard core
repulsion is treated in the same way with both potentials), as is indeed pointed out in the analysis by the
presence of MR. However, and possibly due to a better
consideration of hydrogen bond interactions, PMF allows small molecules (with respect to the binding site)
to be correctly docked. This is in agreement with
observations by Mitchell et al.,53 who showed a good
correspondence between hydrogen bond energies as
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Figure 7. Correlation between the RMSD observed in backbone and in side chains for every pair of protein structures in our set.
Residues in a 8 Å sphere around the binding site of the ligand were selected for the calculation. A reasonable correlation is found
(r2 ) 0.64), with a slope of 1.93.

determined by quantum chemical methods and those
determined by statistical potentials.
Cross-docking results were not evaluated by linear
discriminant analysis because the number of members
on each family was not sufficient to allow the derivation
of a reliable discriminant model. This imbalance precludes obtaining reliable information from the LDA
analysis, because it breaks down one of the basic
requirements to evaluate the significance of the LDA
results: the assumption of equal variances and covariances for both groups of data. We stress that the
imbalance does not seem to be due to artifacts created
by the rigid body approach, but rather it seems to be
the result of the considerably larger overlap of nativelike
and nonnativelike energy spectra in the cross-docking
case. We note that this phenomenon has been observed
also by Murray et al.42 in their cross-docking experiments using PRO_LEADS, and thus it does not seem
to be related to peculiarities of our docking implementation.

Table 3. Effect of Changing the Group Classification Cutoff in
the Linear Discriminant Analysis Results
linear discriminant anal
count

cutoff
descrip- descriptor Wilks’
(%) fail OK
tor
power (%)
Λ
F-test
10

10

15

9

17

7

23

6

35

5

50

4

10

20

14

11

18

16

12

17

17

20

15

19

30
50

12
8

22
26

Conclusions
A procedure to quantitatively evaluate docking functions has been presented, which has the important
feature of capturing information about binding energy
landscapes. To be able to exhaustively search the
relevant conformational space for a statistically significant number of cases, docking has been restricted to the
rigid body case, and the six relevant degrees of freedom
have been conveniently discretized. The method has
been used to study MM and statistical potentials. Linear
discriminant analysis has then been applied to these
numerical results in order to find physicochemical
descriptors able to separate successes from failures, with
the purpose of obtaining deeper physical insight about
the main energetic factors at play in the docking
process. We caution that the docking results, and
consequently our linear discriminant analysis, can be
somewhat dependent upon details of the implementation of the potentials, particularly the VDW terms, as

(a) MM (with Volume Filter, See Text)
15
SL
76
0.41
6.9
LP
LIBS
L/HB
16
SL
84
0.4
7.4
LP
L/BS
L/HB
18
SL
100
0.35
9.1
LP
L/BS
L/HB
19
SL
100
0.35
9.0
LP
L/BS
L/HB
20
SL
100
0.34
9.5
LP
DHB
MR
21
SL
100
0.48
5.4
LP
PL
DHB
MR
L/BS
MR
L/BS
MR
L/BS
MR
L/BS
MR
L/HB

P-value
1.0 × 10-3

8.0 × 10-4

2.0 × 10-4

1.0 × 10-4

2.0 × 10-4

4.0 ×10-3

(b) PMF
77

0.43

19.8

1.0 × 10-5

71

0.49

16.0

1.0 × 10-5

53

0.56

12.1

1.0 × 10-4

41

0.67

31.0

2.5 × 10-3

41
53

0.84
0.89

5.9
3.7

2.1 × 10-2
6.3 × 10-2

a Descriptors: SL, solvation; LP, log P; L/BS, percentage of the
free binding site volume occupied by the ligand volume; L/HB,
surface area of the ligand in Å2/hydrogen bond; MP, polarizability;
DHB, all possible ligand hydrogen bonds - ligand hydrogen bonds
accomplished on enzyme; MR, molar refractivity.
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Table 4. Description of the Best Linear Discriminant Models Found
mean
descriptora

fail

std dev

OK

overall

F-ratiob

P-value

(a) MM (with Volume Filter, See Text)
55.87
19.12
37.45
4.7
3.12
2.78
33.27
8.84
7.7
73.71
12.5
48.97

36.91
2.97
8.58
41.11

8.55
11.28
3.69
4.55

1.0 102
3.0 103
7.0 102
5.0 102

(b) PMF
28.51
12.69

37.52
10.94

39.01
6.02

1.0 106
2.0 102

overall

SL
LP
L/BS
L/HB

80.79
5.84
29.01
58.3

41.85
4.06
35.66
82.37

MR
L/BS

64.8
38.45

116.63
36.34

significance

fail

86.14
37.58

OK

26.16
8.08

a Descriptors (see Methods): SL, solvation; LP, log P; L/BS, percentage of binding site volume occupied by ligand; L/HB, surface area
of the ligand in Å2/hydrogen bond; MR, molar refractivity. bF-ratio is used to assess the significance of removing the corresponding
descriptor.34

these effects have played a minor role. In any case,
further studies with slightly modified conditions are
required to fully confirm our conclusions, which we
describe in what follows.
We find that the global minimum (if properly found)
is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to judge a
docking function. Deeper insight, particularly about the
stability and kinetic accessibility of the solution, is
obtained if the complete docking energy surface is taken
into account. In this regard, the CEP plot seems to be
an adequate tool. Using CEPs, we find that MM force
fields seem to be superior to statistical potentials when
exact receptor coordinates are used. However, none of
the functions appear good enough to resolve effectively
the docking problem when there are coordinate shifts
in the receptor, as occurs in cross-docking. In this case
both functions show about the same performance.
Linear discriminant analysis studies of CEP results
allowed us to conclude that a sophisticated treatment
of desolvation effects and hydrogen bond interactions
appears to be required in the implementation of MM
potentials for docking. On the other hand, a detailed
consideration of steric interactions, with a careful
treatment of dispersive forces, seems to be needed when
using statistical potentials derived from a structural
database. Part of the difficulty in supplementing PMF
potentials with physically based terms could reside in
the fact that even “perfect” statistical potentials cannot
recover exactly the underlying physical potential energy

Table 5. Classification Tables of the Linear Discriminant
Functions Obtained with Each Docking Function: MM after
Volume Filter (See Text for Details)
predicted
MM
obsd

PMF

fail

OK

total

fail

OK

total

8
1
9

1
15
16

9
16
25

18
2
20

2
12
14

20
14
34

fail
OK
total

Table 6. Comparison of the Best Linear Discriminant Model
Found for Each Docking Function (Observed) with the Mean
Result from Scrambled Models (Randomized) (Standard
Deviations Also Shown in Parentheses)
potentials
MM

observed
randomized
PMF observed
randomized

discriptor
power (%)
84
39(18)
77
22(8)

Wilks’ Λ

F-test

P-value

0.40
7.4
0.78(0.16) 1.2(0.8)
0.43
19.8
0.95(0.05) 0.7(1.0)

8.0 104
0.48(0.30)
1.0 105
0.66(0.27)

it has been shown that the VDW implementation can
affect docking performance.54 There is the risk that rigid
body docking, together with the use of an underlying
grid and a hard VDW potential could in some cases
penalize nativelike solutions, particularly in complexes
displaying a strong complementarity. In fact, this is
likely the case of the 1srh complex. However, comparison of our results, particularly with the MM potential,
with other state-of-the-art docking codes, suggests that

Table 7. Best Linear Discriminant Model Obtained by Excluding Volume Related Descriptors (See Text for Details)
(a) Descriptors Selected and Influence in the Model
mean

std dev

significance

descriptorsa

fail

OK

overall

fail

OK

overall

F-ratiob

P-value

MR/VO
SL
HB

0.27
71.83
4.29

0.29
42.94
6.41

0.29
57.38
5.35

0.05
60.45
1.83

0.01
35.89
2.48

0.04
51.10
2.40

1.6
3.21
7.57

2.1 101
8.3 102
9.9 103

(b) Classification Table
predicted PMF
obsd

fail
OK
total

fail

OK

total

12
3
15

5
14
19

17
17
34

(c) Discrimant Performance
potentials

discriptor power (%)

Wilks’ Λ

F-test

P-value

PMF

53

0.68

4.5

9.7 × 10-2

a Descriptors: MR/VO, molar refractivity divided by volume; SL, solvation; HB, all possible ligand hydrogen bonds. bF-ratio is used to
assess the significance of removing the corresponding descriptor.
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Figure 8. Linear discriminant function score plots of docking results. OK (circle), Fail (triangle). The line shows points with
identical probability to be classified as any of the groups. (a) MM (volume filter); (b) PMF.

used to generate them. This study however suggests
that both functions contain different but, in some ways,
complementary information, which could in principle be
mixed in the design of better docking potentials. For
example, a correction of the hydrogen bond term by
incorporating statistical potentials in MM seems obvious.
Finally, our results could be fruitfully exploited in the
design and filtering of molecular databases in virtual
screening or combinatorial docking. In this paper we
show that it is possible to establish quantitative relationships between likelihood of docking success using a
given docking function and simple physicochemical
descriptors, readily computable from the molecular
structure of the ligand alone or in combination with the
active site being targeted, but in any case prior to any
docking calculation. This opens the possibility of biasing
virtual library design or filtering chemical databases by
selecting those molecules with high probability of docking success according to the values of their physico-

chemical descriptors, and integrates nicely with recent
proposals to design and tailor compound libraries on the
basis of other parameters important in drug discovery,
for instance predicted solubility, membrane permeability, or metabolic stability, using physicochemical
descriptors.55,56 Also, and since a correct docking mode
is a prerequisite for being able to predict correctly
binding affinities, this is an interesting alternative to
other proposals aimed at increasing the hit rate of active
molecules, such as those based on the combination of
scoring functions.57,58 It can be expected that molecular
diversity of a library created through selection of highly
probable dockings coming from different (separated)
docking functions will be larger than that obtained by
applying a single consensus scoring function. We will
explore these issues in future research.
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A two-step, fully automatic virtual screening procedure consisting of flexible docking followed
by activity prediction by COMparative BINding Energy (COMBINE) analysis is presented.
This novel approach has been successfully applied, as an example with medicinal chemistry
interest, to a recently reported series of 133 factor Xa (fXa)1 inhibitors whose activities
encompass 4 orders of magnitude. The docking algorithm is linked to the COMBINE analysis
program and used to derive independent regression models of the 133 inhibitors docked within
three different fXa structures (PDB entries 1fjs, 1f0r, and 1xka), so as to explore the effect of
receptor conformation on the overall results. Reliable docking conformations and predictive
regression models requiring eight latent variables could be derived for two of the fXa structures,
with the best model achieving a Q2 of 0.63 and a standard deviation of errors of prediction
(SDEP) of 0.51 (leave-one-out). The two-step procedure was then employed to screen a designed
virtual library of 112 ligands, containing both active and inactive compounds. While docking
energies alone could show a good performance for selecting hits, including structurally diverse
ones, inclusion of COMBINE analysis regression models provided improved rankings for the
identification of structurally related molecules in external sets. In our best case, a recognition
rate of ∼80% of known binders at ∼15% false positives rate was achieved, corresponding to an
enrichment factor of ∼450% over random.
Introduction
Structural information about the ligand-receptor
complex is becoming increasingly important in ligand
optimization,2-4 and with the advent of the human
genome and the ongoing Structural Genomics Initiatives,5 a large number of new pharmacological targets
and their corresponding experimental or modeled structures is expected to emerge.6 Methods to efficiently
integrate this rapidly increasing wealth of structural
data with more traditional lead optimization techniques
are beginning to be required in many drug discovery
projects.7 Docking programs are being used in conjunction with large three-dimensional (3D) databases of
small molecules, and different scoring functions are
being designed to predict de novo ligand affinity.8-11
While useful in the initial stages of lead detection,
available experience also indicates that predicted differences of an order of magnitude between different
designs should not be relied upon as a basis for preferring one design to another. Therefore, regression-based
models must ultimately be considered during the course
of a drug design project so as to improve affinities. In
this setting, a sufficiently rapid, automatic, and predictive QSAR-based analysis incorporating structural data
of the ligand-receptor complex could become most
valuable, by allowing maximal utilization of the available information in the iterative design-synthesis-test
cycles.
* Corresponding author. Phone: (34) 91-348-2376. Fax: (34) 3974799. E-mail: aro@cbm.uam.es.
† Mount Sinai School of Medicine.
‡ Universidad Autonoma de Madrid.

Here we report a novel, two-step fully automatic
procedure for the affinity optimization of a congeneric
series against a given target of known structure. The
approach is based on the use of a flexible docking
algorithm followed up by structure-activity model
derivation by COMparative BINding Energy (COMBINE) analysis.12,13 For the first step we describe a new
in-house flexible docking algorithm (see Methods for
details), which differs from most other approaches in
that it performs an exhaustive search of conformational
space. Since the subsequent structure-activity derivation is obtained from an analysis of the interaction
energetics, we considered it important to obtain complex
geometries corresponding to global minima of the energy
function employed (for our search space and at a given
degree of discretization), even if this goal entails an
increase in the computational demands. We also considered crucial, for optimal robustness and prediction
ability, to have a self-consistent method that employs
the well-established and widely used AMBER molecular
mechanics energy function14 for both the docking simulation and the subsequent derivation of the regression
model. These reasons prompted us to develop a new
docking algorithm, consisting in a new alignment tool
playing the same logical role of the alignment algorithms now available for CoMFA. It is not our intention
to describe here a general-purpose docking algorithm.
For the second part of the protocol, we derived a systemspecific, receptor-based QSAR model with the COMBINE analysis methodology,12 which allowed us to
estimate binding free energy differences based on the
computed interaction energies between ligand and
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receptor. The COMBINE analysis method has previously proved successful for deriving high quality receptor-based QSAR models in a variety of protein-ligand
complexes, including enzyme-inhibitor,15-19 enzymesubstrate,20-22 protein-DNA,23 and peptide-protein
complexes.24 Since the energetics of the binding process
are incorporated with modest computational requirements and the descriptors used to build the model are
physicochemically sound, an advantage of COMBINE
analysis is that it can potentially be applied to large
datasets and to the screening of virtual libraries while
preserving high predictive abilities. Despite these potential benefits, however, to the best of our knowledge
the applicability of COMBINE analysis to virtual screening has not previously reported in the literature, and
this constitutes the first successful example.
As a test case we chose a recently reported congeneric
series of factor Xa (fXa) inhibitors.1 This series was
chosen not only because of its desirable properties (see
Methods) regarding number of compounds, diversity,
and affinity range, but also for their interest from a
medicinal chemistry standpoint. FXa is a member of the
trypsin-like family of serine proteases, an important
family of pharmacological targets relevant to a number
of diseases.25,26 In particular, fXa plays a critical role
in the formation of blood clots by ultimately regulating
the proteolysis of prothrombin to thrombin, the first step
that links the intrinsic and extrinsic coagulation pathways for converging to a final common route.27 This key
location, together with its role in thrombin activation
and potentiating effects on clot formation, identify it as
an attractive target in anticoagulant/antithrombic drug
development.28,29 The fXa inhibitors analyzed in this
paper correspond to a series of 138 compounds, originally described by Matter and co-workers and used by
these authors for the derivation of successful 3D-QSAR
models.1
The paper is organized as follows: first, in the
Methods section we describe the docking algorithm and
the COMBINE analysis method. Then, in the Results
and Discussion sections, we describe the accuracy of the
docking method, the predictive ability of the complexesbased regression models, and the performance of the
two-step approach in virtual screening experiments of
molecular datasets. This is compared with the use of
the naked AMBER energy function14 employed within
the docking program. Finally, we close this paper with
a summary of the main conclusions obtained in this
work.
Methods
Docking Algorithm. Energy Function. The nonbonded interaction energies of the AMBER force field14
(parm.99 parameter set30) using an all-atom model were
employed to model the ligand-receptor interaction. The
equation used here has the following form:
prot lig

EMM )
Aij and Bij
parameters of
j. Aij ) ijrm,12
kcal/mol) and

∑i ∑j

[

Aij

rij12

-

Bij
rij6

+ 332

]

qiqj
rij

(1)

represent the van der Waals (VDW)
the atom types assigned to atoms i and
whereas Bij ) 2ijrm.6 Parameters ij (in
rm (in Å) are obtained by applying the
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Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules. On the other hand, qi
and qj are the partial charges of atoms i and j,
respectively, and rij (in Å) is the distance between
them.31 We refer to the AMBER potential for details
about parameters.14 Hydrogen and oxygen radii were
scaled down with a factor of 0.8 for optimal performance,
based on trial and error tests (test results not shown).
A distance-dependent dielectric constant,  ) 4, was
used. We have made some tests with more complicated
electrostatic models, but we did not observe in any of
the cases a statistically significant improvement in the
docking success rate (data not shown).
Automatic Ligand Parametrization. Ligand parametrization is automatically generated by means of
an analysis of the molecular topology of the ligand using
graph theory. After building the connectivity matrix of
the ligand, a depth-first search through the nodes of the
resulting graph is conducted. This allows the detection
and storage of bonded atoms, 1-4 atom groups, rings,
and fused rings in the molecule, as well as the location
of heteroatoms relative to the rings and the definition
of atomic hybridization states, among various topological data. Once this information is gathered, the algorithm attempts, in a second step, to assign AMBER
atom types14 to the molecule. This is done based on a
library of atom types and a set of classification rules
that use the topological data previously stored. At the
time of this writing, 22 different atom types from the
parm.99 parameter set30 of the AMBER force field14 are
being used and assigned (see Table A1, Supporting
Information, for atom types and rules). Atoms not falling
into any of the categories used by the program are
assigned generic types. Separately, unscaled atomcentered charges for the ligand are obtained32 from a
linear fitting to the molecular electrostatic potential
computed using the AM1 Hamiltonian33 with the MOPAC program.34,35
Ligand Conformational Search. A torsion-driven
algorithm was developed to search the ligand conformational space. Only torsion angles in rotatable bonds
are considered, with a rotatable bond defined as a single
or exocyclic double bond having at least one nonhydrogen neighbor on each side of the bond. Rotations
affecting oxygen atoms in terminal groups, such as
carboxylates, phosphates, sulfonyl, etc., are skipped.
Amide bonds are not scanned unless asymmetric disubstitution is present on the amide nitrogen; otherwise
a 180° angle value is fixed for the dihedral X-N-C-X.
Sulfoamino nitrogen atoms are treated with sp3 hybridization. If a dihedral angle X-S-N-X needs to be
scanned, alternative eclipsed conformations (0°, 120°,
-120°) are considered. Only rotameric states are considered in general (although there are some special
cases; see below), with the following dihedral angles:
60°, 180°, and -60° for sp3-sp3 bonds; 0°, 60°, 120°,
180°, -60°, and -120° for sp3-sp2 bonds (when symmetry is present on sp2 only 60°, 180°, and -60° are
considered to avoid redundancies); and 0°, 180° for sp2sp2 bonds (again, symmetry existence is checked). There
are a few special cases: for sp2-sp2 rotatable bonds
attached to aromatic systems 0°, 90°, 180°, -90° angles
are used (when symmetry is present on sp2 only 0°, and
90° are scanned to avoid redundancies); on the other
hand oxygen-sp3 bonds in esters and ethers are treated
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as regular sp3-sp3 bonds except in cases where the sp3
center is located in a ring (e.g. ribose, glucose derivatives), where eclipsed conformations are a common
trend. For these we consider 0°, 60°, 120°, 180°, -60°,
and -120°.
All possible dihedral angle combinations are generated, and the corresponding intramolecular energy of
each of the resulting conformations is computed based
on nonbonding 12-6 Lennard-Jones terms, without
considering 1-2 and 1-3 interactions, and with 1-4
interactions scaled down by a factor of 2, as it is
customary within the AMBER force field.14 No energy
minimization is performed in any of the conformations;
thus, a VDW energy cutoff of 5 kcal/mol is used to cap
each pairwise interaction. Only conformations with
computed VDW energies within 30 kcal/mol of the global
minimum are saved for docking. To reduce the combinatorial explosion, for sp3-sp2 bonds the program first
evaluates the local energy, up to 1-4 interactions,
associated with each of its six dihedral angles. The three
lowest energy values are then used in the combinatorial
search. This procedure proved very successful in keeping
the combinatorial size under control, while having minor
effects on the rate of bioactive conformation generation
and docking accuracy (data not shown).
The approach is designed specifically to have a high
information/CPU ratio. It has been shown recently that
the more sophisticated methods deliver only a small
margin of statistical improvement in reproducing bioactive conformations with respect to the simple, rotameric-based torsional search.36
Grid Description of the Binding Site. The intermolecular energy is precomputed using an underlying
3D grid. A gridded box is created by adding a 3.5 Å
cushion to the maximum dimensions of the ligand
complexed with the protein and using a grid spacing of
0.3 Å. Then, for a ligand atom probe j at grid point
(k,l,m), the total interaction energy with all protein
atoms i is computed according to eq 1. Precalculating
the contribution of every receptor atom at every grid
point can be frustratingly lengthy, especially when large
sampling volumes are used. For this reason, and for
VDW terms only, a 12 Å cutoff around each grid point
is imposed. Only protein atoms within this specified
distance are considered. The precomputed grid energy
is then used during docking to calculate the proteinligand interaction energy for each conformer atom from
a trilinear interpolation, using the nearest eight grid
points surrounding the atom.31
Exhaustive Search Algorithm. A complete enumeration of all possible orientations of each ligand
conformer in the active site of the rigid protein is
computed. The conformer is translated and rotated in
the docking region using the ligand center of mass,
which is moved consecutively to every grid point in the
box using a grid spacing of 0.6 Å. At each grid point, a
complete sampling of the rotational space is achieved
by computing all nondegenerate sets of Euler angles
with a resolution of 27°.31 From here, the algorithm
switches to a greedy search. The best 512 energy
orientations obtained after this initial search with each
conformer are subjected to rigid body off-lattice energy
minimization using the SIMPLEX algorithm from Nelder
& Mead.37 The lowest energy pose obtained is stored as
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the docking energy for that particular conformer. The
lowest energy conformation among all energies of the
conformers is taken as the predicted binding mode for
the ligand.
Docking Studies. Datasets Selection and Description. We tested the performance of the flexible
docking procedure by studying two different datasets.
First, a general set of 55 noncovalent protein-ligand
complexes selected from the Protein Data Bank PDB38
(Table 1), with a broad range of diversity in both their
ligand structure (including atom types, number of
rotatable bonds, etc.) and binding site shapes. As a
second set, a series of sialic acid and benzoic acid
analogues described as inhibitors of the influenza type
A neuraminidase (NA) and cocrystallized with different
forms of this enzyme were used. These compounds,
which have been previously studied using COMBINE
analysis,19 provide a good system for testing both the
direct docking as well as the cross-docking performance
of our algorithm which considers only one rigid structure
for the protein. Only the X-ray structures were considered: 9 N2-strain A/Tokyo/67- and 23 N9-strain A/Tern/
Australia/G70c/75- subtypes (8 wild-type + 7 N9
Arg292Lys mutants + 8 Gly336Asn N9 mutants). Two
more influenza type B-strain B/LEE/40- NA in complex
with related ligands (PDB entries 1b9t and 1b9v)
completed the selection, giving a total of 34 complexes
containing 28 different inhibitors and three subtypes
of NA.
Preparation of Complexes for Docking. Protein
and ligand structural data were separated into different
files. Water molecules were removed from the protein
when present (except in NA series where the original
set up conditions for the protein file, containing some
water molecules, were kept as in the COMBINE analysis from which they were taken).19 Protein hydrogen
atoms were first positioned using the protonate program
from the AMBER 7.0 package,39 while for the ligand,
hydrogen atoms were added using the InsightII40 builder
module, in both cases assuming physiological conditions.
As a rule, all carboxylic acid and phosphoric acid groups
were ionized, while all basic amino, amidino, and
guanidino groups were protonated. The orientation of
rotatable OH and NH3 groups was not optimized.
Standard AMBER force field14 charges and atom types
were used for the protein whereas the ligand was
treated as previously described.
We emphasize that during the conformational search,
the conformation of the bound ligand did not form part
of the pool of conformers at any point. All conformers
in the pool were generated by assigning canonical
rotameric states. As initial structures for this conformational search, we used two sets: in one the bound
structure of the ligand was employed to carry out this
dihedral assignment. In a second set we started from
structures generated from scratch using standard bond
lengths and angles by applying CORINA41,42 with
default settings. These CORINA-generated structures
were then subjected to the same exact protocol for
conformer generation and docking.
Docking Evaluation. As metric for the evaluation
of the docking protocol, we used the root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) of the best energy-scored solution
compared to the ligand position in the crystal structure.
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Table 1. Performance of the Docking Algorithm. Table Sorted by Number of Torsionals in the Ligand (ntor)

a PDB ID, Protein Data Bank entry. b nat, total number of ligand atoms. c char, ligand formal charge. d ntor, total number of rotatable
dihedral angles in the ligand. e logrotsel, number of ligand rotamers selected for docking analysis (within 30 kcal/molof the lowest energy)
expressed in logarithmic units. f RMSD dock, docking RMSD (Å) of the docked (best energy scored) conformation coordinates compared
with the crystal structure; a docking RMSD of 2.0 Å or less is considered a successful solution. g ENE dock, computed docking energy
(kcal/mol). h first rank, first docking solution with RMSD equal or less than 2.0 Å according to an energy-based rank. i first RMSD, RMSD
of the first rank. j gapVDW, energy difference (kcal/mol) between the VDW energy of the best scored docking solution and the VDW
docking energy average corresponding to the five following solutions in the energy ranked list of docked conformations. k VDW/hatm,
average VDW docking energy per ligand heavy atom (kcal/mol). l ND, not determined. For ligands without rotatable bonds (ntor ) 0),
only one docking solution corresponding to the ridig docking of the unique conformation is saved. m NF, not found. Shaded entries correspond
to program failures in finding the correct binding mode as the lowest energy pose (RMSD greater than 2.0 Å).

In keeping with standard practices in the docking field,9
we considered that a correct binding mode has been
reproduced when RMSD between predicted and experimental coordinates was less than or equal to 2 Å. Direct
RMSD calculations used standard algorithms, considering heavy atoms and atom equivalences. For crossdocking, pairwise superimposition with the MAMMOTH43 program was employed to obtain the alignment
between the protein considered for docking and the
actual binding partner of the ligand in the PDB. The
rotation matrix and translation vector obtained in this
way were applied to the ligand coordinates prior to the
RMSD computation.
COMBINE Analysis Theory Overview. For the
sake of completeness, we briefly summarize the basis
of the COMBINE analysis here.12,13 In COMBINE, the
binding free energy ∆G of the receptor-ligand complex
(or an equivalent expression such as pKi, pIC50, etc.) is
correlated with a set of selected interaction energy

components. Each selected energy component ui contributes to the binding free energy according to its
weight wi:

∆G )

∑wiui + C

(2)

Having a sufficiently high number of molecules with
known affinity in a training set and a dataset of ligandreceptor models for these molecules, we can estimate
weights by linear fitting.
Since in the linear system in eq 2 there are usually
many more unknowns than equations, the use of
standard multiple regression techniques is precluded,
but a solution can be found by applying partial least
squares (PLS) analysis. Details of the PLS algorithm
are outside of the scope of this paper, but excellent
references are available.44
The energy terms entering eq 2 should reflect as
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closely as possible a true partition of the binding free
energy. Entropic terms are however elusive to incorporate, so that it is customary to introduce only electrostatic interactions, uiele, and VDW interactions, uivdw,
between the inhibitor and each protein residue in the
energy-minimized structure to estimate the pKi value:

pKi )

∑i wivdwuivdw + ∑i wieleuiele + C

(3)

The important residues contributing to the activity
should exhibit large wivdw and/or wiele values. Note that
a larger (more positive) pKi value in eq 3 represents
stronger binding and corresponds to a more negative
binding free energy, ∆G, in eq 2.
The major advantages of this procedure over simply
correlating the observed ∆G with the total computed
binding energy are (i) that errors either in the field
parametrization or in modeled 3D structures can be, at
least partly, filtered out by the PLS analysis, and (ii)
that the resultant model can help to pinpoint those
interactions that are key for the observed differences
in binding affinity. This latter information can provide
important hints both for the design of molecules with
improved binding properties and for the prediction of
point mutation effects. The basis of this paper is to show
that these analyses can be automated to screen ligand
libraries.
COMBINE Analysis of FXa Inhibitors. A series
of 3-amidino-1H-indole-2-carboxamides and analogues
as inhibitors of fXa1 was used as an application of the
methodology. The general chemical scaffold and structural variations in the series are schematically shown
in Figure 3. All compounds reported in the original
study were used, with the exception of racemic compounds, resulting in a set of 133 compounds out of the
138 initially described, with inhibitory activities covering 4 logarithmic units.1
Protein-Ligand Docking. Molecules were modelbuilt in InsightII40 Builder module in arbitrary conformations, using standard bond lengths and angles. The
benzamidine moiety and basic amino functional groups
were protonated, and amides and primary and secondary amino groups adjacent to aromatic portions were
treated as uncharged. All carboxylate groups were
considered to be deprotonated. Atomic charge calculations and conformational sampling were carried out as
described before. Three publicly available X-ray structures of fXa in complex with nonpeptidic benzamidinerelated inhibitors (PDB entries 1fjs,45 1f0r,46 and 1xka47)
were selected for the docking studies and COMBINE
analysis of the indole derivatives. The previously described docking protocol was used for each of these
receptor templates, and the rest of the procedure was
carried out in parallel for each of the three sets of fXainhibitor complexes.
Energy Minimization of the Complexes. In preparation for COMBINE analysis, topology and coordinate
files of each modeled complex were obtained with the
tLEaP module from AMBER 7.0,39 and their geometries
were refined with module sander following an energy
minimization protocol consisting of 100 steps of steepest
descent and up to 400 steps of conjugate gradient during
which only protein atoms were allowed to relax. A
distance-dependent dielectric constant,  ) 4rij, was

Table 2. COMBINE Analysis Perfomance for the fXa
Inhibitors Seriesa
PDB ID

1fjs

1f0r

number of variables
number of LV
n
R2 (fitting)
SDEC
Q2 (cross-validation)
SDEP

286*2
8
114
0.752
0.415
0.628
0.509

286*2
8
107
0.761
0.394
0.607
0.506

a Abbrevations: PDB ID, Protein Data Bank entry used for
generating the fXa-inhibitor complex models; LV, latent variables;
n, number of compounds in the training set; R2, correlation
n (y
coefficient (fitting performance given by R2 ) 1 - [∑i)1
exp(i) n (y
2
yfitt(i))2]/[∑i-1
exp(i) - 〈yexp〉) ] where yfitt(i) corresponds to the value
of the quantity fitted with the model for complex i, yexp(i) is the
experimental value of the quantity for complex i, and 〈yexp〉 is the
average experimental value of the quantity for the complete set
of n complexes); Q2, predictive correlation coefficient (the equivalent of R2 calculated for the cross-validated predictive performance); SDEC, standard deviation of errors of correlation (given
n (y
2
1/2
by SDEC ) {[ ∑i)1
exp(i) - yfitt(i)) ]/n} ); SDEP, standard deviation of errors of cross-validated prediction (the equivalent of SDEC
calculated for cross-validation).

used throughout, and no cutoff distance was used in the
evaluation of nonbonded interactions. We note that,
since the conformation of the ligand was kept frozen,
no intramolecular ligand force field terms were required
during the minimization, facilitating the high-throughput character and automation of the approach.
Chemometric Analysis. All computations were carried out with our in-house program COMBINE. For
comparison purposes and easier manipulation, only
common residues within the three fXa structures were
considered, yielding a total of 286 residues, the number
present in the 1f0r PDB entry.46 Therefore, each complex was then described by 286 intermolecular electrostatic energy variables (using a dielectric constant of 
) 4) and 286 intermolecular VDW energy variables,
giving a total of 572 unscaled x-variables which were
used directly in the analysis without further pretreatment. Introduction of additional external variables, such
as electrostatic desolvation energies, entropy estimations, or distance-dependent dielectric constants, did not
produce improved models (data not shown). The yvariable was assigned as pKi. Initial PLS analysis with
the 133 complexes gave leave-one-out (LOO) crossvalidation Q2 values in the range of 0.3, due to the
presence of some outliers. We ascribed the existence of
these outliers to wrong docking modes predicted by our
docking program (vide infra, Results and Discussion).
These complexes were removed, and PLS analyses were
repeated. This procedure gave final training sets of 114
(1fjs), 107 (1f0r), and 113 (1xka) compounds. Statistics
from the analysis of the 1fjs- and 1f0r-based models are
found in Table 2 and are further discussed in the
Results and Discussion sections, while the poorer quality of the final 1xka-based regression model made us
discard it for further applications.
Since we removed some of the complexes from the set,
it was important to establish the robustness of the
generated regression models. Two tests were carried
out. The first was a scrambling test: activity data for
each final COMBINE analysis training set (1fjs and
1f0r-based models) were randomly scrambled 100 times,
producing 100 regression models with the randomly
assigned activities, which were further analyzed and are
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described in the Results section. For the second test,
external cross-validation was simulated by randomly
taking 13 complexes from the original dataset of 133
compounds and using them as external sets, while the
remaining complexes were used to derive COMBINE
analysis models, exactly in the same way as described
above. Twenty such test models were generated for the
1fjs and 1f0r sets of complexes, and these are discussed
in the Results and Discussion sections.
Virtual Screening Experiments. We have investigated the use of the two-step procedure, flexible
docking, and external pKi prediction with COMBINE,
to automatically screen virtual libraries. For this purpose, we have designed a small in-house virtual library
of 99 ligands, containing both inactive and active
compounds (see Tables A2 and A3, Supporting Information). Ligands were prepared and docked into the fXa
binding site (using both 1fjs and 1f0r PDB entries) as
previously described. In our evaluation protocol, 20
different sets of molecules (each containing 13 randomly
chosen compounds) were left-out, one at a time, from
the original list of 133 inhibitors and mixed with the
rest of the compounds (see Tables A2 and A3, Supporting Information) that made up the virtual library. Thus,
each trial of the library consisted of 86 inactive molecules (Table A2, Supporting Information), although we
do not have experimental data to support this contention, 13 fXa inhibitors not related to the series (Table
A3, Supporting Information), and 13 inhibitors from the
Matter et al. series not used in the derivation of the
COMBINE analysis model. Each COMBINE analysis
model derived for the remaining 120 fXa ligands was
then used to screen the library.
The screening results were analyzed using the familiar Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) plots:48 the
13 known fXa inhibitors that were not members of the
series studied were marked as active, a pKi cutoff of 5.5
was used to regard the 13 excluded series members as
active or inactive, and the remaining 86 compounds in
the library were marked as inactive. The active/inactive
list was ranked according to the COMBINE analysis
predicted affinity. The percentage of successfully found
binders (true positives) was scanned through the ranked
database and plotted as a function of the cumulative
percentage of nonbinders (false positives) (Figure 8). In
addition, enrichment factors9 (concentration of binders
in a subset/concentration of binders in the database)
were also computed through the database and plotted
against the corresponding percentage of the screened
database (Figure 9).
For comparison, the screening methodology was also
pursued for both sets of complexes (1fjs and 1f0r) using
the naked AMBER energy function employed within our
docking program. Ligand sets were ranked according
to their computed docking energy, and ROC and enrichment factor plots were then produced as described
before (Figures 8 and 9). Average plots are presented
except for the docking energy-based virtual search of
fXa inhibitors that were different from the studied
series, where only one list results.
Results
Evaluation of the Docking Algorithm. We have
tested the performance of the flexible docking procedure
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Figure 1. Histograms showing (a) the docking RMSD (Å)
distribution starting either from the crystallographic ligand
structure (darker line and bars) or from de novo built ligand
structure (lighter colors) when generating the rotamers to be
docked (see text for details) (RMSD of 2.0 Å or less is
considered a successful solution) and (b) the computing time
(sec) distribution in our docking validation set of 55 complexes.
In all cases, both binned and integrated distributions are
shown.

by assessing its ability to reproduce the experimental
docking orientation, as expressed in terms of the RMSD
of the lowest energy pose found by the program. We
studied two different test sets, a first series of 55
structurally diverse complexes, and a second series of
34 NA inhibitors that have been cocrystallized with
different forms of this enzyme.19
Docking Performance with the General Test
Set. The performance of the docking algorithm on the
set of 55 structurally diverse protein-ligand complexes
is shown in Table 1. The results are summarized in
Figure 1, which displays the binned and integrated
RMSD distributions for the lowest energy poses in the
test set. In 40 out of 55 cases (73%), the lowest energy
pose is within 2.0 Å RMSD with respect to the X-ray
PDB complex (see Table 1, Figure 1a and Discussion).
The results are not dependent on the ideality of the bond
lengths and angles in the molecule: the CORINA
generated conformers show an almost identical behavior
to the PDB based conformers. As for the remaining 27%,
the program fails to obtain the correct binding mode as
the lowest energy pose (shaded entries in Table 1).
Among these, in 15 cases the binding mode is within
2.5 Å of the experimental solution. In 10 cases the
algorithm finds a correct binding mode within the first
15 energy ranked solutions. Only in three cases does
the algorithm fail to find correct solutions in the upper
ranking list. When these failures were analyzed, we
found that in most cases (as in 1aqw, 1 mLd, 1tnk, 1ppc,
2tsc, 1mts, or 4dfr) the docked ligand largely overlaps
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Figure 2. Histograms showing the docking RMSD (Å) distribution (RMSD of 2.0 Å or less is considered a successful solution) in
a set of 34 neuraminidase-inhibitor complexes taken as representative congeneric series example.19 Direct docking (black) and
cross-docking (gray) results are compared. Both binned (bars) and integrated (lines) distributions are shown.

with the experimental binding mode, but has one
portion of the molecule in a different orientation. On
the other hand, the programs failed completely in the
recognition of the binding modes for 1bma and 1d0l.
Although difficult to quantify, different docking studies over different systems (data not shown) have allowed
us to observe that as a general trend, successful docking
runs tend to present more negative values of the VDW
energy per heavy atom and a larger VDW energy gap
(measured as the VDW energy difference between the
model ranked first and the average of the next five
poses). These energy values are shown for the docking
models presented in Table 1. This tendency is in
agreement with a funnellike view of the energy landscape in molecular recognition, with a predominant role
of shape complementarity in selecting the binding
mode.49 As native interactions are on average stronger
than non-native ones, increasingly larger decreases in
energy are expected as the nativelike binding mode is
approached.
Cross Docking Performance on a NA-Inhibitor
Set. Many proteins undergo small side chain or even
backbone movements upon ligand binding. In some
extreme cases large loop movements or even domain
shifts can be induced.50,51 This induced fit is potentially
problematic for virtual screening computations, as in
most cases there is only one crystal structure to be used
during the screening process.52 Assessing the sensitivity
of the predicted docking modes in relation to the extent
of structural changes is therefore important. The impact
that small conformational shifts may have on the
docking performance of our algorithm was evaluated
through cross-docking experiments of 28 derivatives of
sialic acid and benzoic acid analogues as ligands into
34 X-ray protein structures of influenza NA taken from
a series previously used in the application of the
COMBINE analysis19 as well as from two additional
PDB entries (see Methods). NA is known to exhibit
small but significant induced fit effects upon ligand
binding. Previous docking studies have indicated that
some docking methods are sensitive to the induced fit
effects present in the NA-inhibitor series of complexes.53 On the other hand, a recent report by Birch et
al. has showed a significantly robust and accurate

performance of GOLD on this application.54 Thus, it was
of interest to study the performance of our algorithm
on this set.
The full set of 34 complexes was tested and the RMSD
to the reference structures calculated. As shown in
Figure 2, in 82% of the cases the algorithm correctly
docks the ligand into the binding site of its experimental
partner. This is better than the 73% success rate seen
against the general test set, and slightly worse than the
results (87%) obtained for the full set tested with
GOLD.56 As previously observed, when failures are
present the predicted conformation largely overlaps with
the experimental binding mode. The cross-docking
experiments had a high success rate, even for ligands
that are known to cause small but significant induced
fit effects. Thus, considering all possible cross-docking
cases, the algorithm found the experimental binding
mode in 66% of the cases (Figure 2), although results
varied significantly with the protein model. While some
models produced consistently good binding modes (e.g.,
82% of ligands correctly docked against bc6 conformation), others performed poorly on average (e.g., only 21%
and 27% of ligands were correctly docked against 1ivd
and 1ive, respectively). These differences might be
related to either the quality of the X-ray structure or
the degree of “promiscuity” of some cavities or both, as
discussed by Birch and co-workers.54 Taking into consideration the differences in the series, we can conclude
that our algorithm appears to be fairly insensitive to
small protein shifts whereas its sensitivity to induced
shifts is similar to that described for GOLD (76% of
success for the cross-docking into the protein structures
of their full set), despite our use of a sharp 12-6
potential for the VDW interactions.
COMBINE Analysis of fXa Inhibitors. Docking
of FXa Inhibitors. For the derivation of the QSAR
model and all subsequent experiments, our first objective was to derive binding modes for all members in the
set of 3-amidinobenzyl-1H-indole-2-carboxamide analogues published by Matter et al.1 (Figure 3). Various
protein structures were considered in order to study the
dependence of the COMBINE analysis models on the
structural variability of the receptor. PDB entries 1fjs,45
1f0r,46 and 1xka47 were selected. The series of 133
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Figure 3. General structure of the series of 3-amidinobenzyl1H-indole-2-carboxamides and analogues1 used for our COMBINE analysis studies of the blood coagulation enzyme fXa
inhibitory activity.

molecules was docked in each one of them following the
procedures already described in the previous sections.
Before discussing our docking results, we briefly
introduce the fXa binding site. The main determinant
for the specificity of ligands toward proteins of the
chymotrypsin-like family such as fXa is believed to be
the deep S1 or specificity pocket.55 The interior of the
S1 pocket is fairly hydrophobic, except for the presence
of the acidic carboxyl side chain of Asp189 (numbering
scheme following chymotrypsin) at the bottom. This
acidic group usually forms a salt bridge with positively
charged ligand moieties, such as guanidinium groups,
amines, or amidines. The catalytic triad, or S2 pocket,
is formed by residues His57, Asp102, and Ser195.
Additionally, the binding site possesses a S3 binding
subsite, consisting of Gly216. Finally, there is a rather
structured and mostly hydrophobic distal S4 region,
lined by residues Tyr99, Phe174, Trp215, and Glu217,
which is known as the aryl binding region. This pocket
has been largely exploited in the design of selective fXa
inhibitors.28,29 The arrangement of the binding site and
a typical binding mode for members of the series studied
here can be observed in Figure 4a. This binding mode
is consistent with the available data. As shown by
Matter et al.,1 the amidinobenzyl at the indole N1 is
located in the fXa S1 pocket, interacting with the basal
Asp189. The indole scaffold itself is solvent-exposed,
stacked against the flexible side chain of Gln192, and
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involved in VDW contacts with the Cys191-Cys220
disulfide bond. The terminal group of the 3-amidinobenzyl-1H-indole-2-carboxamides and esters is situated in
the S4 pocket, either parallel or perpendicular to the
Trp215 indole ring, depending on its nature and substitution pattern.1
Visual inspection of the docking results indicated that
predictions were generally consistent with the canonical
binding mode. However, and as expected based on the
validation sets, some alternative docking modes were
also found. Differences were also found depending on
the PDB employed for the protein. 1Fjs docking modes
were more homogeneous, commonly implicating either
the standard mode or a reverse mode, inverted by 180°
so that the benzamidine fragment occupied the S4
pocket while the distal ring was at the S1 subsite. This
inverted mode was also the most frequent alternative
pose at 1f0r enzyme cavity. As an example, the standard
binding mode is shown for compound 34 (original series
numbering1) in Figure 4a, while the inverted pose for
compound 30 is presented in Figure 4b, both docked to
1f0r. With 1f0r a similar fraction of canonical modes was
observed compared to 1fjs, however, there was less
homogeneity regarding alternative poses. Many solutions showed the benzamidine ring inside the S1 pocket,
while the indole scaffold presented a different pose,
perpendicularly situated with respect to the binding
conformation shown in Figure 4a, and with the side
chain connecting both lateral rings of the ligand structure pointing toward the S2 subsite, and leading also
to a slightly different occupation of S4. Finally, 1xka
showed the least “promiscuous” docking cavity. It is
interesting to note that this is the structure solved at
lower resolution. On the other hand, a linear correlation
between the computed docking energy for the ligands
and their fXa inhibitory activity was observed only for
1fjs-based models.
Chemometric Analysis. The same procedure was
followed in parallel for each of the three sets of fXa-

Figure 4. Details of binding models obtained for the studied indole derivatives as fXa inhibitors using our flexible docking
algorithm. (a) Standard (correctly modeled) binding mode is shown for compound 34 (original series numbering) as an example,
while for an (b) inverted type binding pose, compound 30 was chosen as an example. In both shown examples, 1f0r PDB entry
was used for representing the fXa binding site. S1 and S4 denote subsites 1 and 4, respectively, in the binding site of fXa, as
defined in ref 55. Note that occupations of S1 and S4 pockets of the fXa binding site by the ligand benzamidine aromatic moiety
and the distal aromatic subunit are inverted. Surface coloring scheme is according to the contributing atom.
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Figure 5. Predicted pKi (a) fitted or (b) cross-validated, versus experimental pKi for the fXa inhibitory activity for the 1fjs-based
set (114 complexes) and the 1f0r-based set (107 complexes) included in the derivation of the corresponding COMBINE analysis
model. The dark line corresponds to the regression line and the lighter lines mark deviations of (1.5*SDEP pK units.

inhibitor docking models (1fjs, 1f0r, and 1xka-based
models). The predicted binding modes (see Methods for
details) were used for the derivation of the QSAR model
using COMBINE analysis. Initial PLS analyses, considering all 133 fXa inhibitors, gave low LOO Q2 values
in the range of 0.2-0.3. While this may point to some
systematic errors in structural modeling or energy
computation, it is most likely due to the presence of
wrongly predicted docking modes for some inhibitors.
Although PLS can cope with a certain amount of noise,
the existence of these cases can compromise model
derivation. In practice, a procedure must be implemented to cope with these cases by detecting likely
wrong docking modes. Several approaches could have
been used for this. We chose a self-consistent method
where we assumed that significant deviation from the
trend provided by the majority of the members in the
sample most likely implies a wrong docking mode for
the outlier. The best predictive model from this first run,
as judged by Q2 values in LOO cross-validation (1fjs-8
latent variables, Q2 ) 0.317, R2 ) 0.564; 1f0r-5 latent
variables, Q2 ) 0.214, R2 ) 0.404; 1xka-3 latent variables, Q2 ) 0.249, R2 ) 0.331) was chosen, and compounds with unsigned errors of more than 1.2 pKi units
were removed from the training set, and a new PLS
model was derived. The procedure was repeated until
no outliers were found. In all cases three iterations were
required, leaving 114 (1fjs), 107 (1f0r), and 113 (1xka)

compounds out of the initial set of 133. As expected,
most of the outliers removed had docking modes inconsistent with the known binding modes. The statistical
parameters corresponding to the 1fjs and 1f0r-based
models at the optimal dimensionality of 8 are given in
Table 2, while their fitted and predicted pKi values are
plotted against their experimental pKi values in Figure
5. The poorer quality of the final 1xka-based regression
model made us discard it for further applications (Q2 )
0.487, R2 ) 0.584, SDEP ) 0.555).
There is risk of over-fitting in the procedure applied
to generate the final models, and appropriate tests must
be used. To test the statistical significance of these
models, scrambling tests were performed. Activity data
were randomly scrambled 100 times producing 100
regression models. As can be seen in Figure 6, both
models were robust according to the scramble runs. In
a second test, external cross-validation was simulated
by randomly taking 13 complexes out of the original
dataset of 133 complexes to be used as a prediction or
test set. The new training set of 120 inhibitors was used
to build a model following the same protocol as applied
to the whole dataset and the pKi of the test set finally
predicted with the purged training set. 20 of such test
models were generated, using the same sets for 1fjs as
well as for 1f0r-based COMBINE analysis validations.
Models with similar internal predictive ability were
obtained (1fjs - 3 to 8 latent variables, Q2 ) 0.478 to
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Figure 6. Histograms showing the cross-validated Q2 value
binned distribution for 100 regression models obtained after
randomly scrambling the activity data. 1Fjs-based models are
shown in black while gray is used for the 1f0r-based models.
Arrow lines mark the cross-validated Q2 value for the real
models.

0.642; 1f0r - 5 to 9 latent variables, Q2 ) 0.502 to
0.679). However, although validation by permutation
confirms no chance correlation in these final models
(Figure 6), the external predictive performances were
proved to be not only worse than the internal, as
expected, but really variable depending on the chosen
external set due to the presence of some outliers
(statistical data considering all compounds in the filtered external test sets: 1fjs: Q2 ) 0.2060, R2 ) 0.3116
SDEP ) 0.7940; 1f0r: Q2 ) 0.1029, R2 ) 0.2379, SDEP
) 0.8919). The cross-validated (both internally and
externally) predicted pKi values are plotted against
experimental pKi values for the 20 models in Figure 7.
Overall, both 1fjs-based and 1f0r-based COMBINE
analysis models produced reasonable predictions. This
analysis indicates that it is possible to remove misdocked solutions on the basis of the predictive ability
in the context of the congeneric series, without producing a noticeable over-fit in the final models.
Virtual Screening Experiments. We generated a
small in-house virtual library of 112 ligands (Tables A2
and A3, Supporting Information), containing both active
and inactive compounds, as described in Methods. The
AMBER energy-based and COMBINE analysis-based
activity predictions are shown in Figure 8 in the form
of ROC48 plots. COMBINE analysis models improve the
ability to identify structurally related molecules in
external sets over the naked AMBER force field, achieving in our best case a recognition rate of ∼80% of known
binders at ∼15% false positives rate. The performance
with the 1f0r-based COMBINE analysis model was
slightly better than the 1fjs-based one (Figure 8a) but,
qualitatively, the results are similar. In the down side,
it can also be observed that it is not possible to identify
structurally unrelated inhibitors from those in the
training series with COMBINE; pKi predictions in this
case are not significantly better than random (Figure
8b). Interestingly, the naked AMBER energy function
has in this case some predictive ability for 1f0r-based
models (Figure 8b).
The superiority of COMBINE analysis was also shown
when the enrichment factors were analyzed (Figure 9).
For members of the Matter et al. series, the COMBINEbased method achieved enrichment factors of 350-

Figure 7. Cross-validated versus experimental pKi for the
inhibitors included in the training set (black dashes) and the
corresponding inhibitors randomly extracted as a external set
(white squares), using (a) 1fjs-inhibitor docking models or (b)
1f0r-inhibitor docking models for the COMBINE analysis
derivation. The prediction data for each of the twenty randomly chosen external test sets of 13 inhibitors and the
resulting internal training sets are shown together for each
fXa PDB entry (see text for details). The dark line corresponds
to a hypothetical perfect regression line (x ) y) and the lighter
lines mark deviations of (2*SDEP pK units (SDEP values are
taken from the full models).

450%, depending on the receptor structure used, whereas
the AMBER-only energy function produced poorer results.
Insights into FXa Inhibition. We used a threshold
of 0.05/-0.05 on the PLS coefficients*STD to extract
“important” VDW variables (Figure 10a), i.e., variables
that are relevant to explain the activity differences
across the series. VDW variables above the threshold
in both COMBINE analysis models come from residues
Ala190, Arg222, Gln192, Glu217, Gly216, Phe174, and
Tyr99. Gly219 and Thr98 are important in 1fjs-based
COMBINE analysis models, while for 1f0r-based analysis their contributions are not significant; His57, and
to some extend Gln61, are more relevant in the 1f0rbased model. On the other hand, electrostatic variables
above our selected threshold (0.1/-0.1, see Figure 10b)
come mostly from charged residues: Arg143, Arg222,
Asp102, Asp189, Asp194, Glu217, Glu97, Ile16, and
Lys96. Specific to the 1fjs model are: Asp100, Lys148,
Lys156, Lys224, and Trp215. On the other side, Glu147
is relevant only in the 1f0r-based model.
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Figure 8. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) plots for the fXa inhibitory activity detection in virtual screening experiments
of our “toy library”: (a) series members fXa ligands and (b) fXa inhibitors nonstructurally related to the series. Both, 1fjs-based
models and 1f0r-based models are shown. Molecules were ranked using two different scoring schemes: docking energy score
(gray line) and COMBINE analysis externally predicted (cross validated) pKi (black line). The percentage of successfully found
binders (true positives) is scanned through the ranked database and plotted (points) as a function of the percentage of false
positives accumulated for each one of the randomly chosen test sets. The average plot (lines) is also shown (see text for details).

As can be observed in Figure 10, the most influential
variables are correlated in both models. However, there
are also a few terms with considerably larger significance in one model than in the other. For example, the
VDW contribution of Gln192 and Gly219 is larger with
1fjs than with 1f0r, while the opposite occurs with
Gly216 (Figure 10a). More notable is the different
behavior in the electrostatic interactions profiles, particularly for residues of Arg222, Glu217, Asp102, Arg143,
and Glu147 (Figure 10b). In Figure 10c we show the
most prominent differences within the structural context. Note the different conformation of the S4 aromatic
box in 1fjs and 1f0r. Both Phe174 and Tyr99 side chains
are displaced in the same direction giving a shifted
configuration for their location. This relative swing
movement might affect the affinity contribution profile
of residues close to the benzenic side chains that have
the same or similar side chain conformation in both
X-ray structures, namely Glu217 and more strikingly
His57, Thr98, and Asp102. The side chain of Gln192,
located at the entrance of the S1 pocket, is also notably
different in the two PDB entries employed, as well as
Gln61, and to a lesser extend Arg143 and Arg222 side
chains. Other residues having notably different contributions are second-shell charged residues such as

Glu97, Lys96, Lys148, Lys156, Lys224, and Glu147.
Therefore, while qualitative analysis of regression coefficients is robust to the different conformational substates of the receptor, quantitative analysis is not
warranted.
Finally, a view of the electrostatic and VDW energy
contributions selected by COMBINE analysis at the fXa
binding site is shown in Figure 11. It is reassuring that
all pockets known to be required for inhibition with this
series are selected, namely the S1 pocket in the neighborhood of Asp189, including Arg143, Arg222, Gly219,
and Gln192 amino acids; the S4 pocket containing the
aromatic box and Glu217; the S2 region; and to a minor
extent the interaction with the backbone through residue Gly216, known as the S3 area.
Discussion
A two-step, fully automated procedure consisting of
ligand-receptor docking and affinity prediction using
COMBINE analysis is presented as a useful method for
lead optimization, including virtual screening-based
optimization. This is exemplified with a set of fXa
inhibitors,1 selected as a realistic model for lead optimization. Complexes were generated by automatically
docking the ligands into fXa binding sites, solved with
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Figure 9. Enrichment factor for the fXa inhibitory activity detection in virtual screening experiments of our “toy library” scanned
through the ranked database: (a) series members fXa ligands and (b) fXa inhibitors nonstructurally related to the series. Both,
1fjs-based models and 1f0r-based models are shown. Molecules were ranked using two different scoring schemes: docking energy
score (gray line) and COMBINE analysis externally predicted (cross validated) pKi (black line). The enrichment factor (concentration
of found binders in subset/concentration of binders in database) is computed through the ranked database for the randomly chosen
test set (see text for details).

proteins bound to structurally unrelated ligands. The
series is large (133 members), as it would be expected
on an ongoing drug discovery program.
The first step in the procedure makes use of an
automatic docking algorithm. We have applied a deterministic approach, splitting up the conformational space
into quantized units by only considering torsional
degrees of freedom and fixing each torsional angle into
coarse rotameric states (see Methods). By doing this,
we are certain we can select the lowest energy pose with
our scoring function at a given level of discretization,
but this comes with a price. There is a risk of missing
conformations that are outside the defined torsional
space.36 However, and despite the coarse set of angles
employed, the strategy has proved surprisingly robust
and successful, as exemplified by the 73% success rate
in our set of 55 different complexes. This is similar to
or better than the success rates reported for the most
successful docking algorithms over large datasets. For
example, studies with GOLD have reported a 71%
success rate out of a list of 100 examples,56 while similar
studies with FlexX have reported only 46.5% in a 200
compounds database,57 although Gohlke et al. presented
a substantial improvement within FlexX by reranking
the poses with DrugScore. In this case, 75% of the cases,
using two datasets of 91 and 68 complexes, were
predicted correctly.58 Finally, Surflex,59 a flexible docking algorithm that combines the scoring function from

Hammerhead60 with a search engine that relies on a
surface-based molecular similarity method, obtained
∼70% success rate on a list of 81 complexes. As an
additional test to validate the docking results, we
selected from published data for these programs a set
of 53 complexes reproducing the rotatable bond distribution of Table 1 (for GOLD data were taken from
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/prods/gold/rms_tab.html;
for FlexX data were downloaded from http://www.
biosolveit.de/FlexX; and for Surflex data were selected
from the original reference). Using our criteria of success
we obtained the following success rates for the different
programs: 79% (Surflex); 77% (Gold); 53% (FlexX). This
should be compared with the 73% success rate of our
program.
Although we were initially surprised with the performance of the algorithm using such a naı̈ve approach,
other groups have documented similar observations. For
example, Richards and co-workers have also recently
shown that it is possible to discretize the search space
in very coarse “chunks” and yet achieve successful
docking predictions.61 Similarly to us, they employ a
coarse set of rotameric states, in their case with a step
size of 60°. A flexible ligand docking protocol that uses
a grid-based method to sample the conformation of an
unbound ligand and to select the low-energy conformers,
followed by rigid docking and structure refinement has
been also successfully applied by Wang et al.62
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Figure 10. (a) VDW and (b) electrostatic PLS coefficients*STD in the 1fjs- versus 1f0r-based COMBINE analysis models. Residues
with high coefficients are labeled. (c) Residues behaving in a different manner in both models shown at the fXa binding site.
Compound 34 is shown as an example. Gray color is used for 1fjs PDB, while black is employed for highlighting 1f0r side chains.

Obviously, there were some failures clearly due to this
representation. For example, 3ert (human estrogen
receptor Rligand-binding domain in complex with 4-hydroxytamoxifen) can be successfully docked only after
introducing, together with the default values of 90° and
0°, an additional rotameric state at 45° for dihedral
angles Csp2(benzene)-Csp2(benzene)-CdC. Similarly,
in 1tni (trypsin complexed with the inhibitor 4-phenylbutylamine) the presence of an eclipsed conformation
on the central Csp3-Csp3 bond in the crystal structure
cannot be reproduced by our default set of torsional
angles. The simplification affects negatively large, flexible molecules, where dihedral deviation from ideal
values are transmitted throughout the structure and,
due to leverage, amplified at distant positions. A second,
related risk with the enumeration approach is combinatorial explosion. Highly flexible compounds, with a
large number of conformers, cannot be evaluated exhaustively. Both factors add up, so that molecules
having eight or more rotatable bonds are difficult to
dock by our method (Table 1). Nevertheless, for most

druglike rule-of-five-compliant molecules, this is not a
problem, and computing times are kept manageable. For
typical ligands, and considering that the algorithm
needs ∼10 s per sampled conformation (Figure 1b),
flexible docking requires of the order of minutes on a
desktop workstation. The approach seems accurate and
robust enough for virtual screening applications. Tolerance to small structural shifts in the receptor is observed, as exemplified with the NA dataset, where our
results are similar to those obtained with GOLD,55 and
an improvement over those previously reported with
PRO_LEADS.53 Thus, the algorithm seems able to
handle minor conformational changes, while still taking
advantage of the rigid protein approximation.
When considering the docked models of the 133 series
of fXa inhibitors, it was reassuring to verify that they
were, for the most part, consistent with the expected
orientation for this set of compounds.1 Alternative
binding modes were also found, usually consisting of a
180° rotation that involves an interchange of the
moieties interacting at S1 and S4 subsites (Figure 4).
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Figure 11. COMBINE analysis coefficients mapping into the
fXa binding site. Relevant residues for VDW interaction are
colored in orange, while red is used for electrostatically
important residues. Compound 34 is shown as an example.

The fraction of the series inhibitors docked in such a
way is of approximately 30% for 1fjs and 1f0r based
docking models, and slightly lower (%20) for the 1xka
ones. Interestingly, Mikol and co-workers have recently
reported crystal structures for a series of sulfonylpiperazinones bound in the same reverse orientation, with
neutral groups occupying the S1 pocket while basic
moieties, including benzamidine rings, bind to S4,
indicating that formation of a salt bridge in S1 is not
an absolute prerequisite for high affinity.63 While it is
likely that the scaffold in the ligand, among other
factors, influences equilibrium between both binding
modes, our results suggest that there is a possibility
that some of the inhibitors in our series can also bind
using this reverse mode.
Turning to the regression models, it is of interest to
note that only two (1fjs and 1f0r-based) of the three
initially developed COMBINE analyses proved predictive (Table 2, Figures 5 and 7). We ascribe this result
to poorer docking models with 1xka than with the other
two proteins, likely caused by the conformational substate of 1xka or its lower experimental resolution.
Analyzing the two predictive models, we observe that,
as expected, prediction of inhibitory activity in the
external test sets is better for compounds that are
similar to those in the training set. External predictions
are shown in Figure 7. Based on energy-landscape
criteria of what is or is not most likely to be a correct
binding mode, the study of the docking models obtained
for the fXa inhibitors in the three PDB based-employed
conformations for the enzyme, made it possible to
establish an energy cutoff value for the energy gap and
the average VDW energy per heavy atom as filter for
the docking models obtained in this system. Thus, only
compounds docked with a positive value for the VDW
energy gap and a VDW docking energy per number of
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ligand heavy atoms lower than -1.2 kcal/mol were
selected as reliably docked conformations.
Comparing the results with both scoring systems, it
can be concluded that COMBINE analysis provides good
predictive abilities and a moderate degree of robustness
against fluctuations in the protein structure when
addressing congeneric series optimization, while the
naked AMBER energy function is less predictive and
more dependent on the specific details of the protein
conformation. On the negative side, when the objective
was the identification of structurally unrelated inhibitors (i.e., new leads), only the naked AMBER energy
showed some predictive ability, and only with one of the
receptor conformations (1f0r, see Figures 8b and 9b).
We caution, however, that a limitation in this part of
the study is the small size of the library being used,
which translates into considerably fluctuations in the
computed plots (Figures 8 and 9). Nevertheless, the
salient features of our study seem to be robust enough,
and independent of these fluctuations.
Mechanistic interpretations of COMBINE analysis
models have been previously used to help understanding
SARs.12,13,21 Here we have taken the opportunity to
check the consistency of such interpretations for the fXa
inhibitor series, by comparing the results in the two
different receptor conformations. The examination of the
regression coefficients plot (Figure 10), along with the
structures of the ligand-receptor complexes (Figures 4
and 11), can pinpoint key interactions responsible, in a
statistical sense, of the differences in affinity. As can
be observed in Figure 10, 1fjs and 1f0r roughly share
the same set of relevant variables to explain affinity.
However, there are a few terms playing a substantially
more prominent role in one model than in the other (see
Results for details). Thus, although affinity factors can
be rationalized and dissected to a certain extent, care
must be taken when attempting quantitative analysis
to avoid overinterpretation. The derived regression
models are conformation dependent, and in the absence
of conformational sampling in the receptor are more
adequate for qualitative reasoning. This is particularly
important if insights extracted from the analysis are
going to be used in the next round of ligand design. Our
results suggest that in those cases it may be wise to
confirm the relevance of the interactions by repeating
the analysis with alternative conformations of the
receptor, either experimentally available or extracted
from a molecular dynamics trajectory.
Conclusions
A new protocol is presented for virtual screeningbased lead optimization in receptor-based drug design,
and applied to a series of recently reported fXa inhibitors. A docking algorithm is used to generate ligandreceptor complexes that are analyzed using COMBINE
analysis to obtain SARs in the context of the interaction
energetics. While more research is required, the approach holds considerable promise in the problem of
optimizing leads using virtual libraries.
Our findings suggest that ligand screening using force
field energies and COMBINE analysis could be used
complementarily. The use of naked docking energies
seems to be more adequate for screening general
databases or creating targeted libraries during a lead
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discovery program, where diverse scaffolds need to be
identified. In contrast, COMBINE analysis predictions
are better suited for screening focused libraries during
a lead optimization program, where a scaffold has
already been defined. Mixing both scoring schemes can
also be advantageous from a computational standpoint.
A useful strategy worth pursuing would be to dock and
score libraries using the standard force field and then
to rerank the upper ∼15% or so of the list with the
COMBINE analysis methodology.
Reliable docking has been shown to be, as expected,
a key ingredient. Here, we have taken an approach
different from most available docking algorithms in that
we have tried to exhaustively enumerate receptorligand orientations using a rather drastic discretization
of conformational space. Although we were initially
surprised with the performance of the algorithm using
such a naı̈ve approach, other groups have recently
documented similar observations.61,62 Finally, while
dependencies of the COMBINE analysis models on
receptor conformation have been detected, the docking
algorithm itself is reasonably insensitive to small
structural shifts in the receptor, as exemplified with the
cross-docking experiments using the NA dataset. If the
purpose of the COMBINE analysis is to obtain mechanistic insights about the inhibition process, introduction
of protein flexibility51 is most likely required to establish
consistency.
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Abstract A novel software (VSDMIP) for the virtual
screening (VS) of chemical libraries integrated within a
MySQL relational database is presented. Two main features make VSDMIP clearly distinguishable from other
existing computational tools: (i) its database, which stores
not only ligand information but also the results from every
step in the VS process, and (ii) its modular and pluggable
architecture, which allows customization of the VS stages
(such as the programs used for conformer generation or
docking), through the definition of a detailed workflow
employing user-configurable XML files. VSDMIP, therefore, facilitates the storage and retrieval of VS results,
easily adapts to the specific requirements of each method
and tool used in the experiments, and allows the comparison of different VS methodologies. To validate the
usefulness of VSDMIP as an automated tool for carrying
out VS several experiments were run on six protein targets
(acetylcholinesterase, cyclin-dependent kinase 2, coagulation factor Xa, estrogen receptor alpha, p38 MAP kinase,
and neuraminidase) using nine binary (actives/inactive) test
sets. The performance of several VS configurations was
evaluated by means of enrichment factors and receiver
operating characteristic plots.
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Abbreviations
AChE
Acetylcholinesterase
fXa
Coagulation factor Xa
CDK2
Cyclic dependant kinase 2
Era
Estrogen receptor a
p38MAP MAP Kinase P38
VS
Virtual Screening
EF
Enrichment Factor
ROC
Receiver Operating Characteristic

Introduction
Launching a new molecule to the market requires
tremendous effort in research, development and money
investment. Recent studies estimate in 15 years and around
800 million dollars the average time and cost per approved
molecule [1]. After more than 30 years of using combinatorial chemistry and high-throughput screening (the two
techniques that researchers thought would be the solution
to the drug discovery bottleneck), the ratio between the
number of new drugs obtained and the funds invested in
their generation is well below the initial expectations [2, 3].
In some sense this has fuelled the development of theoretical techniques that attempt to accelerate the initial steps
in the drug design cycle. Theoretical methods, if correctly
derived, allow pinpointing the more promising candidates
(hits) out of pools of thousands or even millions of molecules (chemical libraries). This reduced set can then be
subjected to experimental analysis, and any promising
compound can be subsequently optimized to attain the
desired pharmacological profile and become a lead.
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From a theoretical perspective different scenarios can be
envisaged depending on the structural data available [4, 5].
The most favourable one is when the structures of both the
target and the ligand(s) are known. In this case docking and
VS techniques are the methods of choice [6]. More elaborate approaches based on molecular dynamics [7] or free
energy perturbation coupled to thermodynamic integration
can also be used [8]. The problem here is that the amount
of time required to perform the calculations becomes prohibitive when a large collection of molecules is used.
The goal of docking is to identify, among the large
number of possible orientations of a ligand within the
binding site of the target, the one closest to the experimental structure of the complex [4]. This is done by using a
mathematical function that accounts for the goodness of the
coupling between ligand and target. Consequently, two key
elements of the docking problem are: (a) a good sampling
method, and (b) an accurate scoring function. VS is the
extrapolation of docking to the case in which a large
database of molecules is going to be processed [9]. Here
the primary goal is somewhat different from that in docking because promising hit candidates are picked out from a
database of mostly non-binders and no attempt is made to
correctly classify all the molecules in the library or to
identify all the actives.
Generating the experimental pose for a ligand is feasible
with today’s sampling techniques. However, positioning
this pose at the top of a prioritized list of candidates is more
problematic [10]. The main reason for this limitation is that
the physical effects that describe the binding process are
incompletely represented in the scoring function despite
the fact that the underlying principles are reasonably well
understood. In particular, the influence of the solvent,
entropic effects and target flexibility are difficult to
implement without compromising speed. Although many
Fig. 1 Pictorial representation
of the VSDMIP’s architecture.
VSDB refers to the Virtual
Screening Data Base where
data is stored
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advances are being made to overcome these deficiencies,
we are still at an early developmental stage.
Besides the problems outlined above, filtering millions
of molecules using molecular descriptors and properties,
docking them with one or more programs endowed with
different accuracies, dealing with complex effects such as
desolvation and/or protein flexibility at post-docking
stages, etc. generates huge amounts of data that cannot be
easily stored or utilized. It would then seem that the
introduction of relational databases and potent database
managing tools could be of aid in this regard.
Here we propose a flexible, fully automated computational platform to perform VS experiments that combines
all the necessary steps to generate a short list of candidates
starting from a database of 2D molecular structures.
VSDMIP is intended to fill an existing gap in the docking
and VS fields in relation to the storage and handling of the
data. We are committed to making this platform available
to interested parties so that the scientific community at
large can benefit from it.

Methods
VSDMIP software and architecture
The VSDMIP architecture (Fig. 1) consists of (1) a database (in a multithreaded multi-user Structured Query
Language [MySQL] DataBase Manager System), (2) a
library of service interfaces and plugins, and (3) a set of
workflows and its implementing commands. All small
molecule data and VS results are stored in the VSDMIP
database. The user controls the platform through different
command line utilities and configures it using XML files.
VSDMIP currently runs on Linux/x86 platforms (in our
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Fig. 2 Entity-Relationship
schema of the database
used by VSDMIP

case, a cluster of ten 2.4 and thirty-two 3.0 GHz Xeon
Biprocessor CPUs with 2 GB RAM each).

RESULT_DF. Besides, the docking score can be stored
with the details of its interaction energy terms.

Relational database

VSDMIP software library

The database (Fig. 2) contains tables for the compound
libraries (ORIGINDB, MOLECULE, CONFIGURATION,
CONFORMER), results from filtering experiments
(DOCK_FILTER, RESULT_DF), and results from VS
experiments (VIRTUAL_SCREENING, RESULT_VS).
Each compound library has its origin entered in an
ORIGINDB entry. Each molecule has a MOLECULE entry
with its global charge and a SMILES string representing its
topology. The different stereoisomers of each molecule in
combination with the different ring conformations are
stored, together with a 3D structure, in a CONFIGURATION entry; discrete conformational changes on each of
these entries are stored in the CONFORMER table, with a
score resembling its internal energy (VDW_ENERGY).
Filtering experiments are identified by a DOCK_FILTER
entry. The best docking pose for each of the selected
conformers included in the experiment is stored in a
RESULT_DF entry, together with its score. These poses
are stored as a translation and rotation of the conformer
with respect to the original ligand coordinates stored in the
database. More accurate docking experiments are identified
by a VIRTUAL_SCREENING entry, and each individual
conformer solution has an entry in RESULT_VS, with the
same translation and rotation information as explained for

This C/C?? library manages the database, interconnects
the different applications used, and offers biochemical and
geometrical utilities. For each external application it is
possible to add functionalities to the platform by creating
an interface class and a storage class, under a common
framework. The interface class provides methods for
managing the application configuration attributes, preparing the execution of the application, performing the
execution, managing errors and storing the results in the
database. Six service interfaces currently exist: 3D structure generation, conformational analysis, atomic charge
calculation, filtering, VS, and electrostatic calculations.
Several plugins have been developed to interface with
CORINA 3.0.5 [11] (3D generation), ALFA [12] (conformational analysis), MOPAC 7 [13] (atomic charges),
DOCK 3.5 [14] and FRED 2.2 [15] (filter interface),
CDOCK [16] and Autodock 3.0.5 [17] (VS interface), and
for DelPhi 4 [18] and ISM [19] (electrostatic
calculations).
Process workflows
The currently included commands allow inserting molecules into the database, docking a set of molecules
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within a protein binding site (for filtering or VS),
rescoring the results of a docking experiment, and
retrieving the results from a filtering or docking step.
Each command uses one or more of the services plugged
into VSDMIP and task execution is allowed to take
place in a computer cluster.
Validation tests
Eleven different VS protocols (VSP) were designed and
applied to nine different ligand datasets involving six
protein targets. The protocols differ in several aspects: (i)
the use of a filter and the number of molecules and conformers allowed to pass the filter, (ii) the docking engine
used, and (iii) the scoring function(s) employed for ranking
(Table 1). The active compounds for the validation tests
(Table 2) were obtained from the binary (active/inactive)
datasets available from CHEMINFORMATICS.ORG.
Inactive compounds were randomly selected from a 9862
subset of the Maybridge Hit-Finder collection. Most of
these molecules follow Lipinski’s rule of 5 [20]. Table 3
shows the general properties of the database. The results
were evaluated using receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) plots [21], which represent the sensitivity (y-axis,
true positives rate, see Eq. 1) versus (1—specificity)
(x-axis, false positives rate, see Eq. 2), as well as areas

Table 2 Relevant information for each of the datasets used in the
virtual screening experiments
VS experiment

# of
actives

# of
inactives

Total

fXa (Fontaine)

432

500

932

fXa (Jacobsson)

127

500

627

fXa (Jorissen-Gilson)

50

500

550

AChE (Jacobsson)

54

1000

1054
1050

CDK2 (Jorissen-Gilson)

50

1000

142

1000

1142

ERa (Stahl)

50

1000

1050

Neuraminidase (Stahl)
p38MAP (Stahl)

17
22

1000
1000

1017
1022

ERa (Jacobsson)

under the ROC curves (AUC), enrichment factors (EF), and
computing time.
Sensitivity ¼

TruePositives
True Positives þ False Negatives

ð1Þ

Specificity ¼

TrueNegatives
True Negatives þ False Positives

ð2Þ

EF represents the ratio of active compounds detected in
a fixed percentage of the scanned database to the total
number of actives in the whole database (Eq. 3),

Table 1 Virtual screening protocols used in the validation of VSDMIP
Virtual screening tests
VSP
id.

Description

Description

1

DOCK_100_1_CS

DOCK is performed on the 100 lower-energy conformers per molecule. The best
conformer is selected using contact scoring.

2

DOCK_100_1_FF

3

DOCK_100_1_CS-XS

DOCK is performed on the 100 lower-energy conformers per molecule. The best
conformer per molecule is selected using force-field scoring.
The same as in #1 but a final re-scoring is performed with XSCORE.

4

CDOCK_50_VDW_COUL

CDOCK is performed on the 50 lower-energy conformers per molecule. The best
conformer per molecule is selected using the sum of van der Waals and
coulombic interaction energies.

5

CDOCK_50_VDW

6

CDOCK_50_ALL500

The same as in #1 but the final rank is done only with van der Waals interaction
energies
#4 is followed, and then for the 500 top-ranking molecules the solvation correction
term is calculated using DelPhi. The final score is obtained by summing up the
van der Waals and desolvation energies.

7

DOCK_100_1_CS ? CDOCK_ZS3.0

#1 is followed, and then those compounds with ZScore C 3.0 are submitted to
CDOCK.

8

DOCK_100_10_CS ? CDOCK_ZS3.0

The same as in #7 but now the best 10 conformer for each molecule are passed
on to CDOCK.

9

DOCK_100_1_CS ? CDOCK_ZS1.5

The same as in #7 but with ZScore C 1.5.

10

DOCK_100_10_CS ? CDOCK_ZS1.5

The same as in #8 but with ZScore C 1.5.

11

DOCK_100_1_CS ? CDOCK_ZS3.0_ALL500 #7 is followed, and then solvation correction using DelPhi is calculated for the first
500 molecules. The final score is obtained by summing up the van der Waals and
desolvation energies.
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Table 3 Mean and standard deviation of Lipinsky’s properties for
the Maybridge database ligands extended with the number of rotatable bonds

Mean
Standard deviation

MWa

HBAb

HBDc

RBd

logPe

311

4.82

1.12

4.58

2.65

1.87

1.06

2.39

1.65

75.7

As calculated with OpenEye’s Filter 2.0. The rules are MOL_WT [0,
500], ROT_BONDS [0, 20], LIPINSKI_DONORS [0, 5], LIPINSKI_ACCEPTORS [0, 10] and XLOGP [-5.0, 5.0]. 743 molecules
failed Lipinski’s test
a
c
e

Molecular weight (in Da); b Number of hydrogen bond acceptors;
Number of hydrogen bond donors; d Number of rotatable bonds;
log of octanol/water partition coefficient

into the database after carrying out the following steps:
(i) conversion from SMILES to 3D MOL2 using CORINA: up to 6 stereogenic centres were considered, ring
conformations were generated, hydrogen atoms were
added, and salt ions were removed; (ii) atomic charge
calculations with MOPAC: single point calculations were
performed with the MNDO semiempirical method [24]
obtaining atom centred charges via electrostatic potential
fitting techniques on each single structure provided from
CORINA (one or more for each SMILE string depending
on the number of stereogenic centres and ring conformations); (iii) atom type assignment and conformational
analysis using ALFA.
Protein set up

EF ¼

fNAcsubset =NTsubset g
fNActotal =NTg

ð3Þ

where subset is the fixed percentage of the database,
NAcsubset is the number of active molecules found in the
subset, NTsubset is the total number of molecules in the
subset, NActotal is the total number of active molecules in
the entire database, and NT is the total number of molecules in the database. For comparative purposes we have
computed the best EF found (EFbest), the maximum EF
(EFmax) possible for each experiment, and the percentage
of the database at which EFbest is obtained. To calculate
EFbest, only subsets with an NTsubset multiple of b are
considered, where b is max{10, 0.01 9 NT}. This avoids
artefacts in EFbest at the start of database scanning.
Setup of small molecule databases
All molecules were first converted to isomeric Simplified
Molecular Input Line Entry Specification (SMILES) [22]
format, using the OpenEye OEChem 1.4 library. A
10,000 subset of the Maybridge HitFinder database was
obtained in 2D Structure Data Format (SDF) [23]. The
stereo information was not considered, and only those
molecules bearing 3 or less stereogenic centres were
selected. An additional set of 12 molecules had improbable connectivities and were also discarded by the
VSDMIP insertion application, leaving a total of 9,862
molecules. The active datasets were prepared from SDF
or SMILES input files. Duplicates (most likely arising
from different stereoisomers devoid of the stereo information) were removed. When known, stereo and
protonation information was preserved. Otherwise, protonation was assigned following OpenEye’s Filter 2.0
rules for pH 7.4. Changes in bond order and number of
hydrogens were done in some molecules to obtain standard valences. Using the final SMILES strings, the totally
automatic process, insertVSDB, inserted the molecules

All protein structures were obtained from the PDB and
correspond to X-ray experiments with resolutions of 2.6 Å
or better. The structures were chosen based on previous
published VS and docking experiments: 1f0r (chain A) for
coagulation factor Xa (fXa) [25, 26]; 1eve for acetylcholinesterase (AChE) [27, 28], 1e1x for cyclin-dependent
kinase 2 (CDK2) [29, 30], 3ert for estrogen receptor alpha
(Era) [31, 32], 1nsc (chain B) for neuraminidase [33, 34],
and 1p38 for p38 MAP kinase [35, 36]. All HETATM
records, including water molecules and ions, were removed
from the PDB files. Side chains with missing atoms were
rebuilt using SCWRL3 software[37]. In 1e1x, MODELLER v6.2 [38] was employed to reconstruct a missing loop.
Then, the AMBER 8 [39] ff99 force field [40] was used to
assign atom types and partial charges to each atom in the
proteins, and hydrogen atoms were added assuming standard protonation states of titratable groups.
The H?? web server [41] was employed to study and
assign protonation states for key interacting residues in the
binding site (see below). The Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)
method [42, 43] was used, at pH 7.4, 0.15 M salt concentration, and using internal and external dielectric
constants of 4 and 80, respectively. Based on the information provided by H??, the following residues were
protonated: HIS57 and ASP189 in 1f0r; HIS440, GLU278,
and GLU443 in 1eve; HIS125 in CDK2; and ASH323 in
1nsc. The modified proteins were subjected to 10,000 steps
of energy minimization (500 initial steps of steepest descent, followed by conjugate gradient), in vacuum, and only
the hydrogen atoms were allowed to move. A further
10,000 steps of energy minimization were done with a
Generalized-Born (GB) implicit solvent model [44–46]
during which all atoms were allowed to move but heavy
atoms were positionally restrained with a harmonic
potential (100 kcal/molÅ2). To check for consistency, the
optimized structures were submitted again to the H?? web
server. No significant changes were observed. The final
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minimized structures differed less than 0.05 Å (for Ca
atoms) compared to the initial X-ray structure.
Binding site definition and characterization
For each protein structure, the initial binding site was
defined as the space delimited by the axis-parallel box
containing the co-crystallized ligand, augmented by 5 Å in
each axis direction. Structure 1p38 was structurally
aligned to PDB 1ywr [47], and the co-crystallized ligand
found in 1ywr was used to define the binding site in the
p38MAP studies. Protein interaction grids covering the
binding site (1.0 Å spacing in all directions) were calculated for atom probes C, N, O, S, P, H, F, Cl, Br, and I.
Each grid point represents the interaction between the
protein and the probe atom as the sum of a van der Waals
Lennard-Jones 12–6 potential and an electrostatic term
modelled with a sigmoidal dielectric screening function
[48]. For each binding site, a set of about 20 interaction
points were defined to guide docking studies. These points
were selected from the GAGA [49] centers of the gaussian
sphere functions that best captured the interaction maps
between the protein and benzene, water, and methanol
molecules, as calculated by docking experiments using
CDOCK. The set of points thus selected represent hydrophobic, hydrophilic and hydrogen bonding interactions.
For docking using DOCK, the binding site was defined as
the space delimited by the axis-parallel box containing the
selected interaction points, augmented by 7.5 Å in each
axis direction. The interaction grids used by DOCK and
covering the binding site had a spacing of 0.3 Å. DOCK
grids (see DOCK documentation) represent electrostatic,
van der Waals and contact scores. For docking studies
using CDOCK, the binding site was the same as that
defined for DOCK, adding an extra 2.5 Å (for a total of
10 Å) in each axis direction. CDOCK grids had a spacing
of 0.5 Å, and considered both protein interactions with
different atom probes and electrostatic interactions, as
explained above.
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conformers of each molecule were kept. For VSP 3 the best
solution per molecule was rescored using XSCORE [50] v.
1.2.1. but no improved performance was found and therefore, in the following, no further reference to this program
will be made. Stored scores were normalized to ZScore
(Eq. 4),
ZScorei ¼

scorei  score
r

ð4Þ

where score is the mean and r is the standard deviation
values for the scores.
The VSDMIP application runDOCKFilter extracts
information for all selected molecules from the database,
performs the docking and stores the results in the database.
Then getResultsFromDOCK extracts the docking results in
a single coordinate file in MOL2 format for all the conformers with a ZScore higher than that provided by the
user.
Docking plugin
We have used our in-house program CDOCK for the
detailed docking phase of our protocols. Using the interaction energy grids calculated with CGRID, CDOCK
exhaustively docks each molecule within the binding site.
The centres of mass of the molecules are positioned on
grid points equally spaced 1 Å, and discrete rotations of
27° on each axis are performed. A molecular mechanics
force-field scoring function is used to score each pose
(Eq. 5),
"
#
prot X
lig
X
Aij Bij
qi qj
EMM ¼

þ
ð5Þ
rij12 rij6 Dðrij Þrij
i
j
where Aij and Bij are the van der Waals parameters of the
atom types to which atom i and j belong, rij is the distance
between the ith atom in the protein and the jth from the
ligand, qi and qj are the partial charges of atom i and j,
respectively. D(rij) is a sigmoidal dielectric function that
accounts for solvent screening (Eq. 6),
eþ1
1 þ kekðeþ1Þrij

Filter plugin

Dðrij Þ ¼

For the tests shown in this article, DOCK 3.5 was used as a
fast initial filter of the chemical libraries to be screened.
DOCK uses a sphere-matching algorithm to fit ligand
atoms to spheres in the binding pocket. We defined such
points using GAGA as explained before. We chose to
evaluate docking poses using the DOCK contact score in
most cases and the DOCK force-field score in one case
(VSP 2). For each conformer the single best DOCK solution obtained was retained. For VSP 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, and 11
DOCK scores for the best conformer of each molecule
were stored; for VSP 8 and 10 the scores for the 10 best

where e is the dielectric constant for water (78.39), k is
(e - 1)/2, k is a/(e ? 1) and a is 1.0367. The docking score
for each pose (van der Waals plus electrostatic) is then
calculated using a trilinear interpolation method.
The VSDMIP application runCDOCK extracts information for all selected molecules from the database,
performs the docking and stores the results in the database.
Then getResultsFromVS extracts the docking results in a
single coordinate file in MOL2 format [51] containing the
number of molecules defined by the user, and creates a text
file with the score for each result.
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Rescoring plugin

Results

CDOCK scores were corrected with solvation energies
(Eq. 7) obtained by solving the Poisson equation (electrostatic part, hereafter PB).

VSDMIP architecture and relational database

DGdesolv ¼ DGele þ DGnp

ð7Þ

The electrostatic part of the energy (Eq. 8) is the sum of the
electrostatic interactions between the ligand and protein in
LR
the complex ðEele
Þ, the change in solvation energy of the
ligand upon binding ðDGLdesolv Þ and the change in solvation
energy of the receptor upon binding ðDGRdesolv Þ.
LR
DGele ¼ Eele
þ ðDGLdesolv þ DGRdesolv Þ

ð8Þ

The first term in Eq. 8 was computed as the product of
ligand charges times the electrostatic potential created by
the protein at each charge. The ligand desolvation energy
was computed as the difference in energy between the
solvated ligand and the energy of the ligand complexed to
the uncharged receptor. The receptor desolvation term was
computed analogously. All calculations were performed by
numerically solving the linear Poisson equation using the
finite difference method as implemented in DelPhi, PARSE
atomic radii [52], AMBER ff99 partial charges for protein
atoms, and MOPAC-calculated charges for ligand atoms,
as described above. Each complex was immersed in a cubic
box occupying 65% of the total volume with a grid spacing
of 0.5 Å. The solute dielectric constant was set to 4 while
that of the solvent was set to 80. The dielectric boundary
was calculated using a solvent probe radius of 1.4 Å and a
minimum separation of 11 Å was allowed between any
solute atom and the box walls. The potentials at the grid
points delimiting the box were calculated analytically by
treating each charge atom as a Debye-Hückel sphere. The
non-polar part of the desolvation (Eq. 9) was modelled as a
linear relationship to the change of solvent-accessible
surface area (SASA),
DGnp ¼ a þ bDSASA

ð9Þ
2

where a is 0.092 kcal/mol, b is 0.00542 kcal/molÅ , and
the change in SASA refers to the complex SASA minus the
sum of that of the protein and the ligand alone. SASAs
were calculated using the analytical method implemented
in TINKER [53].
The VSDMIP application runDelPhiAndApolar
extracts information for all selected molecules from the
database, performs the calculation and stores the results as
new entries into the database.
Visualization
Visualization of results is accomplished using the welldocumented, free, open-source program Pymol [54].

The architecture of VSDMIP is depicted in Fig. 1, and has
been commented on, to some extent, in the Methods section. The main role played by the VSDMIP database is to
act as a common origin and destination for all stages of the
VS process. The XML configuration files and the different
plug-in interfaces allow the user to configure different
custom-made VS protocols, as exemplified below.
The Entity-Relationship schema of the database used by
VSDMIP is shown in Fig. 2. The table primary keys are
depicted with a key symbol, and foreign keys are marked
with FK in brackets. The schema shows a compact way of
storing and organizing chemical libraries and VS results
through the MOLECULE, CONFIGURATION, and
CONFORMER tables, and their relationships with
RESULT_DF and RESULT_VS. Many different VS
protocols can be composed by using as many DOCK_
FILTERs (and their related RESULT_DF) and VIRTUAL_SCREENINGs (and their related RESULT_VS) as
desired, and allow the results to be easily reused. Only the
results from the last step are needed to run the following
step in the workflow.
Performance of the individual docking tools
(Tables 4–6)
DOCK performance is really poor for all but one system
(ERa Jacobsson set), where it is marginally better than
random selection. The results obtained using the force-field
scoring function (VSP 2) are always better than those
obtained with the contact scoring function (VSP 1), but the
difference is not significant, the greater being around 0.3 U
of AUC. This is also the range of variation in AUC values
for different proteins with both scoring schemes. The EFs
are very low and far from EFmax in all the cases and no
significant differences are found when the force-field
scoring function is used instead of the contact one. The best
EFs are obtained for the ERa Jacobsson set (EFbest = 3.35).
In most cases, the CDOCK AUCs are above 0.6, with the
exception of the ERa receptor, for which results are below
random (Jacobsson set) and slightly above random (Stahl
set). In all the cases, except for the three fXa test sets,
compound selection based only on van der Waals interaction energies (VSP 5) leads to smaller AUC values but this
effect is not important. A noteworthy exception is the
neuraminidase example where the electrostatic energy term
improves the AUC by 0.47. Variations in AUC values
across protein systems are significant (around 0.6 U) but
independent from the scoring function (van der Waals plus
electrostatic or van der Waals alone). For complete
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the AUC values are always above 0.5, the exception
being the ERa example (Jacobsson set). Variations
across targets are of the order of 0.3 AUC units. For a
ZScore value of 1.5 (ID VSP 10) better results were
obtained. In general, values for AUC above 0.6 are
common, except for ERa (Jacobsson set) once again.
Here, variations across the targets are as high as 0.5
AUC units. Three cases present EFs values above
50% of EFmax while the others range between 7% and
27%, when ZScore is 3.0. With the lower value, i.e.
1.5, the major differences are observed in AChE (18%
increase), neuraminidase (14% increase), and ERa
(Sthal set, 32% decrease).

CDOCK scoring (van der Waals plus electrostatic, VSP 4)
EF are always better than when using DOCK (with both
scoring functions, VSP 1 and 2) and above 10% of EFmax,
reaching this value in one case (fXa Fontaine set), 80%
(AChE), and 55% (ERa, Sthal set). If only the van der
Waals term is used (VSP 5), the EF is greatly reduced, and
this decrease is most dramatic in the AChE (30%), ERa
(Sthal set, 20%), and neuraminidase (16%) examples.
Performance of mixed protocols: DOCK as a filter
for CDOCK (Tables 4–6)
(a)

(b)

Considering different ZScores. Filtering using DOCK,
selecting molecules with a ZScore above 3.0, and then
employing CDOCK (VSP 7) yields AUC values that
are very close to those obtained from a random screen.
No appreciable differences are observed when a more
restrictive ZScore is used (1.5 vs. 3.0, VSP 9). The two
exceptions in this case are AChE and neuraminidase.
In the former, from an almost random performance
(0.49) to a respectable value of 0.71, a difference of
0.22 units of AUC, while in the latter the difference is
0.14, thus reaching an AUC value close to 0.70. The
differences across target proteins are of the same order
(0.2 for VSP 7 and 0.3 for VSP 9). In only two cases
the EF is above 50% of EFmax (ERa Sthal set 64% and
fXa Fontaine set 70%) while the rest range between
4% and 35%. Small variations in EFs are observed for
most of the sets when the lower ZScore value is used.
These variations are more important in AChE (18%
increase) and ERa (Sthal set, 28% decrease).
Selecting 10 (instead of 1) conformations for each
ligand from DOCK. When the ZScore is 3.0 (VSP 8)

Including solvent effect: PBSA as a correction term
(Tables 4–6)
Molecular mechanics interaction energies (CDOCK scoring function) are corrected for desolvation effects using the
PBSA method [55] on results directly obtained from
CDOCK (VSP 6) or after a combined protocol encompassing DOCK and CDOCK (VSP 11). In the first case, the
AUCs obtained are somewhat above random in many of
the tests. The best AUC are for AChE and neuraminidase
targets, while ERa (Jacobsson test) is the only case with
AUC below random. In this case, the introduction of solvent effects via PBSA does not lead to an improvement
over plain CDOCK results. Five sets show EFs above 30%,
with fXa (Fontaine set) achieving EFmax. Except for AChE,
the inclusion of desolvation always reduces the EF values.
The reduction range goes from negligible (ERa, Jacobsson
set, 2% or p38, 5%) to notorious (fXa Fontaine set, 30% or
ERa Sthal set, 28%). In the second case, the AUC values

Table 4 Area Under the Curve (AUC), EFbest, EFmax for the three fXa sets obtained for eachVSP used
VSP id.

fXa
Fontaine set

Jacobsson set

Jorissen-Gilson set

AUC

EFbest (EFmax = 2.16)

log t

AUC

EFbest (EFmax = 4.94)

log t

AUC

EFbest (EFmax = 11)

log t

1

0.39

1.00 (0.99)

1.30

0.41

1.00 (0.99)

0.99

0.36

1.00 (1.00)

0.93

2

0.37

1.00 (1.00)

1.32

0.41

1.01 (0.96)

0.91

0.39

1.02 (0.98)

0.93

3

0.33

1.00 (1.00)

1.34

0.33

1.00 (1.00)

1.05

0.31

1.00 (1.00)

0.99

4

0.67

2.16 (0.01)

3.62

0.61

1.65 (0.05)

3.42

0.68

3.30 (0.04)

3.38

5

0.70

1.94 (0.01)

3.62

0.70

1.97 (0.05)

3.42

0.68

3.30 (0.02)

3.38

6

0.57

1.51 (0.14)

3.72

0.52

1.23 (0.22)

3.55

0.60

1.80 (0.20)

3.51

7

0.54

1.51 (0.01)

1.43

0.55

1.73 (0.06)

1.28

0.58

3.30 (0.02)

1.26

8

0.59

1.44 (0.03)

2.19

0.55

1.32 (0.05)

NA

0.65

2.57 (0.05)

1.99

9

0.58

1.58 (0.03)

1.76

0.56

1.38 (0.32)

1.53

0.61

2.93 (0.05)

1.46

10
11

0.64
0.54

1.43 (0.09)
1.25 (0.16)

2.58
2.51

0.57
0.54

1.29 (0.33)
1.48 (0.02)

2.37
2.29

0.65
0.58

2.48 (0.07)
1.83 (0.05)

2.31
2.29

Values in brackets refer to the percent (in decimal form) of the database scanned at which EFbest is found
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Table 5 Area Under the Curve (AUC), EFbest, EFmax for the AChE and ERa sets obtained for each VSP used
VSP id.

AChE

ERa

Jacobsson set

Jacobsson set

AUC

EFbest (EFmax = 19.52)

Stahl set

log t

AUC

EFbest (EFmax = 8.04)

log t

AUC

EFbest (EFmax = 21)

log t

1

0.30

1.08 (0.86)

0.84

0.56

2.01 (0.01)

0.90

0.28

1.00 (1.00)

1.24

2

0.32

1.02 (0.98)

0.85

0.60

3.35 (0.04)

0.91

0.57

1.73 (0.22)

1.23

3
4

0.26
0.97

1.02 (0.98)
15.97 (0.01)

1.17
3.09

0.36
0.35

1.03 (0.97)
1.00 (1.00)

0.99
3.02

0.17
0.55

1.00 (1.00)
11.45 (0.01)

1.29
3.13

5

0.94

9.58 (0.05)

3.09

0.33

1.00 (1.00)

3.02

0.52

7.64 (0.01)

3.13

6

0.93

15.97 (0.01)

3.46

0.47

1.00 (1.00)

NA

0.64

5.73 (0.01)

3.32

7

0.49

5.32 (0.01)

1.08

0.43

1.00 (1.00)

1.15

0.63

13.36 (0.01)

1.35

8

0.69

12.42 (0.01)

NA

0.42

1.00 (1.00)

1.74

0.66

17.18 (0.01)

1.80

9

0.71

14.20 (0.01)

1.25

0.43

1.00 (1.00)

NA

0.65

7.64 (0.01)

1.46

10

0.93

15.97 (0.01)

NA

0.45

1.00 (1.00)

NA

0.71

10.5 (0.02)

2.09

11

0.49

1.77 (0.01)

2.75

0.43

1.00 (1.00)

2.44

0.63

11.45 (0.01)

2.47

Values in brackets refer to the percent (in decimal form) of the database scanned at which EFbest is found

Table 6 Area Under the Curve (AUC), EFbest, EFmax for the CDK2, neuraminidase and p38MAP sets obtained for each VSP used
VSP id.

CDK2

Neuraminidase

p38MAP

Jorissen-Gilson set

Stahl set

Stahl set

AUC

EFbest (EFmax = 21)

log t

AUC

1

0.36

1.00 (1.00)

1.20

0.35

2
3

0.41
0.41

1.91 (0.01)
1.02 (0.98)

1.18
1.27

4

0.67

2.45 (0.07)

5

0.63

2.12 (0.09)

6

0.57

7
8

EFbest (EFmax = 59.82)

log t

AUC

EFbest (EFmax = 46.45)

log t

1.09 (0.87)

1.26

0.23

1.00 (1.00)

0.95

0.56
0.20

1.36 (0.39)
1.00 (1.00)

0.37
1.35

0.42
0.26

1.17 (0.31)
1.03 (0.97)

1.00
1.10

3.02

0.89

10.88 (0.01)

3.25

0.64

4.22 (0.02)

NA

3.02

0.42

1.06 (0.78)

3.25

0.60

4.22 (0.01)

NA

2.06 (0.14)

3.33

0.72

6.22 (0.08)

3.24

0.55

1.92 (0.12)

NA

0.55

1.91 (0.13)

1.28

0.55

10.88 (0.01)

1.40

0.65

4.75 (0.09)

1.36

0.63

3.82 (0.01)

1.67

0.63

5.44 (0.01)

1.96

0.73

4.22 (0.03)

2.02

9

0.59

2.67 (0.05)

1.40

0.69

10.88 (0.01)

1.56

0.72

4.22 (0.01)

1.57

10

0.61

2.10 (0.10)

1.95

0.82

13.6 (0.02)

NA

0.75

4.22 (0.01)

NA

11

0.55

1.91 (0.02)

2.54

0.53

1.81 (0.03)

2.56

0.64

3.75 (0.10)

2.60

Values in brackets refer to the percent (in decimal form) of the database scanned at which EFbest is found

are almost unaltered compared with the situation in which
no solvent effects are introduced. Again, performance on
the ERa target (Jacobsson test) was worse than random. In
terms of variations across the targets, 0.46 AUC units are
found when PBSA is applied to CDOCK without previous
DOCK filter and 0.21 with the DOCK filter. The EFs here
are similar to those commented on before, but only four
sets are above 30% (instead of five) and none reaches
EFmax. Again, a general reduction in these values is
observed when desolvation is taken into account, the range
being between 2% (p38) and 18% (AChE).
Finally, and related to the percentage of the database at
which the best EF is found, almost the entire database has to
be explored when DOCK is used. There are, however, some

exceptions (6 out of 99): VSP 2 for ERa (Jacobsson and
Sthal sets), CDK2, neuraminidase and p38MAP, and VSP 1
for ERa (Jacobsson test). For the rest of the protocols, the
best EF is achieved very early for most of the cases, except
in those for which over 25% of the database has to be
screened: ERa (Jacobsson set, VSP 9 and 10), neuraminidase (VSP 5), and fXa (Jacobsson set, VSP 9 and 10).

Discussion
A plethora of methods are available to propose new drug
candidates starting simply from 2D sketches of virtual
chemical libraries. It should then be possible to integrate all
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the needed software elements to create customized workflows for any desired project. But the data flow between the
different steps (input/output connections) seems to be an
important problem mainly due to the great variety of formats that can be used to describe molecular structures.
Although some advances have been done (e.g., SMILES
and InChI [IUPAC International Chemical Identifier]), a
consensus format is far from having been adopted. On the
other hand, life sciences, in general, and computer-aided
drug design, in particular, witness a data deluge coming
from the target side, i.e., 3D protein structures available
from structural genomics projects, as well as from the
ligand side, i.e., huge chemical libraries with millions of
molecules to be screened. Finally, the amount of data to be
processed, stored and managed requires potent database
engines. These three aspects have motivated us to develop
VSDMIP as an integrative platform for handling these data.
The main advantages of VSDMIP are: (1) the possibility to
perform automated VS experiments; (2) easy comparison
of different protocols; (3) total flexibility to design VS
protocols; (4) the implementation of an XML mechanism
to plug in new software pieces to customize protocols at
will; and (5) the generation of a coupled relational database
to have all the data organized and ready to use. VSDMIP
presently lacks a graphical user interface (GUI), but it may
be added in the future. When this is done, it will be able to
additionally provide information regarding both the
receptor and the ligand-binding site interactions. Small
changes in the database schema will make it possible to
store the results from docking engines that generate new
ligand conformations as solutions, thus extending the current capability that basically works with docking engines
that rely on pre-computed sets of conformers.
As similar approaches have been published recently, a
brief discussion of some of them in comparison with
VSDMIP is in order. Probably the most similar approach is
that reported by SciTegic, Inc. named Pipeline Pilot [56,
57]. This commercial software uses the technology known
as data pipeline to construct and execute customizable
workflows using components that encapsulate mainly
cheminformatics-based algorithms (although docking can
also be performed using programs GOLD and FLEXX).
Hassan et al. have shown the usefulness of this platform in
a recent review [57], where they also show results from
virtual screening experiments using Bayesian learning
technique on several targets. It has an underlying database
in common with VSDMIP, while performing many different types of calculations and methods.
Along the the same line, Astex Therapeutics [58]
reported a proprietary web-based platform that integrates
an ORACLE relational database to store molecules (from
the Astex Technology Library of Available Substances
[ATLAS] database), properties, target data, binding
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interactions, and results. VS experiments can be performed
using compounds obtained directly from the database or
created virtually thorough stored chemical reactions.
Molecules in SMILES 2D strings are converted into 3D
structures using CORINA and are docked with GOLD. It
also contains a GUI to set up the experiments and visualize
the results. VSDMIP has some added advantages such as
its modularity, the possibility for users to generate their
own chemical libraries, and the fact that it will be available
to academic users upon request. On the down side, to the
present day VSDMIP works through a command line
interface.
The idea of employing user-configurable XML files to
perform customized drug design-related workflows (as we
do in VSDMIP) has been implemented by Lehtovuori and
Nyrönen [59]. In their SOMA approach, the user decides
which protocol to use by selecting, from a web browser
interface, the steps and adequate parameters (even though
in the reported implementation only molecular structurebased properties calculation and/or docking experiments
with GOLD can be performed). Then program Grape
manages the workflow by joining the needed applications
in the order established by the user through the execution
nodes (to run and manage the applications). Finally, the
same web browser interface is used to retrieve, visualize
and analyze the results. The output produced by each
executable node is encoded, labelled (to keep track of the
process at any time), and updated with the output information generated by the subsequent steps (depending on
the selected protocol). Another important component is the
toolkit that contains utility programs to perform intermediate tasks (file format conversions and generation of
execution files, among others). The entire SOMA protocol
is encoded within a unique XML file, which means that,
after the required input has been provided, the user does
not need to interact with the system until the entire workflow has been completed. This is very convenient for
already established protocols. On the contrary, VSDMIP is
more focused on decision making after every step. This is
so because if more than one docking program is going to be
used, or different filters are available, it is necessary to stop
at each step to check the results before carrying on. A fine
tuning at this level is not easily tractable nor is it feasible to
implement in an automatic protocol. Another aspect that
deserves to be commented on in relation to VSDMIP is the
lack of a database to manage the results. SOMA stores the
results of the entire workflow in a large single file that is
displayed as a table within the interface. It is unclear
whether the molecules and results already obtained could
be used in another set of experiments. VSDMIP is totally
flexible in this respect (i.e. once a molecule has been
inserted into VSDMIP it can be reutilised as many times as
desired). The availability of the SOMA XML schema and
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Fig. 3 Area Under the Curve (AUC) versus virtual screening
protocol (VSP) identification number for the three sets of fXa and
neuraminidase
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the web-implemented GUI makes this approach very
attractive to drug designers with low programming skills
who want to focus more on the chemical/biochemical
aspects of the problem in hand rather than on the technical
details. A final aspect in common with VSDMIP is the
possibility to incorporate new applications in a relatively
easy way using XML scripts.
Although not strictly comparable with VSDMIP, some
other related tools also merit some comments. For example, the Autogrid/Autodock suite, which has attracted a lot
of interest in recent years and is probably called to become
one of the most widely used programs for docking purposes. Besides the automatic tools available at the
developers’ web site, two other applications for VS
experiments have to be noted: BDT [60] and DOVIS [61].
The former allows the user to interact with the program
code thorough a graphical front-end application that automatically performs grids preparation and their combination
(to allow for receptor flexibility), docking computation and
analysis of the results. The latter also incorporates an
additional step for ligand preparation. The main advantage
of DOVIS over BDT is that DOVIS allows docking to be
performed in parallel using Linux clusters (with or without
a queuing system). In both cases, however, the user is
restricted to just one docking program and no database
exists to manage different projects. Nonetheless, the free
distribution of the programs and the easy-to-use graphical
interfaces make them ideal tools for researchers who are
more interested in getting answers to their particular
problems than in the docking process itself.
To test the performance of our platform we used six
different targets, and two of these with different sets of
active compounds. The compilation of 11 VSP allows us to
discuss some important effects in VS experiments,
although more detailed studies will have to be conducted to
assess the performance of other more sophisticated protocols. Three main questions are particularly addressed here:
(1) the possible advantage of a combined docking protocol
(using two programs, a first one as a filter, and a second
more exhaustive one as a final docking tool) over a single
one; (2) the effect of the number of molecules and conformers per molecule that are passed from the filter on to
the final docking tool; and (3) the impact of incorporating
desolvation using a continuum method as a rescoring
function. For reference, the AUCs obtained for all the
protocols applied to the fXa and neuraminidase test sets are
depicted in Fig. 3 and the time employed per database
molecule in these same cases is graphically shown in
Fig. 4. As expected, better results are obtained when the
VS is performed directly with CDOCK (compare VSP4–
VSP6 with VSP1–VSP3) due to its superior scoring function and the exhaustive search within the binding site.
More interesting, however, is the fact that when DOCK is
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Fig. 4 CPU time (seconds, in logarithmic units) per ligand required
for each virtual screening protocol (VSP) for the three sets of fXa and
neuraminidase

used as a filter preceding CDOCK (VSP7–VSP11) reasonable results are obtained, which attests to its suitability
to remove undesirable ligand structures. On the other hand,
as clearly shown in Fig. 4, the best results are obtained for
VSP4, which is also the most time-consuming protocol. On
the contrary, VSP10 displays similar results compared to
VSP4 but the computer time increases between 1 and 2
orders of magnitude. In other words, the use of a filter
saves computational time while retaining most of the AUC
values. The representative ROC plots depicted in Fig. 5
illustrate the aforementioned effect.
Given the amount of molecules present in standard
databases, it is not yet computationally feasible to conduct
VS experiments using extremely accurate docking programs. Instead, a common approach is to use some sort of
concatenated filters to reduce the number of molecules to
be docked. In other studies, after initial filtering and
docking, different scoring functions are employed and then
candidates are selected on the basis of a consensus criterion
[62]. More promising alternatives make use of more than
one docking program in increasing order of accuracy
[63, 64]. We chose DOCK as an initial docking program
because it is fast enough to screen a molecule in a few
seconds, the total time depending on the number of conformers and the number of spheres used to describe the
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Fig. 5 ROC plots for AChE and CDK2 validation tests using VSP4
(without DOCK filter) or VSP10 (with DOCK filter)

binding site. In order to compare the relative performance
of DOCK when used alone or in conjunction with another
more exhaustive docking tool, an initial study was done
considering DOCK alone. The performance of our configuration for DOCK is not better than random either with a
contact- or a force-field-based scoring function, as can be
seen from the AUC and EFbest values. We subjected our inhouse docking program CDOCK to the same test and the
results show that CDOCK clearly outperforms this particular DOCK configuration both in terms of AUC and EFbest
values. As a trade-off for this increased accuracy, however,
CDOCK employs more computer time. Another observation is that the elimination of the coulombic component
does not really produce any variation in AUC or EFbest
values, a result that is presently being scrutinized.
As stated before, a good approach consists of using a
sequential combination of docking programs in increasing
order of accuracy. Here we tested different protocols using
first DOCK and then CDOCK. Variations among them
relate to the number of compounds and conformations per
compound to be passed from DOCK to CDOCK. In all
cases, 100 conformers are used in DOCK. First, two cut-off
values for the numbers of molecules passed to CDOCK are
set using ZScore (3.0 and 1.5), DOCK contact scores and
only one conformer per molecule. The AUC values do not
seem to be dependent on ZScore, whereas the EFbest values
show some degree of variation depending on the type of
target. This means that although most of the molecules that
survive after applying a low ZScore value are in fact
inactive, they can be recognized and discarded by CDOCK.
In general, the combination of both docking programs
shows an intermediate degree of performance, as could be
expected, between DOCK alone and CDOCK alone.
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Secondly, better results are obtained when instead of a
single conformation 10 are passed on to CDOCK. This is a
commonly observed effect, provided that conformational
sampling has been performed adequately, and simply states
that with more conformations per molecule the docking
algorithm stands a better chance of detecting the correct
pose for a binder [65]. Finally, use of the same ZScore but
a different number of conformers per molecule (1 or 10)
does not lead to any appreciable changes in AUC or EFbest
values, the variation in the latter case depending on the
type of target.
The third point addressed here is related to the introduction of solvent effects via PBSA as a post-scoring
function. Together with flexibility issues [66], an adequate
representation of the desolvation process that accompanies
ligand-receptor binding is a major hurdle in VS studies. It
is also a problem in traditional docking but, due to the fact
that a small number of molecules are going to be studied,
more elaborated solvation methods can be applied in this
case, even when time consumption for such a calculation is
often seen as a shortcoming. Methods based on PB or GB
approximations are common but become impractical at the
large scales a VS experiment requires although some
promising approaches have already been published [19, 67,
68]. We have observed a small influence of solvent effects
on AUC values using PB after CDOCK and no effect at all
when used after the combination of DOCK and CDOCK.
Again, the influence on EFbest is target-dependent, but in all
cases a decrease in these values has been found.
VSDMIP has already proved successful in some recent
scientific applications, such as one devoted to the discovery
of new inhibitors of the DNA repair protein O6-alkylguanine DNA alkyltransferase [69]. Four compounds selected
out of 3.5 million molecules from the ZINC database [70]
showed acceptable in vivo and in vitro activities. In
another example using in vivo screenings of a chemical
combinatorial library and VSDMIP, we were able to
develop small molecules that compete with ubiquitin E2
variant (UEV) for its interactions with ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme UBC13 and inhibit its enzymatic activity. The
UEV–UBC13 complex is also implicated in mechanisms of
DNA repair (unpublished results).

Conclusion
An integrated computational platform to perform VS
experiments has been developed that includes an associated
relational database which stores (i) molecules and molecular properties (energies, conformations, charges, etc.), (ii)
results from docking filters, and (iii) final VS results. This
procedure allows the inserted molecules to be reused in as
many VS experiments as desired as well as the continued
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incorporation of new molecules. Also, it is easy and fast to
create and allows a battery of analyses to be performed in
order to test a particular VS protocol. The modular idea
underlying its design is one of the stronger points, as the
user is able to replace existing modules with new ones to
create customizable protocols. Finally, and under development, is the idea to include protein set-up in an automatic
fashion within the database, allowing the storage of geometrical and energetic characteristics of the binding site,
which should serve as a classification tool for binding sites.
The platform has been prepared as a bundled package to be
distributed to the scientific community upon request from
the authors [71]. In brief, all the programs implemented in
the platform (except those that need to be purchased, by a
modest prize, such as CORINA or DelPhi) are either free
(MOPAC, DOCK, FRED, AutoDock) or will be released
under a scientific/academic non-profit and non-commercial
license as is the case for ALFA, CGRID, CDOCK, and ISM.
The scripts to create the database structure as well as the
XML configuration files will be also provided.
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1. Introduction
Many changes in the drug discovery paradigm have emerged in recent years due to
major advances in the field of Computer-Aided Drug Design (CADD), which has
benefited enormously from astounding improvements in the power of computers and
new algorithms. As a result, attempts continue to be made to turn the drug discovery
process into a more rational approach that can help design therapeutically relevant New
Molecular Entities (NME) with a minimum of synthetic effort. Another important factor
that has to be taken into the complex drug making equation is the vast amount of
experimental information emanated from genome sequence and structural biology
projects, as well as biochemical and biophysical studies, which are stored in publicly
accessible databases. Precisely because of this complexity, CADD appears to be placed,
at least conceptually, in an excellent position to help reduce the cost and time that it
takes to launch a NME onto the market (a thousand million dollars and 15 years on
average, respectively [1]). However, despite some signs of promise, the real results still
fall far below the expectations [2].
CADD approaches include structure-based virtual screening of chemical (and fragment)
libraries (SBVS) and ligand-based virtual screening (LBVS), and both are widely used
in industry and academia. SBVS uses docking tools with the aim of identifying possible
hits that can then be subjected to lead optimization. To this end, they are routinely tested
for their capacity to a) reproduce the experimental structures of a series of ligands
bound to their receptor targets, as found in high-resolution X-ray crystal structures, and
b) discriminate between true binders and fake ligands on the basis of a scoring function
that, although far from accurately representing the free energy of binding that can be
measured experimentally [3], is used to predict the strength of the receptor-ligand
association. If the docking engine and the scoring function perform reasonably well in
this respect, one can expect some success in the identification and ranking of putative
hits in a VS experiment. As an alternative, and particularly in cases where the receptor’s
3D structure is not available, it is also possible to use the geometry of one or more
ligands that display affinity for this receptor as a query to try and fish out similar
molecules from commercially available catalogues or databases. The selected
compounds can then be tested experimentally for confirmation of affinity/activity.
Besides the core SBVS and LBVS algorithms, an integrated platform for VS studies
needs some other pieces of software, the most important being those required for setting
up receptors and ligands at the beginning of the procedure and for processing the results
at the end. In addition, large databases are usually filtered according to some custommade rules. The integration of all of these tools into a common, flexible, and userfriendly platform requires a great deal of effort because a series of connectors have to
be developed to handle the existing variety of file formats and an adequate database
engine needs to be used to store and process efficiently the massive amounts of data that
are generated, in common with trends observed in other computational biology areas
[4].

The growing interest in this type of computational platforms that put together all the
essential pieces that enable the effortless execution of complex VS protocols has
resulted in a number of applications. Some solutions are commercial like the
Schrödinger [5] and Sybyl [6] suites, and Pipeline Pilot from Accelrys [7; 8]), while
others have been designed and released as open-source plugins for the molecular
graphics program PyMOL [9]. The latter provide an intuitive and user-friendly interface
to software such as AutoDock/Vina [10] or AMBER [11]. Furthermore, other
implementations are accessible through a web server (DOCKBLAST [12]), distributed
over a grid [13], or endowed with database capabilities [14]. In our lab, VSDMIP [15]
was developed to provide the scientific community with a flexible, fully automated
computational platform to perform VS experiments and manage every piece of data in
an integrated fashion. Significant advantages of this platform are its underlying
database, which stores ligand information and every result arising from the different
steps of a given VS protocol, and its modular and pluggable architecture, which allows
customization of each step of the procedure. However, the original VSDMIP lacked a
graphical interface, and only allowed SBVS to be done.
In this paper we describe the improvements that have been incorporated into the
updated version (VSDMIP 1.5) to overcome these shortcomings: (1) a graphical user
interface (GUI) written in Python programming language allows its facile use as a
plugin to the popular molecular visualization program PyMOL, and (2) an LBVS
module has been built that can be used not only in cases where the receptor’s 3D
structure is lacking but also as a complement to SBVS efforts. VSDMIP 1.5 is
compared to similar existing software and its LBVS performance on a subset of the
Directory of Useful Decoys (DUD) database [16] is reported. As with the original
VSDMIP, we are committed to making this updated and more powerful platform
available free of charge to interested parties so that the scientific community, and
eventually society at large, can benefit from it.
2. Methods
The SBVS environment was already described as an integral part of VSDMIP [15], and
no more details will be given here. In brief, the three main tasks of (i) inserting
molecules into the database, (ii) performing virtual screening [with or without previous
filtering], and (iii) extracting the results for analysis are accessible from the SBVS menu
(see Fig. 1) through the Insert New Molecules, Run Virtual Screening, and Get
Results from Screening submenus, respectively. In what follows the LBVS options
will be described in detail, as well as the technical details of the plugin for PyMOL and
the way that the results from a LBVS study can be used as input for the SBVS module.

designed, e.g. the GTP [Generator of TriPlets] code to enable the recognition of all
possible PharmacoPhoric Points [PPP] (see below at the “3D fingerprints” section).
The MySQL Application Programming Interface (API) was used to build User Defined
Functions (UDF) in order to hold the methods for comparing and scoring fingerprints,
including scoring fusion (see below). The UDF are loaded directly into the main
memory whenever the database requires them so that the filtering and searching
processes are speeded up.
2.1.2 VSDB modification

Fig. 1. VSDMIP’s main window (centre) as it is launched from PyMOL, and windows that originate from
the tabs that give access to the SBVS, LBVS, Local and Info tasks.

Three new tables have been added to the Virtual Screening DataBase (VSDB) in the
original VSDMIP: FINGERPRINT, PHARMACOPHORE, and FINGER_TYPE (see Fig. 2).
The first and second tables contain 2D and 3D fingerprints, respectively, whereas the
third one stores the information and description of the available fingerprint types. The
original role played by VSDB in the previous version of VSDMIP (storing molecules
and results) has been expanded with filtering and searching tools within the MySQL
engine. To this end the MySQL language was complemented with new functions that
allow advanced molecular screenings based on similarity calculations to be performed.
Backward compatibility with the original VSDMIP is maintained, as the plugin
developed here is an optional upgrade.

2.1 PyMOL plugin
2.1.1 Technical issues
The plugin, written in Python programming language, implements a visual interface to
manage the most common tasks in VS. The menu bar has three main categories of
actions: SBVS, LBVS and Local (Fig. 1).
SBVS holds a visual interface for the original workflow implemented in the first release
of VSDMIP. It has been extended to use results originating from its LBVS counterpart
and to perform docking on the receptor with the selected molecules.
LBVS encompasses database-related operations (such as filters and search tools) to
perform similarity calculations on 2D/3D fingerprints (codifications of several
molecular features) and does not require the 3D structure of a receptor.
Local allows the user to execute a complete docking job on a local machine without
extending the capabilities of the basic programs (database-related functionalities). SBVS
and LBVS modes are designed to work within a cluster of processors or on a
multiprocessor machine. The communications between the main node on the cluster and
the other calculation nodes are conducted through the secure shell (SSH) protocol in a
way that is completely transparent to the user.
LBVS techniques have been implemented that extend currently available tools (Open
Babel [17], MySQL, and PyMOL) and new programs and interfaces have been

Fig. 2. Entity-Relationship schematic of the database (VSDB) used by VSDMIP. The grey shaded region
corresponds to the newly added capabilities.

The client version of the platform is compatible with the Linux and Windows operating
systems. However, the server modules are only available for Linux with the
OpenPBS/Torque queue system 2.x or above. In addition, the VS modules of the
platform require an MySQL database engine and the client libraries installed on the
system (mysql-server, mysql++, and libmysqlclient).

molecules in a given database. The GTP code recognizes all possible PPP for each
conformer in the database and builds the triplets in hexadecimal strings representing the
type and the relative disposition of the PPP. This information is stored in the
PHARMACOPHORES table. Additionally, the user can create customized 3D fingerprints
by choosing the type of points on the graphical interface and moving them to a desired
position. This fingerprint can then be used as a pattern to search for molecules in
databases that fulfil these conditions. Finally, the molecules obtained from a search can
be incorporated directly into the main workflow of SBVS.

2.2 Molecular fingerprints

2.3 Fingerprint comparisons

Molecular fingerprints are strings of bits denoting the presence (1) or absence (0) of
certain types of molecular information, typically chemical groups or relevant interaction
points. They can be 2D or 3D depending on the structural information encoded.
VSDMIP allows the users to work with both 2D (MACCS [18], CATS [19], and
chemical groups for filtering) and 3D fingerprints (triplets of interactions points). The
definitions and main properties of these fingerprints are described below.

VSDMIP incorporates three coefficients for fingerprint comparison (Tanimoto,
Tversky, and rule-based) as well as two mechanisms to combine queries (hybrid
fingerprints and scoring fusion). All of them are described below.

2.1.3 Operating system and software requirements

2.2.1 2D fingerprints
The Molecular Design Ltd. (MDL) Molecular ACCess System (MACCS) structural
fingerprint is a 166-bit string that indicates whether a predefined substructure or
functional group is present or not.
The Chemical Advanced Template Search (CATS) fingerprint is composed of a bit for
each possible combination of hydrogen bond donor, hydrogen bond acceptor, positively
charged group, negatively charged group, and lipophilic pharmacophoric points
(aromatic rings included) separated by distances between 1 and 10 bonds and totalling a
length of 150 bits.
Finally, a group fingerprint is a 306-bit string that denotes the presence or absence of
different chemical fragments and functional groups (see Open Babel documentation for
details). The use of this fingerprint is indicated as a post-filter after using MACCS or
CATS to ensure that the selected compounds do possess the required functional groups.
In the three cases, the fingerprints can be calculated either from a given database or
from a file containing a set of Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry Specification
(SMILES) strings using Open Babel (also integrated within VSDMIP). The fingerprints
are stored into the database in the FINGERPRINT table. Also, a previously saved file
containing molecule IDs and fingerprints can be loaded and stored within the database.
2.2.2 3D fingerprints
3D fingerprints can be defined using the 3D structure of a molecule and six types of
PPP with the following interaction properties: hydrogen bond acceptor, hydrogen bond
donor, positively charged group, negatively charged group, aromatic ring, and lipophilic
point. These PPP, associated in triplets, can be automatically calculated for all the

2.3.1 Tanimoto coefficient
Given two objects, A and B, represented as two strings of bits, the Tanimoto coefficient,
T, is defined as the ratio (Eq. 1):

T = c (a + b + c )

Eq. 1

where:
a is the count of on bits in object A but not in object B,
b is the count of on bits in object B but not in object A, and
c is the count of on bits in both objects A and B
It can be viewed as the ratio of on bits shared by both string representations. The values
range between 0 (no similarity at all) and 1 (identical fingerprints).
2.3.2 Tversky coefficient
The Tversky coefficient, Tv, introduces the concept of a prototype to which the objects
or variants are being compared to. Tv is defined as the ratio (Eq. 2):
Tv = c (α * a + β * b + c )

Eq. 2

where a, b, and c have the same meaning as before, and α and ß are weighting factors
for the prototype and the variant so as to customize the relative importance of one
versus the other. The Tv coefficient is also bound between 0 and 1, although higher
values can also be investigated. In this case, overweighting a and b to the detriment of c
could be an interesting way to explore chemical database diversity.
2.3.3 Rule-based coefficient

The ratio is calculated as the result of the AND operation between the query string and
the comparing counterparts, and therefore takes into account only those bits that are
activated in the query string.
2.3.4 Mechanisms to combine queries: hybrid fingerprints vs scoring fusion
When more than one query is at hand (i. e., several known actives, to select some
specific characteristics, or inactives, to rule out other non-desired properties) two
options are available: a) combine the queries themselves, or b) combine their individual
results. For the former, VSDMIP implements the centroids module, which analyses a set
of query compounds and generates a fingerprint that concentrates all the information
present in the whole set. A bit is activated if it is already present in a certain percentage
of the compounds (the cut off is 0.5 by default, but can be adjusted manually).
Centroids can then be used like a regular fingerprint to query the database. For the
latter, once multiple searches have been performed, common fusion scoring schemes are
employed over the individual scoring values obtained: maximum, minimum, product,
average, and the sum of the scores. These schemes have been implemented via UDF,
and it should be possible to include new operations easily. Finally, combined queries of
active with inactive compounds could be useful for detecting ambiguous molecules:
those giving good results when looking for actives and also good results when looking
for inactives.
2.4 Filtering and searching databases
Filtering and searching (two concepts that will be employed indistinctly hereafter) using
the fingerprints together with the comparison methods explained above can be accessed
from the LBVS menu through the Simple Search and Advanced Search submenus.
A complete description of options is given in the User Guide. It is worth noting that the
results obtained from the searches can be directly plugged into the docking module.
2.5 Test set: Directory of Useful Decoys (DUD) database
Eighteen targets (ACE, MR, HIVPR, P38 MAP, HMGA, PNP, COMT, Thr, TK, fXa,
AChE, HSP90, COX1, COX2, AMPC, ALR2, GPB, and ERa) were selected from the
DUD database ensuring enough diversity of types. Their bound ligands were
downloaded directly from the original site and processed according to our established
protocol. In short: a) conversion of all compounds into their isomeric SMILES [20]
strings (to meet with the defaults in the VSDMIP protocol as described in the original
work) and insertion into the database, which implies their transformation from 2D to 3D
with CORINA [21], assignment of atom point charges using the Austin Model 1
electrostatic potential (AM1/ESP) fitting method, as implemented in MOPAC 7 [22],
addition of AMBER [23] atomic radii, and conformational analysis with ALFA [24];
and b) calculation of CATS, MACCS and group fingerprints with a modified version of
the Open Babel program (decimal output and a parser for CATS were added), and
insertion in the extended database. Importantly, this processing means that the original

geometry of the bound ligand is lost and that each molecule will be present in the
database as a collection of ready-to-dock conformers.
Protein targets were extracted from the DUD database. PDB2PQR [25] was used to
assign AMBER force field atomic radii and charges, while the protonation states of
titratable residues were decided on the basis of pKa calculation carried out with the
PROPKA software [26]. The binding site to be explored was delimited in each case by
the location of the bound ligand in the X-ray crystal structure using CGRID.
2.6 Virtual screening
In LBVS, we have used the searching functions described above to query the database
multiple times (as many as the number of actives) and retrieve similar compounds
taking the Tanimoto coefficient as the score. The global performance for a given target
was evaluated as the mean (over all its actives) of the area under the curve (AUC)
values from receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plots, as well as the standard
deviation of ligand atoms from their experimentally determined location. Centroid
calculations were also performed for each target. For fusion calculations, 3 randomly
chosen actives were selected in each round, and 3 rounds were performed for each
target. Mean values and standard deviations are also reported.
SBVS was performed by the combined use of CGRID and CDOCK [27] as explained
in the original VSDMIP publication [15]. Briefly:
a) for each protein structure, the initial binding site was defined as the space delimited
by the axis-parallel box containing the co-crystallized ligand, augmented by 5 Å in each
axis direction;
b) CGRID calculation of protein interaction fields (a 12–6 Lennard-Jones term and an
electrostatic term modelled with a sigmoidal dielectric screening function) covering the
binding site (0.5 Å spacing in all directions) using common atom probes (C, N, O, S, P,
H, F, Cl, Br, and I);
c) exhaustive exploration by CDOCK of the location and orientation of each molecule
within the binding site by positioning their centres of mass on grid points and
performing discrete rotations of 27o on each axis;
d) energy evaluation of each pose by the molecular mechanics force-field scoring
function implemented in CDOCK that can additionally include ligand and receptor
desolvation energy terms as well as counting of hydrogen bonding interactions; and
e) selection of the best-scoring pose for each molecule as the docking solution.
Finally, LBVS was employed prior to SBVS to illustrate the connection between both
modules and also to test its ability as a filter to reduce docking times using ACE and
MR as the targets. To this end, MACCS fingerprints were calculated for ACE and MR
active ligands, and the centroids method was used to combine all the information for the

actives into single queries that were employed to search the entire DUD database of
decoys and retrieve only those with a Tanimoto coefficient above 0.6. The selected
molecules were then docked into their respective targets as explained above.
The results from LBVS and SBVS were evaluated using ROC plots [28], which
represent sensitivity (y-axis, true positives rate, Eq. 3) versus specificity (x-axis, false
positive rate, Eq. 4). AUCs were calculated for each ROC plot.
sensitivity =

TruePositives
TruePositives + FalseNegatives

Eq. 3

specificity =

TrueNegatives
TrueNegatives + FalsePositives

Eq. 4

3

Results

In this section we first describe the windows, menus, and options in the GUI (Window
system description), the type of calculations that can be performed within VSDMIP
(Functional examples), and then the results of a comparative study in which LBVS and
SBVS were applied to the docking of ligands into a reduced (18 targets), although
diverse, subset of the DUD database (LBVS and SBVS with VSDMIP). Finally, the
timings to perform the calculations (Timings) will be reported. As the methods and data
sets used here have been already discussed in the literature, our main purpose is to show
the usefulness of the plugin and compare it with other related tools rather than to carry
out a thorough analysis of the results.
3.1 Window system description
Considering the advantages, for non-expert users, of incorporating a simple and easy-touse interface to interact with the VSDMIP platform, we decided to create a plugin for
the popular and versatile PyMOL graphics program as a tool to control the complete VS
workflow (either LBVS or SBVS, or any combination thereof).
Once the plugin is invoked from the PyMOL plugin interface, it displays a simple
window with a menu bar containing six submenus, the description of the program and
the version number (Fig. 1). The menu bar includes: SBVS, LBVS, local operations (nondependent on the database facilities, Local), database information (Info),
configuration (Config) and information about the program, the authors, and contact
details (About).

c) Get Results from Screening, to extract the results from a previous screening
(structures, energy values, and general information about the interactions),
d) Receptor preparation, to simplify the protein preparation workflow through a
local script, and
e) Set up Molecular Dynamics, to generate the topology [29] and coordinates files
[crd] that are necessary to run a molecular dynamics simulation using the AMBER suite
(http://ambermd.org/).
The procedure for the latter operation, which makes use of AMBER’s antechamber
module, involves the mandatory creation of the ligand-related parameter and
connectivity files [frcmod] and [prepin], the immersion of the complex in a useradjustable cube of Transferable Intermolecular Potentials 3 Point (TIP3P) water
molecules, and the addition of any necessary counterions to achieve electroneutrality.
The LBVS submenu gives access to the novel options for performing complete VS
experiments using fingerprints of different types:
a) Generate 2D Fingerprints, calculation of 2D fingerprints;
b) Generate 3D Fingerprints, to generate triplets of PPP using the automated tool
runGTP;
c) Insert 2D Fingerprints, to insert the generated fingerprints into the database;
d) Simple Search, to perform a single search using simple parameters;
e) Advanced Search, to use special techniques for performing searches like scoring
fusion, substructure search or chemical group filtering; and
f) 3D Pharmacophores, to generate, within the PyMOL GUI, newly defined PPP to
be used in new searches.
The Local submenu allows the user to carry out a complete docking process, from the
conformational analysis of the ligand to the final visualization of the results. The
available options are:
a) Options, to configure the paths of the different programs;

Under the SBVS submenu available options are:

b) Ligand Set Up, to prepare the ligands for ALFA calculations (conformational
analysis) and atomic charge assignment;

a) Insert new molecules, to incorporate new SMILES strings into the database,

c) CGRID, to calculate the energy grids for docking with CDOCK;

b) Run Virtual Screening, to create a new VS job and submit it to a cluster or to a
multiprocessor machine,

d) View grids, to visualize the grids;
e) Grid processing, to post-process the interaction energy grids by Boltzmann
averaging (as a way to include receptor flexibility for docking [30]) or by calculating a

grid as a difference of two other previously calculated grids (for example, on two
related targets, as a way to explore selectivity [31]);
f) CDOCK, to set up the docking process; and
g) Docking Results Visualization, to analyse docking results (different energy
terms and the type of interactions).
The Info submenu contains Show source of molecules and Show VS
catalogue, two windows in which the user can look up information regarding the
putative ligands and the VS protocol, respectively, as they are stored within the database
(to be used later on as part of MySQL queries); and Remote process, to monitor the
processes for which instructions have been issued (the exact command is set up in the
Config submenu).
The Config submenu contains the Configure queues tab that gives access to a
window for defining the paths for the ssh and scp protocols, remote system and
commands, and the MySQL settings.
Finally, the About submenu displays the name and affiliation of the authors, a contact
address for further information, and the copyright statement.
3.2 Functional examples
The main functionalities (see Fig. 3) like performing a simple docking (ligand and
receptor set up, generating the interaction grids and running the docking program),
SBVS (inserting molecules within the database, running the docking program, getting
information about the processes, the source of the molecules, getting the results and
visualizing them), LBVS (generating and inserting 2D and 3D fingerprints, performing
simple and advanced searches within the database), and mixing SBVS and LBVS are
fully documented in the User Guide (chapters 6 and 7) that is distributed with the
plugin.

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the different approaches than can be tackled within VSDMIP (see
main text). SI stands for similarity index and FSI for fusion of similarity indices.

3.3 LBVS and SBVS with VSDMIP
Using the eighteen targets selected from DUD we compared the performance of LBVS
(through topology-based [MACCS] and mixed topological-physico-chemical-based
[CATS] fingerprints) and SBVS (using docking and pharmacophore methods) as
measured by the AUC values (see Table 1). For MACCS the centroids and fusion
approaches were used to handle more than one initial query, whereas for CATS only the
centroid approach was employed for testing purposes. In general, and considering the
18-target DUD reduced set, MACCS afforded the best results in terms of averaged
AUC values (0.74 ± 0.17), followed by CATS (0.64 ± 0.11) and docking (0.63 ± 0.13)
when only one query was used to search the database (only applicable to MACCS and
CATS). No significant changes were observed in MACCS (0.72 ± 0.14) or in CATS
(0.65 ± 0.10) when different queries were considered via the centroids method. A slight
improvement was found for MACCS and the fusion method (0.79 ± 0.19), although
only 6 cases were studied. Finally, the PPP method also performed reasonably well, but
since it was applied to only two cases no definite conclusions can be drawn. A more
detailed analysis can be done by splitting the AUC into three ranges: a lower-bound
range where the AUCs are ≤0.5 (worse than random), 0.5–0.7 (above random but with
room for improvement), and ≥0.7 (clearly better than random). On the one side, clearly
better than random, MACCS afforded 60-70% of the targets with AUCs above 0.7,
while these percentages were 30-40% for CATS and 20% for CDOCK. On the other
side (worse than random) all the methods performed similarly (6%) although some
variability was obtained for MACS depending on the number of starting queries (data
not shown). In the middle range (0.7 ≤ AUC ≤ 0.5), CDOCK yielded the highest value
(~70%), then CATS (40-60%), and finally MACCS (20-40%).
Table 1. AUC values for the two VS techniques (LBVS and SBVS) and the different methods according
to each target studied. Numbers in parenthesis are the standard deviations.

LBVS

SBVS

MACCS

CATS

Target

Single FP

Centroids

Fusion
(average)

Single FP

ACE

0.73
(0.09)

0.78

0.79 (0.48)

0.61
(0.13)

0.56

0.63

MR

0.72
(0.22)

0.82

0.86 (0.03)

0.51
(0.09)

0.56

0.75

HIVPR

0.58
(0.13)

0.62

0.63
(0.12)

0.46

0.25

P38 MAP

0.72
(0.16)

0.87

0.53
(0.20)

0.73

0.50

0.81 (0.10)

Centroids CDOCK

PPP

0.63

HMGR

0.85
(0.22)

0.63

0.51 (0.46)

0.79
(0.09)

0.77

0.26

PNP

0.85
(0.06)

0.71

0.91 (0.04)

0.62
(0.09)

0.63

0.60

COMT

0.86
(0.13)

0.96

0.75
(0.21)

0.86

0.33

thrombin

0.67
(0.15)

0.76

0.83
(0.11)

0.62

0.33

TK

0.88
(0.05)

0.70

0.81
(0.11)

0.61

0.60

fXa

0.77
(0.18)

0.61

0.83
(0.17)

0.60

0.55

AChE

0.63
(0.10)

0.59

0.51
(0.07)

0.55

0.73

HSP90

0.77
(0.62)

0.39

0.63
(0.06)

0.54

0.65

COX1

0.48
(0.16)

0.63

0.50
(0.04)

0.67

0.53

AMPC

0.90
(0.11)

0.70

0.72
(0.08)

0.66

0.47

ALR2

0.57
(0.08)

0.62

0.47
(0.11)

0.61

0.33

COX2

0.85
(0.41)

0.80

0.60
(0.13)

0.81

0.67

GPB

0.81
(0.14)

0.89

0.72
(0.12)

0.72

0.83

ERagonists

0.75
(0.12)

0.92

0.48
(0.05)

0.70

0.63

0.88 (0.01)

0.79

As will be discussed below, analogue bias can cause artificial enrichment because, if
the query molecules are topologically similar to the actives, these will be retrieved more
easily. To test this, we calculated similarity matrices using the Tanimoto coefficient
among the actives for each target, and some examples are shown in Fig. 4 (HMGR, TK,
COX1, and ALR2).

Fig. 4. The analogue bias effect is clearly shown on HMGR and TK, while it is completely absent in
COX1 and ALR2.

The use of LBVS (in this case MACCS) as an initial filter to a more computational
demanding task such as docking resulted in an important reduction in computer time
while maintaining the overall performance. For ACE, the number of docking
experiments that had to be done after filtering out with LBVS was reduced from 1791 to
just 422, and this meant a reduction of 77% in computation time. The AUC was 0.66,
slightly above the value for docking alone. Similar results were also found for the MR
target. In this case, a reduction of 74% in computing time was achieved by reducing the
number of ligands for docking from 637 down to 163, while the AUC was improved in
0.1units.
3.4 Timing
To assess the applicability of VSDMIP to large-scale VS projects, based on ligands
and/or receptors, we measured the overall performance of VSDMIP when undertaking
the major tasks that are common to all the protocols such as inserting the molecules into
the database, generating fingerprints, searching within the database, and docking (Table
2).

Target
ACE
COMT
PED5
AChE
PARP
Thr

<NHA>a
23
16
30
26
20
32

<Conf>b
118
35
136
133
16
136

BSGPc
18225
7956
7182
7040
4332
2688

Insertion
192
6600
192
200
1080
192

Docking
336
288
168
342
288
221

LBVS

SBVS

Table 2. Some ligand- and binding site-related properties of the complexes studied here and overall
VSDMIP performance in the main operations. For structure-based VS (SBVS), the Insertion and Docking
columns display the number of molecules that are processed per day and CPU (either a PIV 32-bit 3.2
GHz or a Xeon 32-bit 3.06 GHz processor). For ligand-based VS (LBVS), the data shown are also
molecules per day and the same type of CPU.
2D

3D

FP Generationd

9*106

1*106

Search

2.4*109

0.5*106

a

Average Number of Heavy Atoms in the ligand set for each target.
b
Average number of conformations in the ligand set for each target.
c
Binding Site Grid Points.
d
Fingerprints generation.

According to the data compiled in Table 2, an average of 370 and 275 molecules can be
inserted and docked, respectively, per day and CPU using VSDMIP. The number of
inserted molecules showed a very high correlation with the number of conformers per
molecule (r2 = 0.98, after exclusion of COMT due to the fact that the ligands for this
target are few and very small, and therefore uncharacteristic of the most typical real
world scenario). The correlation was more modest (r2 = 0.79) when the number of
heavy atoms, the number of conformations per molecule, and the number of valid grid
points were simultaneously considered. As expected, LBVS proved to be several orders
of magnitude faster than SBVS. In fact, VSDMIP is able to generate around 107 2D(molecules) and 106 3D-fingerprints (conformers) per day and CPU. On the other hand,
109 and 106 comparisons can be performed using 2D- and 3D-fingerprints, respectively,
per day and CPU.
4 Discussion
The capabilities added to VSDMIP (namely the GUI, the LBVS module, and the
interconnectivity between LBVS and SBVS modules) place version 1.5 within the stateof-the-art of automatic platforms to perform VS experiments. Having all the tools
integrated in a single application facilitates the complex task of building VS protocols
and analyzing the results. Besides, the application allows the user to work with the
programs individually (single docking and grid visualization, database searches,
analysis of interactions, conformational analysis…) taking full advantage of the easy-touse PyMOL interface. From the technical point of view, and although some computer
skills are still required to properly configure the application for High Performing
Computer (HPC) architectures, the GUI and the configuration files provided as a guide
(plus the support given by the development team) makes VSDMIP installation and
maintenance relatively straightforward. VSDMIP can also be run on a desktop computer
with or without the database environment, employing all the available cores in a small
cluster, a user-defined number of them, or even just one. VSDMIP has been fully tested

on a Linux cluster using a Linux- or Windows-running computer as the interface to the
cluster. Modularity (individual tasks can be connected in different ways to allow the
user to customize his/her VS protocols) and flexibility (other software pieces can be
easily added to the platform and configured through user-configurable extensible
markup language [XML] files) are still retained in this new version as they are
considered the main cornerstones that differentiate VSDMIP from other VS platforms
described to date.
4.1 Automatic procedures for VS
When VSDMIP was originally released, a limited number of similar platforms were
available, namely Pipeline Pilot [7; 8] from Accelrys, a proprietary web-based platform
from Astex Therapeutics [32], the SOMA workflow multiplatform [33], and other
commercial solutions such as those provided by Schrödinger [5] and Tripos [6]. Since
then, and just in a couple of years, the number of platforms has increased notably. This
fact highlights the ever growing interest in these techniques and the need to lower the
technical skills barriers if reaching a wide range of researchers is intended. Precisely
with this goal in mind several applications have been launched recently, e.g. BDT [34]
and DOVIS [35] for the AutoGrid/AutoDock suite. Both allow the user to interact with
the program code through a graphical front-end application that automatically prepares
the ligands (only in DOVIS), sets up the grids and facilitates their combination (to allow
for receptor flexibility), performs docking computations, and allows the analysis of the
results. Recently, an improved version of DOVIS (2.0) has been released [36]. In terms
of docking performance, DOVIS was reported to be able to dock 670-700 ligands per
CPU and day, whereas no data was given for BDT. A similar utility for the Windows
operating system, VSDocker, recently published by Prakhov et al., can dock around 420
ligands per CPU and day [37]. Seeliger and Groot prepared a plugin for PyMOL as an
interface to AutoDock/Vina that allows the user to perform an entire SBVS workflow
[10]. The plugin includes tools for the automatic preparation of ligands and receptors,
definition of the binding site, execution, and analysis of the results. This plugin, which
has been implemented in Linux and is distributed free of charge, has become the most
downloaded feature from the journal’s web page just a few months after its publication.
With the same idea, Lill and Danielson [11] published a similar plugin but with
enhanced features for receptor preparation (using an interface to AMBER), docking (the
SLIDE [38] docking program was included as an alternative to AutoDock), and postdocking refinement (using the SIE model [39] and including the entropic contribution
[40]). These plugins have been developed for Linux platforms and are released free of
charge. The AMMOS (Automated Molecular Mechanics Optimization tool for in silico
Screening) program was also designed with the idea of refining the 3D structure of
ligands within databases and to allow for fully flexible energy minimization of the
complexes [41]. The AMMOS code is freely available under a GNU public license, and
runs on Linux and MacOSX platforms. Another graphical interface that fits into this
class of platforms is iGEMDOCK [42], which automatically prepares receptor and
ligands for the docking program GEMDOCK [43] and is also focused on the post-

treatment of docking/virtual screening results. Once the poses have been obtained,
protein-ligand interaction profiles are calculated and graphically displayed, highlighting
common residues in the receptor. The pharmacologically relevant interactions are then
used to infer a pharmacophore, which is in turn applied to cluster the screened
compounds. The program is available free of charge for non-profit organizations and
runs both in Linux and Windows environments. A related approach, but in this case
focused on the filter step of the VS protocol, i.e. previous to docking, is the VSM-G
(Virtual Screening Manager for computational Grids) platform [13]. In its current
implementation, VSM-G comprises three modules: one for ligand preparation (database
creation and handling, substructure search, toxicity prediction, and 3D structure
generation), another for target preparation (handling of the protein structure, receptor
definition, and management of multiple target conformations), and a screening funnel (a
rigid geometric matching procedure). VSM-G provides a graphical interface, but it does
not rely on a database engine, and no information was given regarding its availability.
Summing up all of these contributions, and although a direct comparison to VSDMIP is
not appropriate, they are directed to researchers that may be more interested in getting
answers to their particular problems than in the VS process itself. In what follows,
several contributions more comparable to VSDMIP (using a database underlying the
platform design, or allowing the users to plug in their own software and customize their
VS protocols) are succinctly overviewed. MoStBioDat was designed mainly to store
and manipulate data [44]. In its current implementation it is composed of two main
layers: the storage layer and the user layer. The former is further divided into ligand
(storing one dimensional [1D] SMILES, 2D graphs for atoms and bonds, and 3D atomic
coordinates including protonation states and conformational sampling) and receptor
(plain-text PDB file) databases, whereas the latter is used to search the database and has
two modes, one through command line (meant for more experienced users) and another
that uses a GUI (for novice users). This platform offers a good starting point to develop
a more helpful tool to be used in drug design. As a proof of concept, a subset of the
ZINC database was used to search for compounds similar to an arbitrarily chosen
molecule employing Tanimoto similarity coefficients. The platform can be downloaded
free of charge, runs under Linux, and allows the user to establish his/her own
software/hardware environment and data. A recent application of MoStBioDat to the
analysis of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding motifs in catechols has been published
[45]. Probably the platform closest to VSDMIP in terms of design is the one called
DVSDMS (Distributed Virtual Screening Data Management System) developed by
Zhou and Caflisch [14]. It relies on a MySQL database and contains three main
modules: a) predocking, to prepare the ligands according to the CHARMm force field
and to calculate molecular properties; b) docking, to perform docking with AutoDock;
and c) ranking, to rank the docking solutions using different scoring functions. All the
information originating from these three modules is stored in the database. The different
packages composing the platform are connected by Python scripts, and it can be run as a
standalone program or within a cluster of computers with or without a queuing system.
DVSDMS can be obtained free of charge from the authors and runs under Linux. Really

good performances were obtained in an emulated massive docking experiment, with
around 60 molecules per second being distributed for docking, which makes this
approach suitable for large computer clusters and VS, although the time needed to fill in
the database was not provided. Lastly, the web-based DOCK Blaster platform
developed by Irwin et al. [12] had as its main goal to study the feasibility of a VS
protocol starting solely from a PDB code. DOCK Blaster provides two criteria to assess
the reliability of a proposed VS: pose fidelity (i.e., the ability to reproduce known X-ray
structures within a root-mean-square deviation [RMSD] of 2 Å) and enrichment (i.e.,
the ability to prioritize active ligands over decoys by placing them at the very top part of
the selection list, the top 5% in this case). The server provides 6 modules to automate
the entire process: (1) to clean and identify receptor and ligand in the PDB file (parser
module), (2) to correct possible problems (scrutinizer module), (3) to prepare receptor
and ligands including decoys (prepare module), (4) to assess performance (calibrator
module), (5) to dock the molecules (docker module), and (6) to interpret the results
(assessor module). Several retrospective studies were conducted to assess the validity of
the automatic procedure using Astex [46], GOLD [47], and 38 targets from DUD [16]
as test sets. Regarding performance, the average CPU time per target (preparation and
docking of a ligand plus a set of 100 decoys) was 92 minutes, pose fidelity was
achieved in 50-60% of the cases, and in half of the cases the ligands were ranked within
the top 5% of their corresponding lists. Finally, out of 7755 targets from the PDB, 18%
were able to successfully complete the entire VS protocol.
Last but not least, we should also mention two applications, PFAKT [48] and OSIRIS
[49]. Although not strictly comparable to VSDMIP or the other platforms commented
above, they represent a much wider view of the drug design cycle in terms of the
implemented features. In fact, OSIRIS is defined as a drug discovery informatics system
[…] and contains a complete coverage of the drug discovery process by custom tailored
applications. On the other hand, PFAKT is a suite of integrated services […] that
facilitate the medicinal chemistry design cycle […] and provides a unified data analysis
and collaboration environment.
4.2 VS performance
The numerical results obtained here using VSDMIP on a reduced subset of targets from
the DUD database follow the trend commented above [50], i.e., in general, LBVS
(fingerprints) outperforms SBVS (pharmacophores and docking). On the other hand,
our in-house CGRID/CDOCK docking tool (<AUC> ≈ 0.6) performs as well as DOCK,
FlexX, ICM, and PhDOCK, and slightly worse than GLIDE and Surflex (<AUC> ≈
0.7), or eHiTS (<AUC> ≈ 0.9) [51]. Thus, there is clearly room for improvement.
Although we found these results reasonable, we are aware of the possible analogue bias
that might be introduced during the construction of the DUD database, which leads to
artificial enrichments (see Table 1) in the case of LVBS methods [52]. A key ingredient
to achieve success in retrospective VS experiments is to count with a well defined
database (actives + decoys) of complexes with known 3D structures and information
about their activity. The term well defined refers to the fact that a good VS method

should differentiate actives from decoys on the basis of interaction features only. The
molecular properties of the selected decoys should resemble those of the active ligands
and at the same time, to avoid artificial enrichments, they should be structurally
different. To comply with this requirement the DUD database was created as a specific
benchmark to test docking methods, and has been widely accepted within the docking
and VS communities to the extent that it is generally considered as the reference
database. However, some caveats have been pointed out [53], in particular overfitting
effects, its incomplete sampling of chemical space, and its inadequacy to be applied to
LBVS methods. In relation to its applicability in LBVS, as reported here, recent results
have shown that the DUD decoy sets are robust enough for LBVS [54]. Furthermore, it
was found that 2D fingerprints outperformed 3D shape-based approaches as VS tools, in
agreement with a previous study where fingerprints, pharmacophores, and docking were
compared as VS engines [50]. This behaviour might be linked to the analogue bias
effect, so called because chemical diversity is not warranted in the DUD database and
many decoys share a reduced set of common scaffolds resembling the actives. If by any
chance one of the most populated scaffolds is selected as the query, artificial enrichment
comes into play. Analogue bias is more prone to occur with the use of fingerprints than
with 3D methods based on shape, pharmacophores or docking simply because the
former represent molecular similarity whereas the latter involve chemical interactions.
This observation was confirmed by us in some of the targets. We calculated similarity
matrices among all the actives for each target using the Tanimoto coefficient, colouring
them from blue (low similarity, Tc=0) to red (high similarity, Tc=1). Selected results
are shown in Fig. 4. For 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase (HMGR) and
thymidine kinase (TK) the active sets are very similar (predominant red color in both
matrices) with MACCS AUCs ~0.8-0.9, CATS AUCs ~0.8, and CDOCK AUCs ~0.6.
On the other hand, more difficult cases are represented by cyclooxygenase 1 (COX1)
and aldose reductase 2 (ALR2), where the active sets are highly dissimilar, as shown by
the prevailing blue color. In these cases, MACCS and CATS AUCs drop to 0.5-0.6,
while CDOCK AUCs are less sensitive and only small variations are observed.
4.3 Computational capabilities
With a medium-size cluster (≈ 100 processors) and a database of the order of several
million compounds (4 million in VSDMIP), it would take 3.6 months to insert all the
molecules. Although this can be considered a very long time, most of it is spent on
calculating the point charges, and we recall here that the molecules need to be inserted
only once and then can be reutilised as many times as desired. Docking the complete
database would take around 5 months. Nevertheless, and given the high speed obtained
in LBVS, several of these runs can be easily completed in an affordable time span
before undertaking more computationally intensive SBVS. LBVS would then serve as a
filter, leading to an important reduction in the number of molecules to be docked, as
shown above for the ACE and MR targets, and as a result, to an important optimization
of the computer resources. By the time the results presented here were collected, we
acquired some new Xeon Core2 64-bit 2.5 GHz processors, and preliminary tests

yielded a speed-up of 2.2-fold relative to the old ones. Therefore, it should now be
possible to insert 4 million SMILES strings in less than 2 months, and dock the entire
database in 2.2 months using 100 processors of this type. In view of these figures, and
taking into account the ever-increasing computer power and the fact that docking (in the
way it has been implemented in VSDMIP) is 100% scalable (the more processors
available, the less time required to complete the tasks), we believe that VSDMIP is a
computational platform capable of performing VS experiments in perfectly affordable
time schedules in an environment accessible to a large number of researchers.
5

Conclusions

VSDMIP 1.5 allows an inexperienced user to execute both SBVS and LBVS protocols,
or any combination of the two, within an easy-to-learn and friendly GUI implemented
in the commonly used PyMOL graphics program. We have tested its ability to conduct
VS protocols and compared the efficiency of different VS methods. Good agreement
with results from previous studies was found but we also realized that the analogue bias
effect in the DUD database can lead to artificial enrichment for LBVS. In terms of
computer time, we show that VSDMIP can indeed cope with the current demand of
performing VS experiments in weeks rather than in months. This version of the
platform is distributed to the scientific community upon request from the authors as a
bundled package including the scripts and necessary SQL files to create the database
structure and the XML configuration files. The programs implemented in the platform
(except those that need to be purchased by a modest prize, such as CORINA or
AMBER) are either free for academics (MOPAC, DOCK, FRED, AutoDock) or will be
released under a scientific/academic non-profit and non-commercial license as is the
case for ALFA, CGRID, CDOCK, and ISM.
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The human DNA-repair O6-alkylguanine DNA alkyltransferase (MGMT or hAGT) protein protects DNA
from environmental alkylating agents and also plays an important role in tumor resistance to chemotherapy
treatment. Available inhibitors, based on pseudosubstrate analogs, have been shown to induce substantial
bone marrow toxicity in vivo. These deficiencies and the important role of MGMT as a resistance mechanism
in the treatment of some tumors with dismal prognosis like glioblastoma multiforme, the most common and
lethal primary malignant brain tumor, are increasing the attention toward the development of improved
MGMT inhibitors. Here, we report the identification for the first time of novel non-nucleosidic MGMT
inhibitors by using docking and virtual screening techniques. The discovered compounds are shown to be
active in both in vitro and in vivo cellular assays, with activities in the low to medium micromolar range.
The chemical structures of these new compounds can be classified into two families according to their
chemical architecture. The first family corresponds to quinolinone derivatives, while the second is formed
by alkylphenyl-triazolo-pyrimidine derivatives. The predicted inhibitor protein interactions suggest that the
inhibitor binding mode mimics the complex between the excised, flipped out damaged base and MGMT.
This study opens the door to the development of a new generation of MGMT inhibitors.
In spite of the considerable progress in cancer cell biology,
most cancer treatments are still multimodal, involving
extensive surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy treatment.
Chemotherapy remains the most important pharmacological
approximation to cancer therapy. Cytotoxic alkylating agents
(e.g., streptozotocin, procarbazine, or dacarbazine) are the
oldest family of anticancer drugs.1 The sites of reaction of
alkylating agents in guanine include N1, N3, N7, and O6.
The N7 position is the most reactive site,2–4 however the
DNA functions are most strongly affected by alkylation in
the O6 position.5 1,3-Bis-(2-chloroethyl)-1-nitrosourea (BCNU)
attacks initially at the O6 guanine position followed by
formation of a cyclic intermediate with attack at the N1
position of guanine, giving rise to N1O6 ethanoguanine.
Finally the structure rearranges from the O to form a crosslink with the opposite cytosine.6 Eventually, DNA replication
is blocked, producing G2/M rest.7 In addition to the wellknown side effects and limitations of chemotherapeutic
agents, they also present problems of acquired tumor
resistance. Particularly, the human DNA-repair O6-alkylguanine DNA alkyltransferase (MGMT or hAGT), an important
protein that protects DNA from environmental alkylating
agents, also plays an important role as a resistance mechanism. It is well established that resistance to both chloroet* To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel.: 34-912246900
(C.F. and J.B.); 34-911964633 (A.R.O.). Fax: 34-912246976 (C.F. and J.B.);
34-911964420 (A.R.O). E-mail: cfabrega@cnio.es (C.F.); jbravo@cnio.es
(J.B.); aro@cbm.uam.es (A.R.O.).
†
Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Oncológicas (CNIO).
‡
Centro de Biologia Molecular Severo Ochoa (CSIC-UAM).

hylating and methylating chemotherapeutic agents and
cyclophosphamide (a nitrogen mustard alkylating agent) is
mediated by MGMT activity,8–11 as tumor cells frequently
express high levels of this enzyme. This effect has been
observed in a number of cancers, ranging from colon cancer,
lung tumors, breast cancer, pancreatic tumors and nonHodgkin’s lymphomas to myelomas and gliomas, among
others.12–14 It is significant that MGMT promoter methylation, and consequently complete MGMT depletion, has been
statistically associated with longer survival in patients with
high grade gliomas under radiation-chemotherapy combined
treatment.15,16 Pharmacological inhibition of MGMT, therefore, has the potential to enhance the cytotoxic effect of a
diverse range of anticancer agents, particularly in colon and
brain tumors.
Despite pharmacological interest and the efforts in the
structural biology of DNA repair, the first two structures of
MGMT-damaged DNA have only been published recently.17
These structures, an inactive C145S mutant bound to an O6methylguanine-containing oligonucleotide and an active
MGMT covalently cross-linked to an oligonucleotide containing N1,O6-ethonaxanthosine, provided both, novel proteinDNA architecture and the structural basis for the reaction
mechanism. The DNA-binding helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif
is placed in the MGMT C-terminal domain of this 22 kDa
protein (207 AA) with a two-domain R/β fold.18 The second
helix of this motif binds deep within the DNA minor groove.
MGMT binds without changes but widening the minor
groove and therefore bending the DNA. Arg128 is positioned
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the virtual screening procedure applied in this work. See the main text for details.

inside the DNA duplex, stabilizing the structure by hydrogen
bonds with the orphaned cytosine. This ‘arginine finger,’ also
seems to promote the flipping of nucleotides out from the
base stack, and into the MGMT hydrophobic active site. The
observation that MGMT activity is decreased more than 1000
times when Arg128 is replaced by alanine confirms the
essential role played by this residue.19
The nucleophilic residue, Cys145, is buried deeply into
the active site, near the bottom of the hydrophobic active
site pocket. This residue participates in a hydrogen bond
network involving His146, Glu172, and a water molecule,
which may act as a relay able to increase cysteine reactivity
upon substrate binding. In the proposed enzymatic mechanism, His146 acts as a water-mediated base to deprotonate
Cys145, which receives the alkyl lesion in a SN2 manner.20
The DNA is restored but the protein, acting as a suicidal
enzyme, inactivates itself in the process. Finally, the alkylated
protein is destabilized,21 recognized by an E3 ubiquitin ligase
with its associated E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme and
degraded by an ATP-dependent pathway.22,23
Several small molecules acting as MGMT inhibitors have
been developed during the past few years, all of them
pseudosubstrates. The guanine analogue O6-methylguanine
(O6-MG) was the first inhibitor discovered. It reduces
MGMT activity in cells; however, it is not effective enough
to be used in animal or clinical assays. A more rapid and
effective depletion of MGMT was obtained with O6benzylguanine (O6-BG).24 O6-BG acts as an alternative
substrate for MGMT, transferring the benzyl group to the
Cys145 and irreversibly inactivating the protein.25 It has an

IC50 value of 0.2 µM against MGMT,26 significantly enhancing the cytotoxic effect of BCNU in prostate, breast, colon
and lung tumor cells27 and in tumor xenograft studies.28
Several phase I and II clinical studies of the combination of
O6-BG and BCNU have been completed.29 However,
significant therapeutic limitations have been observed: O6BG has low bioavailability, poor water solubility and rapid
plasma clearance.30 There is no evidence of toxicity associated to O6-BG alone, however, when combined with BCNU,
it increases myelo-suppression.31,32 In addition, repeated
administration of O6-BG with BCNU raises the possibility
of developing O6-BG-resistantance. A point mutation in
Lys165 has been associated with acquired O6-BG and BCNU
resistance in MMR-deficient medulloblastoma cell lines.33
Direct evidence of the relation between Lys165 mutation and
BCNU activity has been shown in MMR-deficient colon
cancer cells.34 In contrast MGMT independent resistance to
O6-BG has been found in breast cancer cells after treatment
with this MGMT inhibitor plus BCNU.35 Recently different
guanine derivatives have been used in MGMT inhibition
studies. Among them, lomeguatrib [6-(4-bromo-2-thienyl)
methoxy]purin-2-amine] is more active in vitro than O6-BG,
having an IC50 value of 0.018 µM.34 This O6-thenyl analogue
of O6-BG has been selected for clinical experiments and
successfully used in combination with Temozolomide in a
first phase I trial.36
Searching for new molecules has become in one of the
most actives areas in computational chemistry and biology.
Virtual screening protocols are being used routinely in
this regard and there are many successful cases where
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Figure 2. (A) Negative spheres image of the MGMT active site computed with GAGA. (B) DOCK score distribution showing the Zscore
cutoff value applied.

novel inhibitors have been found.37,38 The underlying
engine that moves virtual screening consists of two pieces:
a docking algorithm to sample the binding site of a
receptor target, and a mathematical scoring function to
assign a score to each binding site pose.39 Usually, only
the best solution for each molecule, the lowest in energy,
is considered. With the advent of supercomputer virtual
screening of chemical libraries is becoming a feasible
issue, and it is customary to screen thousands or even
millions of molecules in some virtual experiments.
Screening such a large number of molecules comes with
the problem that extremely large amount of time is
required, and then accuracy is reduced to maintain time
in a reasonable range. Accordingly, the receptor is kept
rigid along the experiment, environmental effects (mainly
due to solvent) are complete ignored or treated at a very
low theoretical level, entropic effect are rarely taken into
account. These shortcomings are often alleviated by post

processing the highest ranked candidates (between 50 and
100) to more elaborated protocols as molecular dynamics
simulations.40,41 Then, selected snapshots from these
trajectories are treated with approximations as MMPBSA,42 MMGBSA,43 or LIE44 among others, to obtain an
estimation of the free energy of binding, a measure
comparable with experimental inhibition constants.
Motivated by the deficiencies of known inhibitors and
the important role of MGMT in difficult tumors like
gliomastoma multiforme (the most common and lethal
primary malignant brain tumor), we report here the
identification, for the first time, of novel non-nucleosidic
MGMT inhibitors. Docking and virtual screening techniques, followed by molecular mynamics simulations and
free energy of binding calculation with MMGBSA method
yielded four promising compounds with experimental
probed activities both in vitro and in vivo.
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Table 1. List of the 17 Top-Ranked Compounds Obtained in the Virtual Screening Computationa
compound (ZINC code)

log P

H-bond
donors

H-bond
acceptors

charge

MWb

CDOCK
energy

MMGBSA
energyc

IC50 (µM)d

IC50 (µM)e

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

3.52
4.24
6.18
5.61
4.23
6.41
5.01
4.51
1.34
4.88
2.81
3.50
0.90
4.45
3.06
4.34
4.48

2
2
1
1
2
1
0
2
0
1
2
2
3
2
1
1
2

9
7
5
6
6
6
7
6
11
8
8
7
9
7
9
6
6

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
1
0
0
0

536
505
410
426
437
503
563
433
463
481
479
516
452
505
472
433
460

-34.57
-31.91
-32.42
-32.37
-31.24
-31.84
-32.06
-31.73
-32.95
-34.08
-32.71
-33.90
-32.61
-31.56
-33.19
-28.35
-32.52

-32.26 (2.59)
-43.54 (3.35)
-46.52 (3.26)
-56.90 (3.24)
NDf
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

54
34
24
22
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100

10
50
10
10
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

(ZINC00910802)
(ZINC00889422)
(ZINC03642335)
(ZINC02487935)
(ZINC01327643)
(ZINC00714917)
(ZINC01360953)
(ZINC01360953)
(ZINC02809317)
(ZINC03404767)
(ZINC01437200)
(ZINC03052303)
(ZINC00784955)
(ZINC00892609)
(ZINC01352201)
(ZINC02835223)
(ZINC00738815)

a
The computed chemical properties (as found in the ZINC database), the computed binding energies (computed both with CDOCK and the
MMGBSA method, see Materials and Methods for details), and the in vitro and in vivo activities of the active compounds are shown. b MW
molecular weight. c Average interaction energy during the MD simulation in kilocalories per mole; standard deviation is shown in parenthesis.
d
IC50 in vitro value (concentration of the compounds required to produce 50% reduction in the MGMT activity). e IC50 in vivo value
(concentration of the compounds required to produce 50% cell killing in the presence of 80 µM sBCNU). f ND not determined.

Table 2. Interaction Energy Analysis (Standard Deviations in Parentheses), As Computed from the Molecular Dynamics Simulations by the
MMGBSA Approach, for the Four Active Molecules Found in This Worka
compound

a

res no.

1

2

3

4

ARG128
TYR114
ARG135
TYR158
GLY131
ASN157
MET134
ALA127
SER159
GLN115
CYS150
CYS145
total

-5.99 (0.65)
-1.92 (0.31)
-5.52 (0.77)
-1.53 (0.44)

-4.09 (1.51)
-4.33 (0.47)
-1.39 (0.56)
-3.17 (0.41)
-2.31 (0.44)
-3.34 (0.42)
-3.11 (0.51)

-6.01 (0.99)
-5.46 (0.65)
-3.51 (0.84)
-1.39 (0.24)
-2.83 (0.36)
-1.38 (0.27)
-2.25 (0.34)

-6.71 (0.64)
-4.87 (0.46)
-4.75 (0.95)
-4.03 (0.55)
-3.17 (0.38)
-2.93 (0.52)
-2.58 (0.41)
-1.68 (0.29)
-1.55 (0.29)
-1.37 (0.33)
-1.18 (0.46)
-1.01 (0.42)
-35.83 (0.48)

-2.69 (0.65)
-1.11 (0.24)
-1.30 (0.29)

-20.06 (0.48)

-1.65 (0.35)
-1.21 (0.32)
-24.60 (0.54)

-2.36 (0.62)
-25.19 (0.51)

All values are in kilocalories per mole.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Virtual Screening (VS). The virtual screening protocol
employed is summarized in Figure 1. and briefly described
in the Materials and Methods section. An essential part in
the procedure is to characterize the shape of the active site.
For this we use our algorithm GAGA (see Materials and
Methods) to obtain a negative image of the binding site (see
Figure 2A). It can be seen that it covers the active site pocket
and protrudes toward the neighborhood of Tyr114. Overall,
the shape of the negative image resembles the shape of the
target nucleotide bound to MGMT. Upon charactering the
binding site, a library of 2.3 million compounds was
screened. Compounds were first filtered with DOCK45 using
the negative image of the binding site as computed with
GAGA. We chose to employ a Zscore (see Materials and
Methods) cutoff value of 5 in the filtering step. From the
initial set of 2.3 million of molecules, 1664 passed the ZScore
cut off (Figure 2B). These molecules were then further
screened with the CDOCK program, our in-house docking
program. The CDOCK energies, computed with the CGRID

molecular mechanics energy function, were solvent corrected
in order to obtain the final scoring (see Materials and
Methods). From the highest scoring compounds, and upon
visual examination, 17 compounds were finally selected,
purchased, and tested experimentally. Four out of the 17
showed activity against MGMT, and were further analyzed
by means of molecular dynamic simulations in explicit
solvent (see Materials and Methods). For these four compounds, the commonly employed MMGBSA method to
estimate free energy of binding from molecular dynamic
trajectories was used. CDOCK binding energies for all the
17 compounds, MMGBSA binding energies for the four
more active compounds, together with other chemical and
physicochemical properties of the molecules, as stored in
the ZINC database,46 are shown in Table 1. In addition,
interaction energy analysis between ligand and the more
relevant residues in the binding site were computed (with
MMGBSA) and are contained in Table 2.
MGMT in Vitro Assays. The 17 top-ranked compounds
selected from the VS computations where purchased and
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Figure 3. Concentration curve showing the inactivation of human
alkyltransferase by compounds 1, 2, 3, and 4. Remaining MGMT
activity vs compound concentration is shown relative to untreated
control samples. Compounds 1 (cyan), 2 (green), 3 (orange), and 4
(violet) show inhibitory effect on MGMT activity in the micromolar
range. The negative control (inactive C145S MGMT protein) is
shown in brown, and the effect of the compound solvent (DMSO)
on MGMT activity is shown in blue. The dotted line marks the
50% remaining MGMT activity.

dissolved in DMSO. The ability of those 17 candidates to
inhibit the recombinant MGMT activity in vitro was determined by measuring the radioactivity transfer from 3Hmethyled DNA to the active site residue Cys145, as described
in the Experimental Section. The resultant IC50 values
obtained in these experiments for all compounds are shown
in Table 1 and in Figure 3. It was found that compounds 5
to 17 did not exhibit significant inhibitor activity in the
concentration range used in this assay (Table 1) and therefore
were discarded for the subsequent in vivo assays (see below).
On the other hand, compounds 1, 2, 3, and 4 inactivated
MGMT in the low to medium micromolar range (Figure 3
and Table 1). We checked that MGMT activity was unaffected by any of the solvent (DMSO) volumes used to
achieve the desired compound concentration. We did not
detect changes, over all the tested compound concentration
range, in the remaining radioactivity when an inactive C145S
MGMT mutant was used as negative control (Figure 3). The
inhibition at 50 µM compound concentration was not
attenuated by addition of 0.001% Triton X-100 or BSA 2
mg/mL (data not shown), confirming that the four compounds
were not promiscuous inhibitors.47,48
The chemical structures of these compounds are shown
in Figure 4. They can be classified into two families
according to their chemical architecture. The first family
corresponds to quinolinone derivatives 3-[(4-(2,5-dimethylphenyl)-1-piperazinyl)(1- (phenylmethyl)-1H-tetrazol-5-il)methyl]-6-methoxy-2(1H)-quinolinone (1) and 3-[(4-benzyl1-piperadinyl)(1-benzyl-1H-5-tetrazolyl)]methyl-7-methyl2(1H)-quinolinone (2). According to the in vitro activity assays,
their affinity values are 54 and 34 µM, respectively, slightly
larger than the affinities obtained for the second family. The
second family is composed by triazolo-pyrimidine derivatives
7-(4-(benzyloxy)phenyl)-5-(4-ethylphenyl)-4,5,6,7-tetrahydro(1,2,4)triazol(1,5-a)pyrimidine (3) and 7-(4-(benzyloxy)phenyl)5-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-4,5,6,7 -tetrahydro-(1,2,4)triazol(1,5-a)pyrimidine (4). The corresponding affinities for these compounds
are 24 and 22 µM, respectively.
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MGMT in Vivo Assays. On the basis of IC50 values
obtained for the inactivation of pure recombinant MGMT
in the in vitro assay, compounds 1-4 were further analyzed
and validated with in vivo assays. The colony forming
assay49,50 was used in order to study the capability of
compounds 1-4 to enhance BCNU cytotoxicity using HTB38 cells. Cells were incubated with these compounds before,
during and after BCNU treatment to ensure that inhibitors
were present during the entire period of time needed for DNA
adducts to be formed. As shown in Figure 5, all four
compounds enhance BCNU citotoxicity. BCNU alone reduced the number of colonies by 30%. The cell sensitivity
to this chemotherapeutic agent was increased to the 50%
when compounds 1, 3, and 4 were added at 10 µM. Only
compound 2 needed to be added up to a concentration of 50
µM to get the same effect. Compound 2 presented little if
any sensitizing effect (Figure 5), despite its ability to inhibit
MGMT activity in vitro. The ineffectiveness of compound
2 is probably related to a reduced cell penetration. Compound
1 is less effective sensitizing HTB 38 cell to BCNU than
compounds 3 and 4. This is consistent both with their slightly
larger in vitro affinity and with their larger log P values.
Finally, colony forming experiments have also been carried
out in the absence of BCNU, showing an average decrease
of 15% using a compound concentration of 50 µM. These
results confirm that cell killing is the final outcome of the
joint action between BCNU and the studied compounds.
Description of the Docking Modes. The predicted
interactions and docking modes of these 4 active compounds,
as obtained after docking and molecular dynamics simulations, can be seen in Figure 6. The predicted binding modes
suggest that the bound conformation of the inhibitors strongly
mimics the observed conformation of the excised, flippedout nucleotide bearing the damaged base in the complex with
MGMT (Figure 6). Thus, the quinolinone fragment of the
inhibitors in family 1 (Figure 6A), as well as the alkylphenyl
radical of the triazolopyrimidine core in family 2 (Figure
6B), are predicted to occupy the MGMT catalytic cleft,
playing the role of analogs of the O6-guanine moiety in the
natural substrate, burying deep within the binding groove
and reaching the catalytic residue Cys145. In both cases,
the remaining portion of the inhibitors is predicted to protrude
outside the catalytic pocket and occupy the neighborhood
of both the Arg135 and Tyr114. A summary of the most
important interactions for each one of the four inhibitors, as
computed with the MMGBSA method on the basis of the
molecular dynamics simulations, can be found in Table 2.
Thus, the tetrazol moiety in family 1 and the triazol group
in family 2 are predicted to occupy the site and act as an
isosteric group of the 5′ phosphate binding site of the
damaged base, adjacent to the active site pocket, and allowing
the group to interact with Arg135. This is consistent with
the fact that tetrazol groups are well-known isosters of
anionic groups, such as carboxylic acids or phosphonates.
Similarly, the benzyl-piperazinyl and benzyl-piperadinyl
moieties of the inhibitors in family 1, and the benzyloxibenzyl radical in family 2, are predicted to stack against the
aromatic ring of Tyr114. The ranking of the MMGBSA
computed average interaction energies correlate well with
the observed affinity differences (Table 1), providing some
support to the predicted docking modes. Finally, for each
complex we computed the most important interactions
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Figure 4. Chemical structures of the four compounds that have shown MGMT inhibition in the micro molar range: 1 3-[(4-(2,5dimethylphenyl)-1-piperazinyl)(1-(phenylmethyl)-1H-tetrazol-5-il)methyl]-6-methoxy-2(1H)-quinolinone; 2 3-[(4-benzyl-1-piperadinyl)(1benzyl-1H-5-tetrazolyl)]methyl-7-methyl-2(1H)-quinolinone; 3 7-(4-(benzyloxy)phenyl)-5-(4-ethylphenyl)-4,5,6,7-tetrahydro-(1,2,4)triazol(1,5a)pyrimidine; 4 7-(4-(benzyloxy)phenyl)-5-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-4,5,6,7 -tetrahydro-(1,2,4)triazol(1,5-a)pyrimidine.

between ligand and protein, as obtained from the MMGBSA
analysis of the molecular dynamics simulations (Table 2).
For all inhibitors the most relevant interactions take place
with Arg128 (the arginine finger) and Arg135, as well as
Tyr114 and Tyr158. This is consistent with the importance
of the residues surrounding the catalytic site as observed in
site mutagenesis studies.

active in vitro and in vivo in the low to medium micromolar
range. The predicted binding modes suggest that the bound
conformation of the inhibitors mimics the observed conformation of the flipped-out nucleotide in complex with MGMT.
In summary, these novel compounds may form the basis for
the development of a new generation of non-nucleosidic
MGMT inhibitors with improved pharmacological properties
as coadjuvants in cancer chemotherapy.

CONCLUSION

We have applied docking and virtual screening techniques
to identify novel MGMT inhibitors. Out of 17 inhibitors
selected from the ZINC database, four were found to be
active. Thus, a success rate of about ∼20% for our screening
procedure can be estimated. This success rate is consistent
with results reported by other groups and highlights the
increasingly important role of virtual screening techniques
in the search for bioactive molecules. The new compounds
belong to two new families of non-nucleosidic inhibitors
which, with further optimization, could help to overcome
some of the side effects of the existing MGMT inhibitors
when combined with alkylating agents. Both families are

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials and Methods. Human colorectal adenocarcinoma cells (ATCC Number HTB-38) were cultured in RPMI
1640 medium (Genycell) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (Biowhittaker). BCNU (1,3-bis-(2-chloroethyl)1-nitrosourea) was obtained from Sigma and dissolved in
50% phosphate-buffered saline buffer (PBS)-50% ethanol
at 4 mM stock solution. N-[3H]Methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU)
(18.5 MBq/mL, 5 mCi/mL) was purchased from Amersham
Biosciences. Candidate compounds were purchased from
different companies, in particular compounds 1 and 2 were
obtained from Asinex; compounds 3 and 4 were obtained
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Figure 5. Effect of compounds in HTB-38 cells survival, relative to untreated cells. White bars show samples with no BCNU added in the
presence of different concentrations of each of the four compounds, and gray bars show the same experiment in the presence of BCNU at
80 µM. BCNU alone reduce the cell number to an average of 68%; 10, 50, 10, and 100 µM are the concentrations required to produce 50%
cell killing of compounds 1, 2, 3, or 4, respectively.

from ChemDiv. All of them were dissolved in DMSO
(Sigma) at a final concentration of 1 mM and kept at -20
°C until used.
Virtual Screening (VS). All VS calculations have been
performed within the VSDB platform (to be published, see
Figure 1). For clarity, we briefly describe here the main steps
comprising the protocol.
Protein Preparation. Since no substantial difference appear
in the active site among available MGMT structures, we
selected the A chain of 1t3918 (PDB ID code) as receptor.
The AMBER8 ff99 force field51 was then used to assign atom
types and charges for each atom in the protein. Hydrogen
atoms were added assuming standard protonation states of
titratable groups.
Binding Site Definition and Characterization. The binding
site was built around the cocrystallized ligand (E1X) adding
a 5.0 Å cushion to the maximum dimensions of the ligand.
An equally spaced grid of 0.5 Å was built. In each grid point,
the interaction energy of typical atom types (C, N, O, S, P,
F, Cl, Br, I, and H) and e- with all the atoms in the protein
were calculated using a combination of 12–6 Lennard-Jones
potential and a sigmoidal screening function for van der
Waals and electrostatic interactions respectively, with CGRID
program.52 Employing our CDOCK docking program52 (see
below) we docked benzene, water, and methanol molecules
generating intermolecular interaction energy maps. Benzene
molecule was used here to locate favorable hydrophobic
areas, water for hydrophilic sites, and methanol for hydrogen
bonds; in a last step the generated energy maps were
compressed using GAGA algorithm42 in form of Gaussian

functions trying to capture the most likely areas of interest
for each kind of interaction (hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and
hydrogen bond). The result of this calculation is the
characterization of a sort of negative image of the interaction
site. The putative active ligands in the library must conform
to this approximate shape.
Chemical Library Preparation. Ligands for VS were
obtained from the publicly available ZINC database in
SMILES format.53 Multiple protonation states and tautomeric
forms are considered as implemented by default in ZINC
database. The database was then processed within VSDB as
follows: 2D to 3D conversion was carried out with CORINA,54 up to 6 stereochemical centers were considered, ring
conformations generated, hydrogen atoms added, and salt
ions removed. Charges were assigned to ligand atoms with
MOPAC (MOPAC55 ESP with MINDO method56 and radii
assignment (AMBER-type51)). Conformational analysis was
carried out with ALFA.57 ALFA allows the automatic
assignment of atom types, detection of rotatable bonds,
assignment of possible rotameric states, and generation of
conformers. From ZINC we selected around 2.3 million
fulfilling the Lipinsky rule of five with up to 7 rotatable
bonds.
Filter 1. An initial filter was performed with the DOCK
program45 to discard those molecules that do not geometrically fit within the binding site. The spheres needed by
DOCK were generated with our algorithm GAGA (see
above). 3D molecules were scored with DOCK’s contact
scoring function. Finally, score values (scorei) are converted
into Zscore using mean (score) and standard deviation (σ)
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Figure 6. Average minimized structure of the compound-MGMT complexes after the molecular dynamics simulations. The structure of the
flipped out nucleotide is also shown to highlight the structural similarity between the predicted complexes and the experimental structure.
The color code is as follows: the protein is represented as cartoons in cyan; the flipped out nucleotide and part of the DNA backbone is
colored in orange; side chains of main interacting residues are colored by atom type: C in green, N in blue, O in red, and S in yellow. The
C atoms of compounds 1-4 are in gray, and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. A and B correspond to families 1 and 2, respectively,
as defined in the Results and Discussion section.

values (Zscorei ) (scorei - score)/σ ). Only molecules with
a Zscore beyond the cutoff value of 5 were used to select
initial hits. From the initial set of 2.3 million molecules, only
1664 passed the Zscore filter.
Filter 2. This last number is an affordable amount of
molecules to be studied with a more accurate docking
algorithm as CDOCK. CDOCK exhaustively docks each
molecule within the binding site using the interaction energy
grids calculated with CGRID (see above). The centers of
mass of the molecules are positioned on grid points equally
spaced 1 Å where discrete rotations of 27° arc on each axel
are performed. The “docking energy” for each pose (van der
Waals and electrostatic) was then calculated using a trilinear
interpolation method. CDOCK program has been proved to
be accurate in reproducing native-like conformation starting
both from X-ray structure52 or building the structures from
scratch.58
Rescoring. After docking with CDOCK, electrostatic
interaction was corrected for desolvation of ligand and
receptor by numerically solving Poisson equation using
DelPhi.59 Details of the calculations can be found elsewhere.60 All molecules were finally ranked according to their
corrected interaction energies, namely, van der Waals plus
Coulombic term and desolvation values for receptor and
ligand. Finally, the non electrostatic part of solvation was
calculated assuming a linear relationship with the solvent
accessible surface area. No correction was applied to account
for conformational entropy.
Selection of Candidates. The best 17 molecules were
selected upon analyzing the binding energy, the physico-

chemical properties of the molecule and visualizing the
complexes with Pymol61 purchased and tested experimentally.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. With the 4 active
molecules we carried out a 1 ns molecular dynamics
simulation. All simulations were performed at a constant
pressure and temperature (1 atm and 300 K) with an
integration time step of 2 fs. SHAKE62 was used to constrain
all the bonds involving H atoms at their equilibrium
distances. Periodic boundary conditions and the Particle Mesh
Ewald methods were used to treat long-range electrostatic
effects.63 AMBER-9951 and TIP3P64 force-fields were used
in all cases. All the trajectories were performed using the
AMBER 8 computer program and associated modules.65 The
four starting models corresponded to the CDOCK predicted
complexes. The 4 complexes were hydrated by using boxes
containing explicit water molecules, optimized, heated (20
ps), and equilibrated (100 ps). After equilibration, MD
trajectories were continued for 1 ns.
Effective binding free energies were qualitatively estimated
using the MM-GBSA approach.66 MM-GBSA method approaches free energy of binding as a sum of a molecular
mechanics (MM) interaction term, a solvation contribution
thorough a generalized Born (GB) model, and a surface area
(SA) contribution to account for the non polar part of
desolvation. These calculations were performed for each
snapshot from the simulations using the appropriate module
within AMBER 8 and averaged out.
Inhibition of MGMT Activity. Protein Production
and Purification. In vitro assays were carried out using
recombinant MGMT cloned in the pet-21a(+) (Novagen)
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vector. The protein was expressed in the E. coli strain Rosetta
and once the culture reached an OD600 value of 0.8 it was
induced by adding 1 mM IPTG during 4 h at 30 °C. The
pellet from a 3 L culture was disrupted by sonication and
centrifuged. The supernatant was filtered, loaded into a
HiTrap FF column (GE Healthcare) and eluted with an
Imidazole (Fluka) gradient. Finally the protein was loaded
into a Superdex 75 16/60 column (GE Healthcare) being the
buffer 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM DTT (Sigma) and 0,1 mM
EDTA. The protein was concentrated in this buffer and kept
at -20 °C in presence of 40% glycerol. The same protocol
has been used for the purification of the inactive mutant
MGMT-C145S, cloned in the pet-28a(+) vector (Novagen)
and expressed in the E. coli strain BL21.
Substrate Preparation. The 3H-methylation of DNA has
been described by Bodgen et al.67 Briefly, calf thymus DNA
(Sigma) was dissolved in 10 mM Sodium Cacodylate pH 7
buffer at 1 mg/mL stock solution. A 7 µL portion of MNU
was added to 1 mL of the DNA stock solution and was then
incubated at 37 °C during 2 h. The DNA was precipitated
by adding sodium acetate, to a final concentration of 25 mM,
and two volumes of cold ethanol 96%. After centrifugation,
the DNA pellet was washed twice with cold ethanol, dried,
and redissolved overnight at 4 °C in 0.15 N sodium
chloride-0.015 N sodium citrate, pH 7.0. The DNA was
reprecipitated, washed and dried as described above, redissolved in the reaction buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7, 8; 1 mM
DTT; 5 mM EDTA) and stored at -20 °C until use.
AGT ActiVity Assay. The in vitro alkyltransferase activity
assay has been previously described.11,68 Purified protein was
incubated with a defined concentration of compound in the
reaction buffer at 37 °C. After 30 min [3H]-methylated DNA
was added, and the incubation was continued for an
additional 90 min. The final volume was 200 µL, being the
DNA concentration 100 times higher than the protein. The
reaction was stopped by the addition of 400 µl of 13%
trichloroacetic acid (TCA). DNA was then hydrolyzed by
heating the sample at 95 °C for 30 min. The precipitated
protein was washed twice with TCA 4% and redissolved in
0.2 M Tris pH 8. The activity corresponding to the [3H]Methyl group transferred to the protein was analyzed by liquid
scintillation counting using the Optiphase HiSafe 3 cocktail
(Perkin-Elmer) and a Wallac 1414 liquid scintillation analyzer (GMI Inc.). Each compound concentration was assayed
in quadruplicate and experiments repeated two times. Percent
inhibition was calculated relative to untreated control samples.
The IC50 values were determined graphically from plots of
percent inhibition vs inhibitor concentration.
Cell Culture Cytotoxic Assay. The effect of compounds
1-4 on the sensitivity of HTB-38 cells to BCNU was
determined using colony forming assays as has been
described previously in MGMT inhibition studies.49,50 HTB38 cells were seeded at 15 × 103 cells per well density in
6-well, flat-bottomed plates (Falcon) and incubated in a
humidified, 5% CO2 incubator at 37 °C for 48 h. Compound
solutions were diluted in the culture medium at final
concentrations of 100, 50, 10 and 5 µM, and were immediately used to treat the cells. Cells were incubated with
these compounds solutions for 6 h and then BCNU (or the
equivalent volume of the vehicle) was added to a final
concentration of 80 µM. After 2 h incubation the medium
was replaced with fresh medium containing same compound
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concentration, and cells were left to grow for an additional
16 h. The cells were then replated at densities of 2000 cells
per well in 6-well plates and grown for 12 days until discrete
colonies were formed. Colonies were washed twice with PBS
and stained with a 0.5% crystal violet-20% ethanol solution.
Cells were rinsed with deionized water and air-dried. Finally
crystal violet was solubilized with 10% acetic acid solution
and the absorbance was measured in a Benchmark Microplate
Reader (Bio-Rad). Samples were assayed in duplicate and
experiments repeated three times. The percent of remaining
cells was calculated relative to untreated control samples.
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polyubiquitin chains. The signaling properties of ubiquitylation
vary according to the topology of polyubiquitin chains, which
depends on the particular lysine residue on the ubiquitin molecule
used to form these chains [2]. Thus, polyubiquitin chains linked
through K48 (often dubbed as ‘‘canonical’’) are recognized by
specific subunits of the 26S proteasome regulatory particle, leading
to the degradation of the modified protein [1,2]. Polyubiquitin
chains based on K63 are not as efficiently recognized by the
proteasome, and rather modify substrate proteins for interactions
with other proteins that participate in signaling and other
nonproteolytic processes [2,3]. The formation of this class of
‘‘non-canonical’’ polyubiquitin chains is mostly catalyzed by the
heterodimeric ubiquitin conjugating enzyme formed by Ubc13
and a Uev protein, Uev1 or Uev2/Mms2 in higher eukaryotes, or
Mms2 in the yeast S. cerevisiae [2,4,5]. The N-terminal alpha
helix of Uev1 (or Mms2) engages in high affinity interactions with

Introduction
Modifications by ubiquitin (ubiquitylation) control the fate and
participation of proteins in fundamental biological processes [1].
The ubiquitylation of a protein involves the formation of a
isopeptide bond between a substrate lysine residue and the
carboxy terminal Gly76 on ubiquitin. Ubiquitin is activated by an
ATP-hydrolyzing ubiquitin-activating enzyme (Uba or E1), that
forms a high energy thioester bond between a Cys of its active site
and the carboxy terminus of ubiquitin. Activated ubiquitin is
transferred to a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (Ubc or E2) and a
thioester-linked E2-ubiquitin complex is formed. Finally, E2
interacts with a ubiquitin-protein ligase (E3), which conjugates
ubiquitin to the substrate protein and confers substrate specificity
to the pathway. Ubiquitin has several lysine residues that may be
substrates themselves of ubiquitylation, leading to the formation of
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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that this pocket could be effectively occupied by peptides with the
preferred consensus sequence NH3-X – Pro – b-strand aa (Val/
Leu/Ile/Arg/Cys) – hydrophobic/aromatic – X – Pro-COOH
(M. Murcia & A.R.O., unpublished observations). We reasoned
that peptidomimetic molecules capable of occupying this pocket
with sufficient affinity could compete with Uev1 for its interaction
with Ubc13, thereby inhibiting the enzymatic activity of the
heterodimer. We used a combinatorial chemical library based on
trimers of N-alkylglycines (peptoids) [32,33] as an initial source of
peptidomimetic structures. Peptoids are characterized by a peptide
scaffold with side chains attached to the backbone nitrogen atoms
[32], which confers them with several structural properties of
peptides [34,35], together with the desirable pharmacological
property of being more resistant to proteolytic enzymes [36]. The
combinatorial arrangement of N-substituted free amines provided
the necessary chemical diversity, and the positional scanning
format adopted for this particular library afforded a convenient
screening scheme with 52 pools, each containing 320 (pools 1–20)
or 256 individual peptoids (pools 21–52), for a total of 5,120
compounds [33]. Conformational flexibility greatly multiplies the
structural diversity provided by this library [37,38], a feature that
we deliberately chose in spite of the predicted detriment to highaffinity interactions with specific targets of such flexible structures.
The general structure of the peptoid library used in this screening
is shown in Fig. 1A.
As a system to test the capacity of peptoids to inhibit the
interaction of Ubc13 with Uev1, we used the yeast-two hybrid
assay, since it permits to readily determine the specificity of the
inhibitory activities on a fully defined protein-protein interaction
and, simultaneously, it constitutes a stringent filter for the
bioavailability of active molecules. Yeast cells bearing interacting
human Ubc13 and Uev1 were used to screen the combinatorial
peptoid library pools for consistent and significant inhibition of this
interaction. As a control, an unrelated protein-protein interaction
was tested, that of p53 with SV40 large T. Of the 52 pools, those
numbered 12, 36 and 46 produced the greatest inhibitory activity
on the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction, without significant inhibition on
the control p53-large T interaction (Fig. 1B). Deconvolution of the
selected pools (i.e., 12 and 16 from the sublibrary where R1 was
known, 36 from the sublibrary where R2 was known, and 42 and
46 from the sublibrary where R3 was known) indicated that the
inhibitory activity corresponded to four preferred structures
(Fig. 1C). The selected amines in these peptoids are: at position
R1, either 49-fluorophenylethyl (peptoid N37-37-9C) or 29-49dichlorophenylethyl (N15-37-13C); at position R2, 49-fluorophenylethyl; at position R3, either 49-methoxyphenylethyl (N37-3713C and N15-37-13C) or 2-(29-pyridyl)ethyl (N37-37-9C and
N15-37-9C).
Our hypothesis is that these peptoids inhibit the Ubc13-Uev1
interaction by occupying the Ubc13 dimerization interface with
Uev1. Therefore, we analyzed whether these molecules fit onto the
Ubc13 surface by means of molecular docking. Because of the
inherent flexibility of the carbon framework and N-substituted
bonds in alkylglycines, the selected peptoids present a high degree
of conformational heterogeneity. To reduce this conformational
flexibility, we evaluated 8 families of cyclic structures that are
relatively more rigid than the planar equivalents of the selected
peptoids, with the added feature that they are readily suitable for
synthesis following standard chemical procedures. All energetically
favourable spatial arrangements for these structures were computed. Of the 8 families of cyclic structures, six had 4 enantiomers
and two had 2 enantiomers, and each molecule had between 10
and 14 torsional angles. Thus, the total number of ligands
generated was <56106. This small structural library was subjected

a hydrophobic groove on Ubc13 [6,7,8,9]. A critical contributor to
the affinity and specificity of this interaction is Phe13 in Uev1,
which fits into a deep pocket formed by residues Glu55, Leu56,
Phe57 and Arg70 of Ubc13 [6,7,8]. Although other residues
contribute to heterodimerization, the above configuration accounts for most of the specificity and affinity of the interaction
between Uev1 and Ubc13 [8,9,10].
In the yeast S. cerevisiae, DNA damage induces K63 polyubiquitylation of the polymerase auxiliary factor PCNA, promoting its function in the error-free DNA damage response pathway, a
process dependent on Ubc13 and Mms2 [11,12,13], which is
conserved in mammalian cells [14,15]. Of the two Uev proteins in
mammals, Uev2/Mms2, but not Uev1, appears to be specifically
involved in DNA damage repair [16]. The Ubc13-Uev2
heterodimer, recruited by the ubiquitin ligases RNF8 and
RNF168, also promotes the recruitment of the BRCA1 A DNA
damage repair complex, and K63 polyubiquitylation of histones
H2A and H2AX are critical in this process [12]. One of the best
studied processes regulated by K63 polyubiquitylation in mammals are signaling pathways that activate the transcriptional factor
NF-kB [17]. Upon binding of TNF-a to its receptor, the RING
finger E3 ubiquitin ligase cIAP is recruited to the receptor complex
and ubiquitylates RIP1 possibly through Ubc13-dependent K63
polyubiquitination, resulting in the recruitment of LUBAC, and
the complexes TAK1/TAB2/TAB2 and NEMO/IKKa/IKKb
[18]. LUBAC drives linear polyubiquitylation of several components of the TNF-R1 complex [19], which promotes the
stabilization of the complex [20] and is essential for the
recruitment of NEMO and activation of NF-kB [21]. Binding of
IL-1b to IL-1R recruits TRAF6 which oligomerizes, selfpolyubiquitylates in a reaction catalyzed by Ubc13-Uev1 and
recruits the TAK1/TAB2/TAB2 and NEMO/IKKa/IKKb
complexes. Both cytokines eventually activate a kinase cascade
that leads to the phosphorylation-dependent ubiquitylation and
degradation of IkB, allowing the nuclear translocation and
activation of NF-kB [17]. Recent evidence indicates that, in
addition to Ubc13, UbcH5 can also mediate K63 polyubiquitylation of RIP, and that NF-kB activation by TNF-a may not be as
dependent on K63 polyubiquitylation as previously thought [22].
K63 polyubiquitylation is also critical for the activation of
additional signaling pathways [23,24], and has been shown to
regulate receptor endocytosis and processing [25,26], protein
sorting in the multivesicular body pathway [27], cell motility [28],
cell-cycle checkpoints [29], and autophagy [30].
Therefore, Ubc13-dependent K63 polyubiquitylation critically
regulates processes that generally enhance the survival of cells and
organisms in response to certain forms of stress, such as DNA
damage or exposure to infectious agents. A pharmacological
inhibitor of this modification would be useful not only to study the
proteins and biochemical and cellular processes that are modified
by this signal, but also to modulate these pathways for therapeutic
purposes: for instance, to sensitize cancer cells to DNA damaging
agents, or to blunt excessive immune activation.

Results
Development of antagonists of the Ubc13-Uev1
interaction
The hydrophobic grooves and pocket on Ubc13 that serve as its
interface with Uev1 present features of a candidate site for specific
and high-affinity occupancy by small molecules [31]: a relatively
small and deep surface, well-delimited by residues that are not
highly polar on the average. Preliminary docking analyses using a
comprehensive peptide-based structural library had suggested us
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 1. Peptoid combinatorial libraries as sources of structures that antagonize protein-protein interactions. (A) General structure
of the combinatorial N-alkyl glycine library. (B) Yeast two-hybrid screening for peptoid pools that inhibit the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction. As a control
interaction, the p53-large T interaction was assayed with the same pools in parallel assays. The b-galactosidase activity was normalized to the values
for the control interaction, and to the values for the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction in the presence of solvent only (without peptoids). (C) Structures of the
individual peptoids inferred as the most likely active inhibitors of the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.g001

to virtual screening to select the molecules with the best fit to
Ubc13. For each ligand, the energetically most favourable
orientations for interaction with the Ubc13 surface were computed
and ranked with CDOCK [39] (Tables S1 and S2). The ligands
with the most favourable interactions corresponded to conformers
of cyclic families I and II, both derived from peptoid N37-37-9C.
Figures 2A and 2B show Connolly surface representations of the
computed interactions of these two compounds with Ubc13. These
two structures differ mainly in their cyclical components, with
either seven (family I) or six (family II) atom rings, that occupy the
center of the hydrophobic pocket on Ubc13, with the side chains
adapting with favorable interaction energies to the three grooves
that stem from the pocket (Fig. 2A and B). These models suggest
that family I compounds have more favorable interaction energies
on Ubc13 than family II compound (Tables S1 and S2).

unrelated control cyclic compound with a similar ring structure
(of the family I type) did not detectably interfere with the
Ubc13-Uev1 interaction at the same concentrations (Fig. 3A).
This activity was quantitated by surface plasmon resonance
(SPR). With this technique, the dissociation constant for the
Ubc13-Uev1 interaction was 1.061029 M, indicating a highaffinity binding of the heterodimer, with values close to those
reported by isothermal titration calorimetry [40] that are
expected to require high affinity binding by any potential
competitor. SPR determinations yielded a IC50 of 1.0610211 M
for compound Ia, and of 1.161026 M for compound IIa
(Fig. 3B), indicating a significantly more effective inhibition of
the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction by compound Ia. They also
indicated that the binding of the two active compounds on
Ubc13 must occur at high affinities, in order to successfully
compete with the high affinity Ubc13-Uev1 interaction. To
determine the binding efficiency of these compounds to Ubc13,
lysine-conjugated derivatives (Fig. S2) were immobilized on SPR
sensor chips, and Ubc13 subsequently applied in the mobile
phase. These assays yielded dissociation constants for Ubc13 of
4.4610212 M for compound Ia and of 4.6861027 M for
compound IIa (Figure 3C). This low dissociation constant for
compound Ia reinforces the conclusion that it specifically
occupies with high affinity the Ubc13 interface normally used
to interact with Uev1, and that this is the likely mechanism by
which it antagonizes this interaction.

In vitro activities of Ubc13-Uev1 antagonists
Two cyclic compounds were synthesized on the basis of the
structures selected from the virtual screening, and designated
hereafter Ia (family I) and IIa (family II) (Fig. 2C and 2D). Both
compounds interfered with the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction at
micromolar concentrations on yeast two-hybrid assays (Fig. S1).
In competition assays with recombinant proteins, compound Ia
inhibited the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction at nanomolar concentrations, and compound IIa at micromolar concentrations (Fig. 3A).
These actitivies were specific to these two compounds, since an
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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epithelial cells [41], but not in immune cells [24]. Preincubation of
HeLa cells with compound Ia prevented the downregulation of
IkB by TNF-a in a dose-dependent manner, with strong effects at
concentrations as low as 10 nM (Fig. 4B), an evidence of its activity
as an antagonist of NF-kB activation induced by TNF-a in these
cells. Compound Ia also inhibited the phosphorylation of IKKa/b
induced by TNF-a in HeLa cells (Fig. 4B), consistent with the
known role of Ubc13 in TNF-a signaling upstream from the IkB
kinases [41]. In addition, compound Ia also strongly inhibited in a
dose-dependent manner the nuclear translocation of a GFP form
of p65 (a subunit of NF-kB) by TNF-a in HeLa cells (Fig. 4C).
We tested the effect of compound Ia on a second pathway
regulated by K63-linked polyubiquitylation. Thus, compound Ia
inhibited the UV-induced K63 polyubiquitylation of PCNA in vivo
(Fig. 5A), although the effects were evident only when cells were
exposed to relatively high concentrations of the compound
(100 mM). In control experiments, the UV-induced K63-dependent polyubiquitylation of PCNA was inhibited by transfection
with a dominant-negative form of Ubc13 (Ubc13C87A), indicating
that this modification of PCNA indeed requires enzymatically
active Ubc13 (Fig. S6).

Figure 2. Selection of cyclic structures with optimal fitting on
Ubc13 by large-scale molecular docking. (A, B) Connolly surface
representation of Ubc13 along with the conformers of cyclic structures with
highest ranked energy and fitting values for docking on the surface of
Ubc13 (A, family I cyclicization mode, enantiomer 2; B, family II cyclicization
mode, enantiomer 1). C, Structure of cyclic compound Ia, synthesized after
the structure for family I cyclic molecules, derived from peptoid N37-37-9C.
D, Structure of cyclic compound IIa, synthesized after the structure for
family II cyclic molecules, derived from peptoid N37-37-9C.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.g002

Chemosensitization of mammalian cells by a
compound Ia
Given the role of K63 polyubiquitylation in DNA damage
recognition and repair and NF-kB signaling, we reasoned that
mammalian cells exposed to compound Ia might show increased
sensitivities (decreased survival) to DNA damaging agents. PC-3
prostate cancer cells and HeLa cells were exposed to increasing
doses of the topoisomerase II inhibitors etoposide or doxorubicin,
respectively, which induce double-strand breaks in DNA, in the
presence of compound Ia. In PC-3 cells, treatment with 100 mM
compound Ia decreased the LD50 for doxorubicin from 0.55 mM
to 0.1 mM (5.5-fold sensitization, Fig. 5B), and in HeLa cells,
compound Ia decreased the LD50 for etoposide from 2.5 mM to
0.2 mM (12.5-fold sensitization, Fig. 5C).

Next, the ability of compound Ia to affect the enzymatic activity
of Ubc13-Uev1 was tested in polyubiquitin chain extension
reactions with defined components. In these reactions, the
substrate was either wild-type ubiquitin or a variant ubiquitin in
which all Lys residues, except at positions 63 or 48, were mutated
to Arg (UbK63 or UbK48). The Ubc13-Uev1 dimer, but not
either protein alone, supported the formation of free polyubiquitin
chains of increasing lengths with either form of ubiquitin as a
substrate (Fig. 3D) with robust kinetics (Fig. 3E). Addition of
compound Ia strongly inhibited this reaction (Fig. 3D and E). In
control experiments, the UbK48 mutant was not a substrate for
free polyubiquitin chain extension by Ubc13-Uev1 (Fig. 3F), which
supports the specificity of the Ubc13-Uev1 heterodimer for K63only ubiquitin. Neither compound affected the in vitro Ubc4/5dependent polyubiquitylation of proteasomal components (Fig.
S3), supporting that they specifically target Ubc13 and not other
E2 enzymes with canonical (K48) polyubiquitylation activities.
Therefore, compound Ia is a potent disruptor of the interaction
between Ubc13 and Uev1, and an effective inhibitor of K63
polyubiquitylation catalyzed by Ubc13-Uev1.

Effects of compound Ia on the growth and invasiveness
of cultured cells
Compound Ia did not significantly inhibit the growth on plastic
substrate of HeLa cells under standard growth conditions (Fig. S7),
suggesting a low direct cytotoxicity on a range of cell types. In
contrast, it significantly inhibited colony formation in soft agar of
highly metastatic and clonogenic PC-3/M cells at low micromolar
concentrations (Fig. 6A, left panel), and it inhibited the in vitro
invasiveness through extracellular matrix of parental PC-3
prostate cancer cells also at low micromolar concentrations
(Fig. 6A, right panel). Neither compound Ia, nor the less active
compound IIa, significantly affected the growth or differentiation
of human endothelial cells in vitro (data not shown).

Effects of compound Ia on cellular pathways regulated
by K63 polyubiquitylation

Antitumoral activity of compound Ia in a mouse
xenograft model

Both compound Ia and compound IIa were shown to efficiently
enter cultured human cells, as determined by HPLC of cytosolic
lysates (not shown) and by microscopic localization of fluoresceinated derivatives of the compounds (Fig. S4 and S5). To test
whether compound Ia could disrupt the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction
in vivo, HeLa cells were incubated with compound Ia, lysed and
subjected to co-immunoprecipitation. It can be seen (Fig. 4A) that
incubation with compound Ia significantly inhibited the abundance of the Ubc13-Uev1 heterodimer in HeLa cells.
The activation of NF-kB by extracellular signals is regulated by
Ubc13-dependent K63 polyubiquitylation in HEK293T and other
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

The chemosensitizing effect of compound Ia could be caused
either by an inhibitory activity on DNA repair, a diminished
activation of NF-kB, or a combination of both activities.
Compound Ia also inhibits the clonogenicity and invasiveness of
PC-3 cells. We next tested the in vivo antitumoral activity of this
compound. PC-3 prostate cancer cells, bearing a stably integrated
luciferase gene under the control of a constitutive promoter [42],
were grafted into the rear extremities of Balb/c nude mice.
Tumor-bearing mice were injected intravenously with doxorubicin
(5 mg/Kg, weekly), combined, or not, with intratumoral injections
4
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Figure 3. In vitro activities of compounds Ia and IIa. (A) Inhibition of the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction by compounds Ia and IIa, determined by GSTpull-down assays. Matrix-bound GST-Ubc13, preincubated with the test or control compounds at a final concentration of 100 nM, were allowed to
interact with recombinant Uev1. Fraction E corresponds to the eluted fraction of Uev1. Fraction B corresponds to the Uev1 that remaind bound to
GST-Ubc13, and that are eluted with reduced glutathione. All fractions were assayed by Western blotting with anti-Ubc13 and anti-Uev antibodies. (B)
Surface plasmon resonance Ubc13-Uev1 binding competition assay. Ubc13 was pre-incubated with varying concentrations of compounds Ia or IIa
and injected into a CM5 chip on which Uev1 had been immobilized. The IC50 for binding inhibition was 10 pM for compound Ia, and 1.1 mM for
compound IIa. (C) Surface plasmon resonance sensorgrams for the interaction of UBC13 with immobilized compound Ia (top) or IIa (bottom). Lysine
derivatives of either compound were immobilized onto CM chips, and Ubc13 was run in the mobile phase at the indicated concentrations. From the
signals, dissociation constants for Ubc13 were calculated, (4.4610212 M for compound Ia and 4.6861027 M for compound IIa). (D) Effect of
compound Ia on in vitro wild-type ubiquitin free chain elongation dependent on Ubc13 and Uev1. Purified recombinant proteins (E1, Ubc13, Uev1)
were used to synthesize free ubiquitin chains for the indicated times, in the absence (Control) or presence of compound Ia (1 mM). Ubiquitin chains
were detected by Western blotting with anti-ubiquitin. (E) Graphic representation of the kinetic experiment shown in (D), with quantitation of the
accumulated levels of triubiquitin (Ub3) free chains. (F) Effect of compound Ia on in vitro chain elongation of K63- or K48-only ubiquitin mutants. The
experiment was performed as in (D), except that mutant ubiquitins were substituted for the wild-type form.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.g003
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of compound Ia (0.15 mg/Kg in phosphate-buffered saline, twice
a week). A third group of mice received intratumoral compound Ia
and no doxorubicin. Control mice were sham injected with
phosphate-buffered saline by both routes. After 8 weeks of
treatment, control mice had grown extensive tumors at the site
of grafting (Fig. 6B, C). In contrast, mice receiving doxorubicin
alone, compound Ia alone, or a combined treatment of systemic
doxorubicin and local (intratumoral) compound Ia had significantly reduced tumors as compared to control mice, by the end of
the treatment (Fig. 6B, C). Analysis of the corresponding
quantitative data (normalized photon counts) showed that the
average sizes of the tumors at the end of the experiment were
24.7% of control tumors for mice treated with compound Ia alone,
22.0% for mice treated with doxorubicin alone, and 15.5% for
mice with the combined treatment (Fig. 6C), the differences
between the three treatment regimes not being statistically
significant. There were no evidences of acute or chronic toxicity
either at the site of injection or in other organs and tissues
associated with the administration of compound Ia (unpublished
observations). Therefore, administration of compound Ia alone
significantly limits the growth of PC-3 prostate cancer xenografts,
to a degree comparable to treatment with the chemotherapeutic
agent doxorubicin.

Discussion
In terms of drug design, the specific contribution of our
approach has been to use in vivo screenings to find hit structures
from a combinatorial chemical library, and to further select the
best ligands by virtual screening. Our drug development scheme
should be applicable to the design of small molecules capable of
specifically interfering with many other well-characterized inter- or
intra-molecular interactions with amenable surfaces [31]. Other
non-peptide small molecules that disrupt specific protein-protein
interactions have been successfully developed in recent times
[43,44,45,46,47], and they are beginning to show great promise
for the therapy of human cancer. In practical terms, we have
developed small molecules that can effectively and selectively
antagonize the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction and inhibit K63 polyubiquitylation in both yeast and mammalian cells, and we have
shown that these compounds can be used in combination therapy
schemes as antitumoral agents in cultured and animal models of
cancer.
Specifically, compound Ia sensitizes PC-3 prostate cancer cells
to the antiproliferative activity of doxorubicin in cultured cells and
it shows direct antitumoral activity in mouse tumor xenografts. A
number of mechanisms can be at play to cause increased
sensitivities of tumor cells to chemotherapy or radiotherapy,
including inhibition of NF-kB [48], downregulation of transporters
of the MDR family [49] or the Akt-mTOR pathway [50,51,52].
The evidence provided here suggests that at least two mechanisms
may be relevant for the increased sensitivity to doxorubicin caused
by compound Ia, namely inhibition of NFk-B activity and
compromise of DNA repair. The demonstration that this
compound disrupts the interaction between Uev1 and Ubc13
provides a mechanistic explanation for its inhibitory activity on the
NF-kB signaling pathway [17]. Recently, it has been shown that
another ubiquitin conjugating enzyme, UbcH5, can promote K63
polyubiquitylation, and that NF-kB activation by IL-1b is much
more strongly dependent on Ubc13-dependent K63 polyubiquitylation than activation by TNF-a [22]. However, a large body of
literature strongly suggests a critical role of Ubc13 and K63
polyubiquitylation in the activation of NF-kB not only by IL-1b
but also by TNF-a. In this regard, the chain type of ligand-induced

Figure 4. Inhibition of NF-kB signalling by compound Ia. (A)
Compound Ia inhibits the formation of Ubc13-Uev1 heterodimers in
vivo. HeLa cells were co-transfected with FLAG-Ubc13 and HA-Uev1,
treated with different concentrations of compound Ia, lysed and
subjected to co-immunoprecipitation. It can be seen that incubation of
cells with increasing concentrations of compound Ia leads to decreasing
amounts of Uev1 that can be co-immunoprecipitated with Ubc13. (B)
Dose-dependent inhibition by compound Ia of NF-kB activation by TNFa. HeLa cells were stimulated for 15 min with TNF-a (20 ng/mL) without
(0) or with overnight preincubation with the indicated final concentrations of compound Ia, and analyzed by Western blotting for IkB protein
levels or for phosphorylation of IKKa/b. (C) Dose-dependent inhibition
by compound Ia of the nuclear translocation of p65-GFP induced by
TNF-a. HeLa cells were transfected with p65-GFP were incubated
overnight with varying concentrations of compound Ia, treated with
TNF-a (20 ng/mL) for 30 min, fixed and cells counted for nuclear
localization of p65-GFP. Background (proportion of cells with nuclear
p65-GFP in untreated samples) was subtracted, and values normalized
against the proportion of cells with nuclear p65-GFP in cells stimulated
with TNF-a only.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.g004
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Arrowhead, position cooresponding to monoubiquitylated PCNA. (B
and C) Sensitization by compound Ia to doxorubicin-induced
cytotoxicity in mammalian cells. PC-3 prostate cancer cells (B) and
HeLa cervical cancer cells (C) were exposed to varying concentrations of
doxorubicin or etoposide, with or withoud compound Ia (100 mM).
Viable cell numbers were determined with the CyQuant assay after 72 h
(PC-3 cells) or 48 h (HeLa cells) of treatment.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.g005

ubiquitylation by cIAP of TNF-R1 complex components has not
been determined, and, given the recruitment of Ubc13 by cIAP, it
is quite possible that such chains are of the K63 type.
Furthermore, mice haploinsuficient for Ubc13 display cell-typespecific defects in chemokine and NF-kB signaling [53],
supporting a critical role of Ubc13 and K63 polyubiquitylation
in the activation of NF-kB by different stimuli in vivo, including
TNF-a and LPS. Our observations showing that the small
molecule antagonist of Ubc13-Uev interactions compound Ia
inhibits NF-kB activation by TNF-a would also support a role for
Ubc13 in this pathway. Alternative explanations would include the
possibility that our compounds inhibit other ubiquitin conjugating
enzymes or additional components of the TNF-a signaling
cascade, which has not been formally ruled out in the present
study.
On the other hand, it has also been shown that unanchored
K63-linked polyubiquitin chains are essential for the activation of
the RIG-I pathway in response to viral infection, and that both
Ubc13 and Ubc5 are required in this pathway [54,55]. Therefore,
the inhibition of Ubc13 by small compounds could limit the
response to viral infections mediated through this pathway.
Regarding the role of Ubc13 and K63 polyubiquitylation in
DNA damage response, the very high similarity of Uev2 (Mms2) to
Uev1, and the computed interaction of compound Ia on the
hydrophobic pocket of Ubc13, allows to predict with sufficient
confidence that this compound should disrupt also the interaction
of Uev2 (Mms2) with Ubc13. Indeed, we have shown that
compound Ia inhibits the UV-induced K63 polyubiquitylation of
PCNA, a modification that requires Ubc13-Uev2 [11,15,16].
Therefore, the predicted disruption of the Ubc13-Uev2 heterodimer should be associated with a compromise in tolerance to DNA
damage by radiation or radiomimetic drugs in mammalian cells
[16]. Additional mechanisms, not explored here but possibly also
involved in the chemosensitization caused by compound Ia, could
be related to the regulation by Ubc13 of double-strand DNA
damage recognition and repair through its interaction with the
ubiquitin ligase RNF8 [12]. The fact that we have observed
inhibition by compound Ia of K63 polyubiquitylation of PCNA
only at high concentrations of the compound may suggest either
that the compound, although it enters the cells, does not reach the
nucleus efficiently, or that K63 polyubiquitylation of PCNA can be
catalyzed in mammalian cells by other ubiquitin conjugating
enzymes in addition to Ubc13. This may also be the case for K63
polyubiquitylation associated with damage foci in response to
DNA double-strand breaks [56]. Indeed, in immunofluorescent cH2AX focus assays, the same batches of compound Ia that
inhibited NF-kB activation at low micromolar concentrations only
modestly inhibited the maintenance of c-H2AX in ionizing
radiation-induced foci (data not shown). Given the limited effects
of compound Ia on both PCNA K63-linked polyubiquitylation
and on DNA damage focus formation and resolution, it is possible
that the chemosensitization to doxorubicin and etoposide observed
in PC-3 and HeLa cells may be better explained by its inhibitory
effects on NF-kB signaling.
We have observed that compound Ia exerts a direct antitumoral
activity in a PC-3 mouse xenograft tumor model. This compound

Figure 5. Chemosensitizing activity of compound Ia. (A)
Inhibition by compound Ia of UV-induced K63-dependent polyubiquitylation of PCNA. HEK-293T cells, transfected with a construct
expressing HA-tagged K63-only mutant ubiquitin, were pretreated (Ia)
or not (Control) overnight with 100 mM of compound Ia, irradiated or
not with UV light (60 J/m2), lysates immunoprecipitated with anti-PCNA
and blotted with anti-HA. The immunoprecipitates were blotted in
parallel with anti-PCNA for loading control (PCNA, lower panel).
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was not directly antiproliferative in vitro for a variety of cell lines
tested, but it inhibited the invasiveness of PC-3 cells through
extracellular matrix in Boyden chamber experiments, and also
inhibited the formation of colonies in 3-dimensional soft-agar
cultures. The NF-kB pathway is known to play a prominent role in
promoting invasiveness [57,58], being constitutively active in PC-3
cells [59], and thus the observed inhibition of in vitro invasiveness
by compound Ia could be one of the consequences of the
inhibition of NF-kB activation by this compound. Clonogenicity in
soft agar is associated with the capacity of cells for self-renewal,
and tends to correlate well with tumorigenicity in vivo. This
property, exhibited by distinct cellular subpopulations in some
tumors, is not necessarily positively correlated with NF-kB activity
[60], and thus the inhibition by compound Ia of the clonogenicity
of PC-3 cells could reflect a requirement for Ubc13 activity in
other pathways regulating the self-renewal capacity of these cells.
In any case, the sum of both activities of compound Ia could
explain at least part of the observed direct antitumoral effect.
In summary, we have developed specific and potent small
molecule antagonists of the Ubc13-Uev1 interaction that inhibit
the enzymatic activity of this heterodimer, K63 polyubiquitylation,
and we have shown that one of these molecules produces
significant effects in the activation of NF-kB by TNF-a, and in
invasiveness and clonogenicity in vitro and tumorigenicity of cancer
cells in vivo. Based on these activities, we anticipate that tese
compounds should be useful to probe other biochemical pathways
and cellular processes regulated by K63 polyubiquitylation and to
test their effects in relevant models of human pathologies in which
these processes are dysregulated.

Materials and Methods
Synthesis of trialkylglycine-based combinatorial mixtures
and of individual compounds
An optimized library of 5,120 peptoids in 52 controlled
mixtures was synthesized by using the positional scanning format
on solid phase [33] (Supporting Methods S1).

Yeast two-hybrid
Plasmids pBD-Ubc13 and pACT2-Uev1 were co-transfected
into the S. cerevisiae strain AH109 in quadruple selection
medium. After 3 days, colonies positive for the Ubc13-Uev1
interaction were subjected to liquid culture assays of b-galactosidase activity using ONPG as the substrate, in the presence of
0.1 mM of peptoid-mix from each peptoid-pool. One unit of bgalactosidase was defined as the amount which hydrolyzed 1 mmol
O-nitrophenol D-galactose per min per cell.

Docking

Figure 6. Effect of compound Ia on the growth and tumorigenicity of PC-3 prostate cancer cells. (A) Inhibition by compound Ia of
the invasiveness through Matrigel of PC-3/luc cells (left panel) and of the
clonogenicity in soft agar of PC-3/M cells (right panel). Error bars
correspond to standard deviations for values obtained in triplicate
experiments. (B) Activity of compound Ia in a mouse tumor xenograft
model. Balb/c nu/nu mice were grafted with luminescent PC-3/luc cells
on both rear extremities. After tumors had developed at the grafted sites,
mice were placed in 4 groups. A control group received only
intratumoural injections of PBS. A group was treated intravenously with
doxorubicin (5 mg/Kg/week). A third group was treated with compound
Ia, (100 mM intratumoral, twice a week). A fourth group was treated both
with doxorubicin (5 mg/Kg/week) and compound Ia (0.15 mg/Kg
intratumoral, twice a week). (C) Quantitative data analysis (relative light
units) corresponding to 6 tumors (3 mice) for each treatment group. RLUs
were normalized in each group relative to values for day 0.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.g006
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Docking was performed using the crystal structure of the
Ubc13-Mms2 complex (entry 1JAT in the Brookhaven Protein
Data Bank). From the heterodimeric complex, chain A (Ubc13)
was selected as the receptor (Supporting Methods S1).

Protein-protein binding assays
Purified GST-Ubc13 (1 mg) was bound to glutathione-Sepharose, washed and preincubated for 1 h with varying concentrations of compounds Ia IIa, or a control cyclic compound, and
then allowed to bind Uev1 (1 mg) for 1 h in a buffer containing
50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 0.1 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl and
0.2 mM DTT. Unbound fractions were collected, the beads
washed 5 times with the same buffer, and finally incubated
with glutathione elution buffer. Fractions were resolved by
8
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HeLa cells grown on sterile coverslips were transfected with
pPCR3/p65-GFP, incubated overnight with varying concentrations of compound Ia, and treated with TNF-a (20 ng/mL) for
30 min. Samples were fixed, counterstained with Hoechst 33258,
and images captured with a fluorescence microscope. At least 3
coverslips and 200 cells from 10 separate fields were counted and
scored for positive nuclear green flourescence. The proportion of
cells with nuclear p65-GFP in untreated cells was taken as
background. Background subtracted values were normalized
against those for cells treated with TNF-a alone.

SDS-PAGE, and Ubc13 and Uev1 detected by Western blotting
with specific antibodies [61].

Surface plasmon resonance
Recombinant Uev1 protein was immobilized on a Biacore CM5
Chip. The final response obtained was 1179,1 RU (response units)
(1 response unit corresponds to 1 pg of protein per mm2) of
immobilized Uev1. Purified Ubc13 was maintained at 400 nM in
running buffer (10 mM HEPES, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.4). Ubc13
was preincubated with the test compounds at varying concentrations, and interaction assays run in a Biacore T100 instrument.

Invasiveness assays
PC-3/luc cells (56104), preincubated for 24 h with compound
Ia, were resuspended in 0.1% BSA and seeded on 12-well, 8-mM
pore diameter Transwell chambers (Costar, Cambridge, MA)
coated with diluted (1:20 in H2O) growth factor-reduced Matrigel
(Beckton-Dickinson, San Jose, CA). After 24 h of incubation in the
presence of compound Ia in both chambers, cells in the top
chamber were removed, cells in the lower chamber were assayed
for luciferase activity, and cell numbers inferred from standard
luciferase-activity curves. Each condition was assayed in triplicate.

In vitro ubiquitylation
Purified Ubc13 (0.2 mM), Uev1 (0.2 mM), and E1 (0.1 mM,
Boston Biochem) were incubated in 50 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM
MgCl2, 2 mM ATP and 0.5 mM DTT, with either 117 mM wildtype ubiquitin (Biomol), 6 mM UbK48_only or 6 mM UbK63_only (Boston Biochem). To determine the effects of
compounds Ia and IIa, Ubc13 was pre-incubated for 10 min at
room temperature with 1–100 mM of either compound. The
reactions were allowed to proceed for the indicated times and
stopped by addition of SDS-PAGE sample buffer and boiling. The
reaction products were detected by Western blotting with a rabbit
anti-ubiquitin antibody (Biomol).

Soft agar colony formation
Melted agar (0.5%) in complete medium was placed at the
bottom of 12-well plates, allowed to solidify and overlayed with
36103 PC-3/M cells resuspended in 0.3% agar/complete
medium. Cells were fed three times a week with medium
containing compound Ia. After 2 weeks, wells were fixed with
0.5% glutaraldehyde, stained with 0.025% crystal violet, images
captured and analyzed with the Image J software. Only colonies
$0.1 mm diameter were scored. Each condition was assayed in
triplicate.

Cell culture
HeLa and HEK293T cells were obtained from the American
Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). PC-3/M cells [62] were
kindly provided by Dr. Isaiah Findler, and PC-3/luc cells were
described in [42]. All cells were grown in an atmosphere of 5%
CO2, 95% humidity at 37uC in RPMI 1640 or DMEM
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1 mM sodium
pyruvate, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 mg/mL streptomycin,
2 mM L-glutamine and 0.1 mM non-essential aminoacids (PAA,
Pasching, Austria). PC-3/luc cells were grown in complete
medium supplemented with 200 mg/mL Geneticin (Sigma,
Alcobendas, Spain) to maintain integrated copies of the luciferase
gene.

Tumor xenograft analyses
PC-3/luc cells (56105) were injected into each rear limb of male
Balb/c nu/nu mice. Tumor size was assessed by photon counts in
a ORCA-2BT instrument (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu
City, Japan). Luciferin (16.7 mg/ml in PBS) (Promega) was
injected intraperitoneally into anestesized mice, and images
acquired for 5 min and quantitated. Light measurements were
expressed as photon counts (PHCs), and values normalized vs.
initial counts for each tumor.

Chemosensitization assays in mammalian cells
HeLa and PC-3 cells were treated with varying concentrations
of doxorubicin or etoposide, together, or not, with 100 mM of
compound Ia. Viable cell numbers were determined at 24, 48 and
72 hours with the CyQuant assay.

Supporting Information
Supporting Methods S1

In vivo ubiquitylation of PCNA
HEK293T cells, transfected with pcDNA-HA-UbK63, were
incubated overnight with 100 mM of compound Ia, followed by
UV irradiation (60 J/m2). After 6 h, cells were harvested,
immunoprecipitated with anti-PCNA (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA), immune complexes resolved by SDS-PAGE and
immunoblotted with anti-HA rat monoclonal antibody (Roche,
Mannheim, Germany). As a loading control, immunoprecipitates
were immunoblotted with anti-PCNA.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.s001 (0.07 MB
DOC)

NF-kB assays

Figure S1 Antagonism by compounds Ia and IIa of the Ubc13Uev1 interaction, assayed by yeast two-hybrid. Yeast cells (AH109
strain), co-transfected with pBD-Ubc13 and pACT2-Uev1 and
grown in quadruple selection medium, were incubated overnight
with 100 mM of cyclic compounds Ia or IIa, and assayed for agalactosidase activity as a semiquantitative measure of strength of
interaction. Values were normalized against those of cells
incubated with a control, unrelated cyclic compound. As an

Table S1

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.s002 (0.03 MB
PDF)
Table S2

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.s003 (0.03 MB
PDF)

To determine IkB protein levels, HeLa cells were incubated
overnight with compound Ia, and treated with TNF-a (20 ng/mL)
for 15 min. Cells were lysed and analyzed by Western blotting
with anti-IkB (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA). To analyze IKKa/b
phosphorylation, the same lysates as above were tested by Western
blotting with an antibody to phospho-IKKa (Ser180)/b (Ser181),
or to total IKKa (Cell Signaling). For nuclear translocation assays,
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Figure S6 UV-induced, K63-type polyubiquitylation requires
enzymatically active Ubc13. PCNA undergoes K63-based polyubiquitylation upon UV irradiation, which is inhibited by
transfection of a dominant-negative form of Ubc13 (Ubc13C87A).
HeLa cells were transfected with HA-UbK63, together, or not,
with pcDNA3.1-Ubc13C87A. After a 24-h preincubation with
compound Ia (1 mM), cells were exposed, or not, to UV radiation
(60 J/m2), lysed, immunoprecipitated with anti-PCNA, and K63based polyubuiquitin chains detected by Western blotting with
anti-HA.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.s009 (0.65 MB TIF)

additional control, yeast cells harboring large T and p53 were
assayed in parallel under identical treatments and conditions.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.s004 (1.17 MB TIF)
Figure S2 Structures of lysine derivatives of cyclic compounds Ia
(A) and IIa (B). The two compounds were synthesized with a lysine
residue covalently attached to their free amide groups, as
described in Supporting Methods S1.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.s005 (0.26 MB TIF)
Figure S3 Compound Ia does not inhibit Ubc4-dependent
polyubiquitylation of proteasome-associated components. Components of the proteasome holoenzyme undergo K48-based
polyubiquitylation in the presence of the ubiquitin ligase Hul5
and the E2 enzyme Ubc4 in a 1-h reaction. Compound Ia does
not inhibit the formation of Ubc4-dependent high molecular
weight ubiquitin adducts at any of the concentrations tested.
DMSO denotes the addition of the solvent at the concentration
equivalent to that added when using the maximum concentration
of compound Ia used in this experiment (500 mM).
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.s006 (1.42 MB TIF)

Figure S7 Growth curves of HeLa cells incubated with cyclic
compounds Ia (top) or IIa (bottom). Cells were grown for up to 4
days in the presence of varying concentrations of either cyclic
compound, freshly added every 48 h, and cell numbers determined by the CyQuant procedure. Shown are average values for
each time point and treatment condition, which were done in
octuplicate.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.s010 (7.72 MB TIF)

Figure S4 Structures of fluoresceinated derivatives of cyclic
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compounds Ia (A) and IIa (B). The two compounds were
synthesized with a fluoresceine isotiocyanate moiety covalently
attached to their free amide groups, as described in Supporting
Methods.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011403.s007 (0.40 MB TIF)
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Figure S5 Uptake by mammalian cells of fluoresceinated
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on sterile coverslips, were incubated overnight with 100 mM of
either Ia-FITC or IIa-FITC, and processed for immunocytochemistry for detection of Ubc13. As a control, HeLa cells were
incubated with unconjugated FITC.
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Chapter 1. License
License agreement
1. The VSDMIP user automatically accepts the following terms when using
the program:
2. Report errors and bugs in the program to the authors (Ruben Gil-Redondo,
Jorge Estrada, Antonio Morreale, Fernando Herranz, Javier Sancho, Angel
R. Ortiz) through e-mail: amorreale@cbm.uam.es
3. Do not redistribute the program without permission. Interested users
should contact directly to the authors
4. This license is for scientific non-profit and non-comercial use only. Any
other use of this software for other purposes, alone or integrated into other
software, requires the prior consent of the authors.
5. The authors do not assume any responsability for the licensed software and
its use. The authors will not assume any liability for damages occurring
through the use of the licensed software; do not guarantee the suitability of
the licensed software for any application; and do not provide support.
6. Acknowledge the use of the program in scientific publications. Scientific
publications where VSDMIP or any of its parts were used should cite the
following reference: Gil-Redondo R., Estrada J., Morreale A., Herranz F.,
Sancho J., Ortiz A.R. (2008) VSDMIP: Virtual Screening Data Management
on an Integrated Platform. J. Comput. Aided Mol. Des. doi: 10.1007/s10822008-9249-9

Disclaimer
This software is copyrighted by Alvaro Cortes Cabrera, Ruben Gil-Redondo, Federico Gago, Antonio Morreale, Jorge Estrada, Fernando Herranz, Javier Sancho
and Angel R. Ortiz. The following terms apply to all files and documents associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files. Do not
redistribute the program. Interested users should contact directly to the authors.
VSDMIP is for scientific non-profit and non-commercial use only. Any other use
of this software for other purposes, alone or integrated into other software, requires the prior consent of the authors.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO
ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS
DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED
ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE
NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES,
ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.
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Chapter 2. Introduction
Introduction
This is the second release of VSDMIP (Virtual Screening Data Management on
a Integrated Platform), an improved software for the virtual screening (VS) of
chemical libraries integrated within a MySQL relational database. Like the previous version the two main features that make VSDMIP clearly disinguishable
from other existing computational tools: (i) its database and (ii) its modular and
pluggable architecture, which allow customization of the VS stages. In addition,
in this new release these capabilities have been extended to incorporate new tools
to perform ligand-based virtual screening protocols and with an ease of use never
seen before.
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Chapter 3. Installation
From Source
First appears the list of software and hardware requirements for running a VSDMIP system. Then, it appears an overview of the installation process. Then, this
"Installation" section shows you how to obtain the VSDMIP distribution, install
a VSDMIP platform, create a VSDMIP database, install the VS software included
in this distribution, and setup your system for using external VS software.

Server side requirements
This second release (1.5) of VSDMIP have a lot of improvements and new capabilities that have modified significativelly the requeriments to run the software.
•

Linux-based operating system running on i386 or x86_64 (limited functionability can be obtained in other platforms where binary programs are not available). The platform has been tested on CentOS 5.x machines, Fedora Core 12
and GNU/Debian Lenny.

•

MySQL 5.x database management system and its developement libraries

•

MySQL++ 3.x development libraries (compatibility backwards can be
expected)

•

NU Make

•

Python 2.2 or newer

•

A competent shell like BASH, CSH or TCSH

•

GNU C Compiler (gcc) and GNU Fortran Compiler (g77 or gfortran) 3.3 or
newer

Client side requirements
The requirements on the client side are not such restrictive:
•

Linux, Windows or Mac OS X where PyMOL and SSH (like openssh) client is
available.

•

PyMOL binaries or PyMOL source code and a python runtime environment.

•

numpy and MySQLdb packages for Python.

Overview
VSDMIP can be installed and run either in a single computer, a computer cluster, or a networked set of computers. A VSDMIP system consist of one or more
VSDMIP databases managed by a MySQL database management system and
the VSDMIP software that coordinates the external VS tools and the necessary
databases. In addition, in this version an improved client version has been included. A VSDMIP system relies on external VS tools to work.
Several configurations are posible, however the three most common are:
•

All in one. Database management system, VS tools and client in the same machine. This could lead to a lost of performance except a big number of processors are available in the machine (i.e. SMP with quad cores).

•

The database management system and the client in one computer and the VS
tools in a queue system with several computers. This configuration have a
mixed performace, SBVS may have optimum behaviour while LBVS will suffer
from some limitations
5
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•

Everything separated. The database, the queue system and the client in several
different machines. This configuration will reach the optimum perfomance in
both SBVS and LBVS.

•

Local. Without the queue system and without the database, VSDMIP is still
able to perform single docking calculations from a client machine. This configuration is only suitable for a limited number of operations and can achieve
very poor performance.

Whatever the configuration is chosen, direct network access is necessary between
clients and server: the database server has to be accessible from queue system
hosts and the clients to perform the basic operations. The Client and the queue
systems should be share storage trough NFS or Samba in order to copy and extract data in some cases (i.e. grids for docking) but the system could have several
features available without this access.
From now on, we will assume that the database management system is installed
on a computer named dbmaster.example.net, and all the other software is installed in master.farm.example.net. However, remember that it is perfectly possible to install everything in the same computer, in such case, substitute both
computer names by localhost or whatever DNS name your computer has.
If only local installation is desired, you have to install only the client side package
which contains everything to perform single docking
The installation order for a VSDMIP system is:
1. Set up the MySQL server and add a new database.
2. Set up the OpenPBS/Torque queue system.
3. Install the VSDMIP platform software.
4. Install the client software.
5. Set up the system interconnectivity.
6. Check the installation and follow tutorial.
The order of steps 1-2, 3 and 4 are interchangeable

Obtaining VSDMIP
The software is freely distributed for academic and research purposes upon request. For more information please visit http://ub.cbm.uam.es/VSDMIP.html.

Unpacking
The source distribution is divided in a Server package and Client package:
•

The server package. Execute the package in a terminal or in X-Windows environment and follow the instructions in the screen. After completion of all steps
the source will be located in /usr/local/VSDMIP/src except if other destination has been indicated.

•

The client package. The same considerations apply. Execute the
package and follow the instructions. The source will be located at
/usr/local/VSDMIP/client/src.

The structure of directories is
/usr/local/VSDMIP by default):
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the

following

(where

$VSDMIP

is

•

$VSDMIP/src/VSDB. Contains the library and the programs to run in the
queue system.

•

$VSDMIP/src/CGRID. Contains the code to generate the grids for docking.

•

$VSDMIP/src/CDOCK. Contains the code to perform the docking based on
the grids generated by CGRID.
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•

$VSDMIP/src/ALFA. Contains the code to perform conformational analysis.

•

$VSDMIP/src/ISM. Contains the code analyze score and evaluate complex energy.

•

$VSDMIP/src/eulerAnglesAndTransVector. Contains the code to peform internal operations.

•

$VSDMIP/src/GAGA. Contains the code to generate pharmacophirc spheres.

•

$VSDMIP/client/src/vsdmip.py. The client plugin for PyMOL.

•

$VSDMIP/client/src/ob. Contains patchs for OpenBABEL.

•

$VSDMIP/client/src/CGRID,CDOCK,ALFA,etc. Contains the code for the
client side applications.

MySQL Database Management System installation and setup
If you have not installed MySQL server in your system you may download it
from MySQL web page1 or use the packages available for your distribution:
In the case of CentOS or RedHat-like systems
% yum install mysql-server

In the case of Debian/Ubuntu
% apt-get install mysql-server

Make sure your installation supports InnoDB tables (which is supported by default), since VSDMIP requires this kind of tables in order to use transactions.
You, or your database administrator should assure enought space for database
storage. This can be check in the configuration file /etc/my.cnf. An example is
shown here:
table_cache = 1024
sort_buffer_size = 5M
read_buffer_size = 5M
thread_cache_size = 64
thread_concurrency = 1
log-slow-queries
log-queries-not-using-indexes
key_buffer_size = 256M
max_connections = 150
tmp_table_size = 64M
innodb_data_home_dir=/data/MySQL/
innodb_log_group_home_dir=/data/MySQL/
innodb_log_arch_dir = /data/MySQL/
innodb_buffer_pool_size = 512M
innodb_additionak_mem_pool_size = 20M
innodb_log_file_size = 5M
innodb_log_buffer_size = 8M
innodb_flush_log_at_trx_commit = 1
innodb_lock_wait_timeout = 50

If MySQL has been installed for the first time, security and configurations tasks
should be performed following MySQL reference guide (2.4.16 "Post-Installation
Setup and Testing") and your distribution specific information.
Now, that MySQL server is running, you should create the database schema of
VSDMIP and fill it with the initial data set, this could be acomplish following
these commands:
[user@dbmaster $] mysql -u root -p
Enter password:
Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands en with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 1 to the server version: 5.0.22-log
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Type ’help;’ or ’\h’ for help. Type ’\c’ to clear the buffer.
mysql>
mysql>
mysql>
mysql>

CREATE DATABASE VSDB;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON VSDB.* TO ’vsdbuser’@’%’ IDENTIFIED BY ’mypassword’ W
FLUSH PRIVILEGES
quit

[user@dbmaster $] mysql -u root -p -D VSDB < $VSDMIP/src/VSDB/sql/createVSDB.sql
Enter password:

Installing queue system
First, obtain the Torque system from Cluster resource web page2 or from your distribution repository.
In the case of CentOS or RedHat-like systems calculation nodes:
[user@node $] yum install torque torque-client torque-mom

And in the main node:
[user@master $] yum install torque-scheduler torque-server

Warning
You have to install Torque (at least node execution part) in all nodes

Configuration of Torque batch system is out of the scope of this manual, but there
are plenty of documentation and resources available at the World Wide Web.
Nevertheless, here are some basic tips that works in some cases following:
•

Compute nodes
Configure your nodes to be clients of the master node selected:
[user@node $] vi /var/torque/mom_priv/config

Append the following line:
$pbsserver

my-ip-from-master-node

Then, configure your nodes to run pbs_mom at startup
•

Server node
Let’s assume you have the default queue and system ready. You only need to
set up a list of nodes to send tasks:
[user@master $] vi /var/torque/server_priv/nodes

Append the corresponding lines:
nodo1 np=4
nodo2 np=2
nodo3 np=1

This example add three nodes with 4, 2 and 1 processors/cores each one
Then configure your nodes to run pbs_server and pbs_sched at startup

Installing VSDMIP platform included software
Dependencies
Before compiling and installing VSDMIP included software you need to provide
the following information:
•
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•

The paths to the MySQL++ libraries and include files.

•

The path where you want to install VSDMIP platform and the included VS
software.

•

Optionally, you need the paths to:
•

DOCK 3.5 installation.

•

XScore 1.2.1 installation.

•

AMBER installation.

•

DelPhi 4 installation.

•

MOPAC 7 installation.

•

Corina 3.0.5 installation.

•

OpenBABEL installation.

•

OpenEye installation or license.

•

AutoDock.

Install MySQL++ if it is not yet installed. MySQL++ is a C++ wrapper for
MySQL’s C API. It is needed to compile the VSDB library and associated
programs. You can obtain the lastest version from MySQL++ web page3 or
from your distribution repository. In the case of source code, you can install
MySQL++ in any directory of your choice.
In the case of CentOS or RedHat-like systems:
[user@node $] yum install mysql++ mysql++-devel

For simplicity, we assume that you have installed it into the
$VSDMIP/bin/mysql++ directory using the prefix option when executing the
MySQL++ configuration script.
[user@node $] ./configure --prefix=$VSDMIP/bin/mysql++ ; make ; make install

If the MySQL libraries and header files are not in the standard location, we also
indicate where they are with the expression --with-mysql=/mysql-base-dir or -mysql-lib=/usr/lib(64)/mysql
In the MySQL++ web page you can also found the manuals, instructions about
compilation are in the README file inside the distribution. MySQL libraries and
header files are necessary to compiler the wrapper, so you will need to install
them first in your computer; if they are not installed, you can obtain them from
the same place as the rest of MySQL software or from your distribution repository.
To modify the default values of paths and environment you should change the
values in $VSDMIP/src/Makefile. A detalied information of every variable can
be found in the following table
Table 3-1. VSDMIP Makefile variables description
Variable name

Content

Default value

VSDMIP_DIR

The VSDMIP
distribution directory
($VSDMIP)

Automatically set

INSTALL_DIR

Path to the installation
directory for VSDMIP
distribution binaries

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/bin

DOCK_HOME

Path to the DOCK 3.5
installation directory

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
DOCK-3.5

XSCORE_HOME

Path to the X-Score 1.2.1
installation

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
XScore-1.2.1
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Variable name

Content

Default value

AMBER_HOME

Path to the AMBER
installation

Not set

DELPHI_HOME

Path to the DelPhi 4
installation directory

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin /
Delphi4

MOPAC_HOME

Path to the Mopac 7
installation directory

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
Mopac7

CORINA_HOME

Path to the Corina 3.0.5
installation directory

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ Corina

BABEL_PATH

Path to the OpenBABEL
executable

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
ob/ babel

OPENEYE_HOME

Path to the OpenEye
installation directory or
where license file is
found

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
openeye

AUTODOCK_HOME

Path to the AutoDock
installation directory

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
autodock

MYSQLPP_INCLUDEDIR Path to the MySQL++
include directory

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
mysql++/ include/
mysql++

MYSQLPP_LIBDIR

Path to the MySQL++
library directory

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
mysql++/ lib

MYSQL_INCLUDEDIR

Path to the MySQL
include directory

$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
mysql/ include/ mysql

MYSQL_LIBDIR

Path to the MySQL
$(VSDMIP_DIR)/ bin/
library directory.
mysql/ lib/ mysql
Remember that in 64-bits
systems, you may need
to use lib64 instead of lib
in the path

Now, the distribution can be built and instaled. To initiate the process you should
type:
[user@node $] make

This step should build:
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•

VSDMIP core library.

•

VSDMIP modules.
•

calculateXScore.

•

getMol2.

•

getPDBforCDOCK3.

•

getResultsFromDOCK.

•

getResultsFromVS.

•

insertVSDB.

•

runAutoDock.

•

runCDOCK.

•

runDelPhiAndApolar.

•

runDOCKFilter.

•

runFredFilter.

•

runGTP.

•

runISM.
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•

•

•

runRocsFilter.

Standard VS tools
•

ALFA.

•

CDOCK.

•

CDOCK4GAGA.

•

CGRID.

•

eulerAnglesAndTransVector.

•

GAGA.

•

GTP.

•

ISM.

The utilities in $VSDMIP/src/utilities.

If no errors are displayed, the distribution can now be installed by executing:
[user@node $] make install

This step install all the previously built software in $VSDMIP/bin. This directory
is structured as follows:
•

VSDBLibrary/ contains VSDMIP commands.

•

Standard VS tools installed in their own directories.

•

•

•

ALFA.

•

CDOCK.

•

CDOCK4GAGA.

•

CGRID.

•

eulerAnglesAndTransVector.

•

GAGA.

•

GTP.

•

ISM.

Utilities are installed in different directories
•

Electrostatics.

•

ReceptorPreparation.

•

runCGRID.

xmlTemplates contains the files and scripts needed for configuring new VSDMIP projects.

Reference section includes information on all the installed programs
If you have not installed Mopac 7, install the provided Mopac 7 or directly from
your distribution respository.
From RedHat-like systems
[user@node $] yum install mopac7

From source
[user@node $] make ; make install
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VSDMIP provides the source code of MOPAC 7.1, the public domain MOPAC 7
code modified to work at Linux.

From Binary distribution
Supported systems
In this new version, binary package support has been included. However, few
systems are supported at this moment:.
•

CentOS 5.x

•

Fedora Core 12

•

GNU/Debian Lenny

Systems not included in this list may work without problems, but the test were
carried out only in these platforms

Notes
1. http://www.mysql.com
2. http://www.clusterresources.com/products/torque-resource-manager.php
3. http://www.tangesoft.net/mysql++/
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Overview
In this section, a detailed description of the data model with its relations and
attributes will be covered. This model is optimized to re-use the information of
the ligands and the results of the screening without redundant information.

Database overview

Tables
Brief description of the tables in VSDB database.

ORIGINDB
Providers of molecules are stored in this table, allowing to group molecules with
a common name and URL for information.
Table 4-1. ORIGINDB fields
Field name

Description
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Field name

Description

ID_ORIGINDB

Integer value. ID of the source of
molecules.

NAME

Varchar. Name of the source of
molecules.

URL

Varchar. URL of the provider.

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

MOLECULE
Contains the main information about ligands and 2D structure. An ID is assigned
to each molecule at insert time, also the SMILES code and the global charge is
stored in this table.
Table 4-2. MOLECULE fields
Field name

Description

ID_ORIGINDB

Integer value. ID of the source of
molecules.

ID_MOLECULE

Integer value. ID of the molecules.

SMILES

Varchar. 1D representation of the
molecule.

GLOBAL_CHARGE

Integer. Value of the charge of the
molecule.

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

CONFIGURATION
Stores 3D structures generated by CORINA software for each molecule. Coordinates, atomic codes, MOL2 types and topology of the molecules are stored in
this table along with some data about torsionals generated by ALFA and charges
generated by MOPAC.
Table 4-3. CONFIGURATION fields
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Field name

Description

ID_CONFIGURATION

Integer value. ID of the configuration.

ID_MOLECULE

Integer value. ID of the molecules.

COORDINATES

Varchar. 3D coordinates of the
configuration. They are stored in
triplets of coordinates (x,y,z) separated
by blanck spaces and a delimiter ";" at
the end.

ATOM_CODES

Varchar. Basic atomic codes (integer
numbers) for atoms in the
configuration. They are stored
separated by ";" delimiters. Each type
should be related with values in
ATOM_CODE table.

MOL2TYPES

Varchar. Type of atoms for MOL2
format generated by CORINA. They
are stored delimited by ";".
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Field name

Description

ALFA_TYPES

Varchar. Type of atoms (integer
numbers) assigned by ALFA
corresponding to AMBER types for
ligands. Each value is delimited by ";"
and should be contained in the table
ALFA_TYPE.

TOPOLOGY

Varchar. Topology of the configuration
obtained from the bond section of the
MOL2 file generated by CORINA.
Each bond is represented by a triplet
of integer values (first atom, second
atom and type of bond) and delimited
by ";".

TORSIONALS

Varchar. Torsionals from ALFA
composed by 4 indexes (integer
numbers) of atoms delimited by
spaces. Each torsional is again
delimited by ";".

ANGLES

Varchar. Angles from ALFA for each
torsional. Stored as real numbers
delimited by spaces. Each group is
delimited by ";".

CHARGES

Varchar. MOPAC charges for every
atom of the ligand.

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

CONFORMER
Stores the conformers of each ligand in a compress format which allows to reconstruct the structure from the origianl configuration.
Table 4-4. CONFORMER fields
Field name

Description

ID_CONFORMER

Integer value. ID of the conformer
which also is the combination of
angles to generate the conformer.

ID_CONFIGURATION

Integer value. ID of the configuration.

ID_MOLECULE

Integer value. ID of the molecules.

VDW_ENERGY

Real. Value of the energy for the
compound calculated by ALFA.

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

DOCK_FILTER
Stores the header of DOCK filters for virtual screenings.
Table 4-5. DOCK_FILTERS fields
Field name

Description

ID_DOCK_FILTER

Integer value. ID of the filter.
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Field name

Description

DESCRIPTION

Varchar. Description of the filter.

ID_PROTEIN

Integer value. ID of the protein.

MEAN_SCORE

Real. Mean of the scores of this filter
stored in RESULT_DF.

STDEV_SCORE

Real. Standard deviation of the scores
of this filter stored in RESULT_DF.

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

RESULT_DF
Stores the results of the filters for each protein with scores and information of the
ligands.
Table 4-6. RESULT_DF fields
Field name

Description

ID_DOCK_FILTER

Integer value. ID of the filter.

ID_CONFORMER

Integer value. ID of the conformer
which also is the combination of
angles to generate the conformer.

ID_CONFIGURATION

Integer value. ID of the configuration.

ID_MOLECULE

Integer value. ID of the molecules.

SCORE

Integer. Score for ligands.

EULER_ANGLES

Varchar. Euler angles to obtain the
rotation matrix for the conformer in
the active center. Stored as 3 real
values delimited by spaces.

TRANSVECTOR

Varchar. Translation vector for the
center of mass of the conformer to the
active center. Stored as 3 real values
delimited by spaces.

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

VIRTUAL_SCREENING
Stores information about virtual screenings.
Table 4-7. VIRTUAL_SCREENING fields
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Field name

Description

ID_VIRTUAL_SCREENING

Integer value. ID of the screening.

DESCRIPTION

Varchar. Description of the screening.

ID_PROTEIN

Integer value. ID of the protein.

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.
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RESULT_VS
Stores the results of the screening experiments for each protein with scores and
information of the ligands.
Table 4-8. RESULT_VS fields
Field name

Description

ID_VIRTUAL_SCREENING

Integer value. ID of the screening.

ID_CONFORMER

Integer value. ID of the conformer
which also is the combination of
angles to generate the conformer.

ID_CONFIGURATION

Integer value. ID of the configuration.

ID_MOLECULE

Integer value. ID of the molecules.

VDW_ENERGY

Real. van der Waals energy of the
pose.

COULOMBIC_ENERGY

Real. Coulombic energy of the pose.

DESOLVR_ENERGY

Real. Desolvation energy of the
receptor for the pose.

DESOLVL_ENERGY

Real. Desolvation energy of the ligand
for the pose.

APOLAR_ENERGY

Real. Apolar energy of the pose.

EULER_ANGLES

Varchar. Euler angles to obtain the
rotation matrix for the conformer in
the active center. Stored as 3 real
values delimited by spaces.

TRANSVECTOR

Varchar. Translation vector for the
center of mass of the conformer to the
active center. Stored as 3 real values
delimited by spaces.

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

FINGER_TYPE
Stores the definitions of fingerprints avilable in the database. This table is incorpored to VSDMIP in this version (1.5) and it is part of the new ligand-based
virtual screening system.
Table 4-9. FINGER_TYPE fields
Field name

Description

ID_FINGER_TYPE

Integer value. ID of the type.

DESCRIPTION

Varchar. Brief description of the
fingeprint type.

NATURE

Varchar. Classification of the
fingerprint type.

FINGERPRINTS
Stores 2D fingerprints for each ligand in the database. This table is also part of
the extension to implement ligand-based virtual screening on top the database.
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Table 4-10. FINGERPRINTS fields
Field name

Description

ID_FINGEPRINT

Integer value. ID of the fingerprint.

ID_MOLECULE

Integer value. ID of the molecule.

ID_FINGER_TYPE

Integer value. ID of the fingerprint
type.

FINGERPRINT

Varchar. Fingerprint in ascii format
described by 0/1 combinations of
limited length.

PHARMACOPHORES
Stores 3D fingerprints for each ligand in the database. This table is part of the
extension to implement ligand-based virtual screening on top the database.
Table 4-11. PHARMACOPHORES fields
Field name

Description

ID_CONFORMER

Integer value. ID of the conformer.

ID_FINGER_TYPE

Integer value. ID of the fingerprint
type.

FINGERPRINT

Varchar. Fingerprint in compressed
format.

ATOM_CODE
Stores the numbers to identify the atomic types.
Table 4-12. ATOM_CODE fields
Field name

Description

ID_ATOM_CODE

Integer value. ID of the code.

CODE

Varchar. String to represent the atom
(code).

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

The default values are loaded at installation time with the database schema and
the equivalence is defined by:
Table 4-13. ATOM_CODE default values
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ID_ATOM_CODE

CODE

1

H

6

C

7

N

8

O

9

F

15

P

16

F
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ID_ATOM_CODE

CODE

17

Cl

35

Br

53

I

ALFA_TYPE
Stores the numbers to identify the atomic types for ALFA.
Table 4-14. ALFA_TYPE fields
Field name

Description

ID_ALFA_TYPE

Integer value. ID of the type.

RADIUS

Real. Atomic radius for the type.

DESCRIPTION

Varchar. Brief description of the atom
type.

LAST_UPDATE

Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

User defined functions
This section will cover the new user defined functions (UDF) for MySQL
which implement all the ligand-based virtual screening capabilities on top of
the database and allow to use SQL querys on molecular data. These functions
should be used trought the new GUI implemented as a plugin for PyMOL,
however, the real flexibility of the system can only be exploited generating
customized SQL sentences integrating the functions described in this section.

MolSearch_tanimoto
The main objective of this function is to allow a basic similarity measure using
the Tanimoto coefficient of two fingerprints.
Usage: MolSearch_tanimoto(1,2)
1: Molecule fingerprint field
2: Query fingerprint
Example:

SELECT MolSearch_tanimoto(FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT,
’0001111010010101010101010101’) FROM FINGERPRINTS LIMIT 1;

Example: CREATE VIEW v1 as SELECT MOLECULE.SMILES,MolSearch_tanimoto(
FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT,’0001111010010101010101010101’)
AS SCORE FROM MOLECULES,FINGERPRINTS WHERE
MOLECULES.ID_MOLECULE= FINGERPRINTS:ID_MOLECULE AND
FINGERPRINTS.ID_FINGER_TYPE=1;
SELECT * FROM v1 WHERE SCORE > 0.8;

MolSearch_tversky
The main objective of this function is to allow a basic similarity measure using
the Tversky index of two fingerprints.
Usage: MolSearch_tversky(1,2,3,4)
1: Molecule fingerprint field
2: Query fingerprint
3: Alfa value as string
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4: Beta value as string
Example:

SELECT MolSearch_tversky(FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT,
’0001111010010101010101010101’,’100’,’0’) FROM FINGERPRINTS LIMIT 1;

MolSearch_rule
The main objective of this function is to allow a basic similarity measure using
a simple comparation of activated position in two fingerprints. This is useful to
filter using chemical groups required/banned for ligands.
Usage: MolSearch_rule(1,2)
1: Molecule fingerprint field
2: Query fingerprint
Example:

SELECT MolSearch_rule(FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT,
’000000000000010000000000000000001’) FROM FINGERPRINTS LIMIT 1;

selectfp
This function will reduce the length of the fingerprint using only the selected
positions.
Usage: selectfp(1,2,3)
1: Number of bits (length of the fingerprint)
2: Selected position in the format: "26;35;45-68;102;"
3: Fingerprint field
Example:

SELECT selectfp(166,’26;35;45-68;102;’,
FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT FROM FINGERPRINTS LIMIT 1;

kl_analisis
This function will calculate the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and report the
most significative bits of active compounds against selected compounds in the
SQL clause.
Usage: klanalisis(1,2,3,4)
1: Positive flag value (ID of the database with active compounds).
2: Number of bits of the fingerprint.
3: Positive flag field.
4: Fingerprint field.
Example:

SELECT klanalisis(1,166,ID_ORIGINDB,
FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT) FROM FINGERPRINTS;

MolSearch_fusion
This function will perform a scoring fusion with the calculated scores.
Usage: MolSearch_fusion(1,score1,score2,...)
1:
Algorithm ("MAX","MIN","AVERAGE","PRODUCT")
2-n: Scores
Example: Let be a1 and a2 two views of MolSearch_tanimoto as score
SELECT MolSearch_fusion("MAX",a1.score,a2.score)
FROM a1,a2;
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centroids
This function will try to resume the selected fingerprints using a frequence analysis into a single fingerprint.
Usage: centroids(1,2,3,4)
1: Positive flag value (ID of active database)
2: Number of bits (Fingerprint length)
3: Positive flag field
4: Fingerprint field
Example: SELECT centroids(1,166,MOLECULE.ID_ORIGINDB,
FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT) FROM MOLECULE,
FINGERPRINTS WHERE
MOLECULE.ID_MOLECULE=FINGERPRINT.ID_MOLECULE;
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getMol2.exe
It obtains the base 3D structures (information in the CONFIGURATION table) for
a ligand in the database.
Table 5-1. getMol2.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

Comments

-idMolecule

molecule identificator.

REQUIRED

getPDBforCDOCK3.exe
It obtains a multi-PDB file with the best conformers for a molecule.
Table 5-2. getPDBforCDOCK3.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

Comments

-idMolecule

molecule identificator.

REQUIRED

-howManyConformers

number of best
conformers to be
selected.

Default: 100

getResultsFromDOCK.exe
This program obtains the results of a filter with a zscore greater or equal than the
value passed as parameter. The output format is multi-mol2.
Table 5-3. getResultsFromDOCK.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

Comments

-idDockFilter

id of the dock from
which the results will be
obtained.

REQUIRED

-outputFile

name of the multi-mol2
output file.

REQUIRED

-zScore

Only take results using
this value of ZScore.

Default: 5.0

getResultsFromVS.exe
It obtains the best results of a screening. The output format can be multi-mol2 or
multi-pdb. It also gives a tabulated table with information for each result.
Table 5-4. getResultsFromVS.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

Comments

-idVirtualScreening

id of the virtual
screening for which the
results will be obtained.

REQUIRED
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Parameter

Description

Comments

-outputFile

name of the
multi-molecule and
tabulated (.data) text
output files.

REQUIRED

-idQuery

id of the query used from REQUIRED
config file.

-isPDBOutput

indicate if the output is
in PDB format (yes) or
multi-mol2 format (no).

-differentMolecules

indicate if the output will Default: no
have results with only
different molecules (yes)
or repeated molecules
will be allowed (no).

Default: no

The different query types are configured in the XML config file (subnode querys).
Each query has several attributes: id (the identification in the input command
line), howMany (how many results obtain), sortBySumOf (fields used to get the
total energy) and order (ASC or DESC). Be careful, if you want the results to be
sorted by several fields then all these fields should be not null in order to be
considered.

insertVSDB.exe
It obtains the best results of a screening. The output format can be multi-mol2 or
multi-pdb. It also gives a tabulated table with information for each result.
Table 5-5. insertVSDB.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

Comments

-inputFile

file containing a smiles
molecule and its code in
each line (first line must
be the origin database
name).

REQUIRED

-outputFolder

folder where the
REQUIRED in mode 1.
preparation will be saved
in mode 1.

-numProcessors

number processors to
use.

Default: 1

-mode

mode of execution.

Allowed values: 0 normal mode; 1 - to
queues; 2 - from queues.
Default: 0

-differentMolecules

indicate if the output will Default: no
have results with only
different molecules (yes)
or repeated molecules
will be allowed (no).

The input file must contain as first line: DATABASE_NAME: name, where name
is the name you want to give to the group of molecules. The rest of the lines have
the same format: smilesCode space nameForMolecule, where smilesCode is the
SMILES representation of the molecule, and nameForMolecule is a name or code
(without spaces) for the molecule. The names can be repeated, but the SMILES
code must be unique into a group (DATABASE_NAME).
If the DATABASE_NAME does not exist in the database (table ORIGINDB) then
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a new record will be created and the program will write the id assigned to this
new group. But if the DATABASE_NAME already exists, then all the molecules
will be inserted under its group identification (obtained from ORIGINDB table).

runAutoDock.exe
This program is used to run AutoDock with the ligands of the database and insert
the results again.
Table 5-6. runAutoDock.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

-inputFile

file containing ids of
If file is not specified, the
molecules or ids of
ids are taken from the
RESULT_DF table
database
(idDockFilter_idMolecule_idConfiguration_idConformer)
in order to perform
AutoDock with they.

-dpfFile

AutoDock parameters
file.

REQUIRED

-gridsFolder

path of the folder
containing the grid files
(*.map and *.fld).

REQUIRED

-idVirtualScreening

id of the virtual
If not specified, then a
screening for which the
new virtual screening
results will be associated. will be inserted.

-idProtein

id of the protein for
which the dock will be
associated.

-useFilter

indicate if a filter must be Allowed values: yes; no.
used.
(Only without inputFile)
Default: yes.

-useDatabases

ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-useDOCKFilters

ids list of dock filters
used (Example:
-useDOCKFilters 1,4,3)
WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
yes.

-zScore

minimum ZScore
Only without inputFile
allowed (positive or
and useFilter = yes.
negative) for taken poses Default: 5.0.
from dock filter.

-maxConformerZScore

maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.

Comments

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

Only with inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 5.0.
Only for inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 100.
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When a new screening is created then the id is written in the screen or log file. If
you use the idVirtualScreening parameter then all the results will be associated
to this screening.

runCDOCK3.exe
This program is used to run CDOCK3 with the ligands of the database and insert
the results again.
Table 5-7. runCDOCK3.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

-inputFile

file containing ids of
If file is not specified, the
molecules or ids of
ids are taken from the
RESULT_DF table
database
(idDockFilter_idMolecule_idConfiguration_idConformer)
in order to perform
CDOCK with they.

-gridsFolder

path of the folder
containing the grid files
(*.grd) obtained from
CGRID.

-idVirtualScreening

id of the virtual
If not specified, then a
screening for which the
new virtual screening
results will be associated. will be inserted.

-idProtein

id of the protein for
which the dock will be
associated.

-useFilter

indicate if a filter must be Allowed values: yes; no.
used.
(Only without inputFile)
Default: yes.

-useDatabases

ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-useDOCKFilters

ids list of dock filters
used (Example:
-useDOCKFilters 1,4,3)
WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
yes.

-zScore

minimum ZScore
Only without inputFile
allowed (positive or
and useFilter = yes.
negative) for taken poses Default: 5.0.
from dock filter.

-maxConformerZScore

maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.
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Comments

REQUIRED

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

Only with inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 5.0.
Only for inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 100.
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Parameter

Description

Comments

-mode

mode of execution.

Allowed values: 0 normal mode; 1 - to
queues; 2 - from queues.
Default: 0.

-numProcessors

number processors to
use.

Default: 1.

When a new screening is created then the id is written in the screen or log file. If
you use the idVirtualScreening parameter then all the results will be associated
to this screening.

runDelPhiAndApolar.exe
This program runs the DelPhi program for calculating the electrostatic interaction
(coulombic and desolvations) for the results of a screening. It also calculates the
non polar component with the Apolar program. The results are used to update
the fields in the screening table or to update a copy of this screening.
Table 5-8. runDelPhiAndApolar.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

Comments

-inputFile

file containing ids of
If file is not specified, the
molecules or ids of
ids are taken from the
RESULT_DF table
database
(idDockFilter _
idMolecule _
idConfiguration _
idConformer) in order to
perform CDOCK with
them.

-receptorFile

PDB file containing the
receptor with H, charges
and radii.

-idVirtualScreening

id of the virtual
If not specified, then a
screening for which the
new virtual screening
results will be associated. will be inserted.

-howMany

how many of the best
poses are used in order
to calculate DelPhi and
Apolar.

-orderBy

sorting criterion for
Allowed values: yes, no.
howMany. Allowed
Default: yes.
values: all, vdw,
coulombic. Default: all
-duplicate: indicate if the
virtual screening must be
duplicated in order to
avoid overriding
coulombic term.

REQUIRED

Default: 0 (all).

-targetIdVirtualScreening virtual screening in order Default: 0 (none).
to be updated with the
results of virtual
screening with
idVirtualScreening.
If you have a copy of several results of a screening, and you want to
calculate DelPhi and Apolar for the rest then you can use the parameter
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-targetIdVirtualScreening. Then the program will copy the results from
the original screening (idVirtualScreening) that do not exist in the
(targetIdVirtualScreening) and it will perform the calculations with them.

runDOCKFilter.exe
This program is used to perform a filter of molecules before a screening. In this
case the filter is performed using the DOCK program.
Table 5-9. runDOCKFilter.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

Comments

-inputFile

file containing ids of
molecules in order to
perform DOCK with
them.

If file is not specified, the
ids are taken from the
database

-dockFolders

path of the folder
containing the DOCK
configuration folders for
the specific receptor.

REQUIRED

-resultsPerMolecule

number of top scored
poses taken for each
molecule.

Default: 1.

-idDockFilter

id of the filter for which
the results will be
associated.

If not specified, then a
new filter will be
inserted.

-idProtein

id of the protein for
which the DOCK results
will be associated.

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

-useDatabases

ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-maxConformerZScore

maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

Only with inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 5.0.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.

Only for inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 100.

runFredFilter.exe
This program uses the Openeye Fred docking program as a filter before a screening.
Table 5-10. runFredFilter.exe parameters
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Parameter

Description

Comments

-inputFile

file containing ids of
If file is not specified, the
molecules in order to
ids are taken from the
perform Fred with them. database
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Parameter

Description

Comments

-fredReceptorFile

Fred prepared file with
receptor.

REQUIRED

-pharmFile

Fred parameter file.

OPTIONAL.

-idDockFilter

id of the filter for which
the results will be
associated.

If not specified, then a
new filter will be
inserted.

-idProtein

id of the protein for
which the DOCK results
will be associated.

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

-useDatabases

ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-maxConformerZScore

maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

Only with inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 5.0.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.

Only for inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 100.

runISM.exe
This program calculates the electrostatic interactions (coulombic and solvations)
and non polar component for a set of screening results. It also calculates hydrogen bonds, classifying it into different groups: charged-charged, neutral-neutral
and charged-neutral. In order to do that it uses the ISM program, which obtains
similar results to DelPhi but takes much less time. The results are used to update
the fields in the screening table or to update a copy of this screening..
Table 5-11. runISM.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

Comments

-inputFile

file containing ids of
If file is not specified, the
RESULT_VS table
ids are taken from the
(idVirtualScreening _
database
idMolecule _
idConfiguration _
idConformer) in order to
perform calculations
with them.

-receptorFile

PDB file containing the
receptor with H, charges
and radii.

-idVirtualScreening

id of the virtual
REQUIRED when there
screening we want to use is not inputFile.
in order to do the
calculations.

-howMany

how many of the best
poses are used in order
to calculate ISM.

Default: 0 (all).

-orderBy

sorting criterion for
howMany.

Allowed values: all, vdw,
coulombic. Default: all.

REQUIRED
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Parameter

Description

Comments

-duplicate

indicate if the virtual
screening must be
duplicated in order to
avoid overriding
coulombic term.

Allowed values: yes, no.
Default: yes.

-targetIdVirtualScreening virtual screening in order Default: 0 (none).
to be update with the
results of virtual
screening with
idVirtualScreening.
If you have a copy of several results of a screening, and you want to calculate
ISM for the rest then you can use the parameter -targetIdVirtualScreening. Then
the program will copy the results from the original screening (idVirtualScreening) that do not exist in the (targetIdVirtualScreening) and it will perform the
calculations with them

runRocsFilter.exe
This program uses the Openeye ROCS program as a filter before a screening.
This program takes a ligand structure as input and searches ligands with similar
shape.
Table 5-12. runRocsFilter.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

-inputFile

file containing ids of
If file is not specified, the
molecules in order to
ids are taken from the
perform ROCS with they. database

-queryFile

file containing the query
molecule in PDB format.

REQUIRED

-idDockFilter

id of the filter for which
the results will be
associated.

If not specified, then a
new filter will be
inserted.

-idProtein

id of the protein for
which the filter will be
associated.

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

-maxConformerZScore

maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

Default: 5.0.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.
-useDatabases
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Comments

Default: 100.

ids list of databases used Used only if there is no
(0 = all databases)
inputFile. Default: 0.
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.
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runGTP.exe
This program is used to run GTP with the ligands of the database and insert the
results again.
Table 5-13. runCGTP.exe parameters
Parameter

Description

Comments

-inputFile

file containing ids of
If file is not specified, the
molecules or ids of
ids are taken from the
RESULT_DF table
database
(idDockFilter_idMolecule_idConfiguration_idConformer)
in order to perform
CDOCK with they.

-useDatabases

ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-mode

mode of execution.

Allowed values: 0 normal mode; 1 - to
queues; 2 - from queues.
Default: 0.

-numProcessors

number processors to
use.

Default: 1.

-outputFolder

Working folder to use.

REQUIRED.

Configuration files.
Some parameters are common to most of the programs and they intend database
parameters, paths to applications, etc., for this reason, XML configuration files
have been developed to store this kind of information. In this section, subnodes
of XML files will be covered.
Each program may read the information from different files:
insertVSDBConfig.xml, runCDOCKConfig.xml, getResultsFromVSConfig.xml,
getMol2Config.xml, etc.

<dbconfig>
Table 5-14. Database parameters
Parameter

Description

name.

MySQL Database which contains the
VSDB structure.

host.

Hostname of the MySQL server.

user.

Username to connect ot the MySQL
server.

password.

Password for the username.

<logFile>
Name of the log file to follow the process.
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<queue>
Name of the queue to send the job.

<queue-folder>
Name of the temporal directory to set up the job for the queue system.

<programs>
<corina>
Table 5-15. Paths for diverse programs
Parameter

Description

path.

Directory which contains the binary.

exe.

Name of the binary file. Default:
corina

parameters.

Parameters to use in the command line
for CORINA. Default: -i t=smiles -o
t=mol2 -o nodummies -d stergen -d
preserve -d names -d wh -d rc -d rs

inputFile.

Name of the input file for CORINA.
Default: corinaInputFile.

outputFile.

Name of the output file for CORINA.
Default: corinaOutputFile.

OutputScreenFile.

Name of the log file to save the screen
displayed by CORINA.

<alfa>
Table 5-16. Paths for diverse programs
Parameter

Description

path.

Directory which contains the binary.

exe.

Name of the binary file. Default:
ALFA.exe

parameters.

Parameters to use in the command line
for ALFA. Default: -cutOff 50.0
-howManySelect 100
-maxCombinations 300000

<mopac>
Table 5-17. Paths for diverse programs
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Parameter

Description

path.

Directory which contains the binary.

exe.

Name of the binary file. Default:
mopac
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Parameter

Description

mopacFile.

Temporal name for MOPAC file.

inputExt.

Extension of the input file. Default:
.dat

outputExt.

Extension of the output file. Default:
.out

keywords.

Keywords to use in MOPAC. Default:
MNDO 1SCF ESP MMOK GEO-OK
T=360000.

workingFolder.

Name of the working directory for
MOPAC Default:
mopacWorkingFolder.

outputScreenFile.

Name of the output file to save the
screen displayed by the program.
Default: mopacOutputScreen.

babelExe.

Path to the babel executable.

babelInputFile.

Name of the input file for babel.
Default: inputFileBabel

<cdock>
Table 5-18. Paths for diverse programs
Parameter

Description

path.

Directory which contains the binary.

exe.

Name of the binary file. Default:
mopac

parameters.

Parameters for CDOCK.exe .

inputFile.

Name of the input file for CDOCK.

outputScreenFile.

Name of the output file to save the
screen displayed by the program.
Default: mopacOutputScreen.

<eulerAnglesAndTransVector>
Table 5-19. Paths for diverse programs
Parameter

Description

path.

Directory which contains the binary.

exe.

Name of the binary file. Default:
mopac

fromFile.

Input file name.

toFile.

Output file name.

parametersFile.

Name of parameter file.

<querys>
Description of querys to extract results of Virtual screening with the program
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getResultsFromVS.exe. Examples of use are shown below:
<querys>
(1)> <query id="vdw" howMany="100" sortBySumOf="VDW_ENERGY" order="ASC"/>
(2)> <query id="vdw-coulombic" howMany="100" sortBySumOf="VDW_ENERGY \
COULOMBIC_ENERGY" order="ASC"/>
(3)> <query id="all" howMany="100" sortBySumOf="VDW_ENERGY \
COULOMBIC_ENERGY DESOLVR_ENERGY DESOLVL_ENERGY APOLAR_ENERGY \
ISM_CORRECTION -CONVERT(HB_CC,SIGNED) -CONVERT(HB_CN,SIGNED) \
-CONVERT(HB_NN,SIGNED)" order="ASC"/>
</querys>

(1) The first case corresponds to a extraction of 100 molecules taking only into
account the van der Waals term and ordering the results ascending.
(2) The second case corresponds to a extraction of 100 molecules taking only
into account the van der Waals term and the coulombic term and ordering
the results ascending.
(3) The third case corresponds to a extraction of 100 molecules taking into account all the terms and ordering the results ascending.

CGRID.exe
This program characterizes energetically the active site of a protein calculating
some interaction grids that will be used for the CDOCK program in order to perform ligand dockings. There are 11 grids for van der Waals interactions (Br, C,
Cl, F, H, HN, I, N, O, P, S) and one grid for coulombic interactions, all of them
in kcal/mol. The grids are in binary format files (*.grd), but it also generates the
same grids in Pymol format (*.dx) in order to visualize them. The force field used
in CGRID is based on the AMBER94 force field. The input protein file must be in
standard PDB format but adding two columns for radius and charges; the hydrogen atoms must be present, and the name of the atoms should follow the nomenclature of the AMBER94 force field. Waters and not needed, ligands or cofactors
must be removed. The position of the active site is determined taking the atoms
of a ligand in the PDB, so the input file must contain a ligand (real or manually
placed) in the active site.
All the atoms that CGRID does not recognize like aminoacids or cofactors are
considered like part of the ligand. The active site must be placed around the maximum and minimum coordinates of the ligand atoms. The recognized names for
atoms of aminoacids are presented in a table.
Table 5-20. CGRID residues and atom names
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Residue

Atom names

ALA

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3, C,
O.

GLY

N, H, CA, HA1, HA2, HA3, C, O

SER

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
OG, HG

THR

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB, CG2, HG21,
HG22, HG23, OG1, HG1, C, O

LEU

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG, CD1, HD11, HD12, HD13,
CD2, HD21, HD22, HD23, C, O

ILE

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB, CG2, HG21,
HG22, HG23, CG1, HG11, HG12,
HG13, CD1, HD11, HD12, HD13, C, O
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Residue

Atom names

VAL

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB, CG1, HG11,
HG12, HG13, CG2, HG21, HG22,
HG23, C, O

ASN

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, OD1, ND2, HD21, HD22, C, O

GLN

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, OE1, NE2,
HE21, HE22, C, O

ARG

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, HD1, HD2,
HD3, NE, HE, CZ, NH1, HH11, HH12,
NH2, HH21, HH22, C, O

HID

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, ND1, HD1, CE1, HE1, NE2, CD2,
HD2, C, O

HIE

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, ND1, CE1, HE1, NE2, HE2, CD2,
HD2, C, O

HIP

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, ND1, HD1, CE1, HE1, NE2, HE2,
CD2, HD2, C, O

TRP

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, CD1, HD1, NE1, HE1, CE2, CZ2,
HZ2, CH2, HH2, CZ3, HZ3, CE3, HE3,
CD2, C, O

PHE

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, CD1, HD1, CE1, HE1, CZ, HZ,
CE2, HE2, CD2, HD2, C, O

TYR

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, CD1, HD1, CE1, HE1, CZ, OH,
HH, CE2, HE2, CD2, HD2, C, O

GLU

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, OE1, OE2,
C, O

ASP

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, OD1, OD2, C, O

LYS

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, HD1, HD2,
HD3, CE, CE1, CE2, CE3, NZ, HZ1,
HZ2, HZ3, C, O

LYN

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, HD1, HD2,
HD3, CE, CE1, CE2, CE3, NZ, HZ1,
HZ2, HZ3, C, O

PRO

N, CD, HD1, HD2, HD3, CG, HG1,
HG2, HG3, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3, CA,
HA, C, O

CYS

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
SG, HG, C, O

CYM

N, HN, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
SG, C, O

CYX

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
SG, C, O
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Residue

Atom names

MET

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, SD, CE, HE1,
HE2, HE3, C, O

ACE

CH3, HH31, HH32, HH33, C, O

NME

N, H, CH3, HH31, HH32, HH33

HOH, WAT or IP3

H1, O, H2

ASH

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, OD1, OD2, HD1, HD2, C, O

GLH

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, OE1, OE2,
HE1, HE2, C, O

PLP

N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, HD1, HD2,
HD3, CE, HE1, HE2, HE3, NX, C4A,
H4A, C4, C3, O3, H3, C2, C2A, H21,
H22, H23, N1, C6, H6, C5, C5A, H51,
H52, OP4, P, OP1, HP1, OP2, HP2,
OP3, C, O

FMN

N1, C2, O2, N3, C4, O4, C4A, N5, C5A,
C6, C7, C7M, C8, C8M, C9, C9A, N10,
C10, C1*, C2*, O2*, C3*, C4*, O4*, C5*,
O5*, P, O1P, O2P, O3P, H3, H6, 1H7M,
2H7M, 3H7M, 1H8M, 2H8M, 3H8M,
H9, 1H1*, 2H1*, H2*, 2HO, H3*, 3HO,
H4*, 4HO, 1H5*, 2H5*,

PRG

N1, C2, C2A, C3, O3, C4, C5, C6, C5A,
O4P, O3P, O2P, O1P, P, C4A, H14A,
H34A, H1, H21A, 22A, H23A, H51A,
H52A, H6

HEM

FE, NA, C1A, C2A, CAA, 1HP7, 2HP7,
CBA, 3HP7, 4HP7, CGA, O1A, O2A,
C3A, CMA, 1HM8, 2HM8, 3HM8,
C4A, CHB, HDM, C1B, NB, C2B,
CMB, 1HM1, 2HM1, 3HM1, C3B,
CAB, 2HV, CBB, 2HVC, 2HVT, C4B,
CHC, HAM, C1C, NC, C2C, CMC,
1HM3, 2HM3, 3HM3, C3C, CAC,
HV4, CBC, 4HVC, 4HVT, C4C, CHD,
HBM, C1D, ND, C2D, CMD, 1HM5,
2HM5, 3HM5, C3D, C4D, CHA, HGM,
CAD, 1HP6, 2HP6, CBD, 3HP6, 4HP6,
CGD, O1D, O2D

ADP

PB, O1B, O2B, O3B, PA, O1A, O2A,
O3A, O5, C5, H5, C4, H4, O4, C3, H3,
O3, HO3, C2, H2, O2, HO2, C1, H1,
N9, C8, H8, N7, C5, C6, N6, H61, H62,
N1, C2, H2, N3, C4

APC

PG, O1G, O2G, O3G, PB, O1B, O2B,
O3B, PA, O1A, O2A, C3A, H3A, O5,
C5, H5, C4, H4, O4, C3, H3, O3, HO3,
C2, O2, H2, HO2, C1, H1, N9, C8, H8,
N7, C5, C6, N6, H61, H62, N1, C2, H2,
N3, C4

CME

N, HN, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, SG,
SD, CE, HE1, HE2, CZ, HZ1, HZ2,
OH, HH, C, O
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Residue

Atom names

FAD

P, O1, O2, O5, C5, H1, H2, C4, H3, O4,
C3, H4, O3, H5, C2, H6, O2, H7, C1,
H8, N9, C8, H9, N7, C5, C6, N6, H10,
H11, N1, C2, H12, N3, C4, C2, O2, N3,
H13, C4, O4, C4A, N5, C5A, C6, H14,
C7, C7M, H15, H16, H17, C8, C8M,
H18, H19, H20, C9, H21, C9A, N10,
C10, C1, H22, H23, C2, H24, O2, H25,
C3, H26, O3, H27, C4, H28, O4, H29,
C5, H30, H31, O5, P, O1P, O2P, O3P,

GOL

C1, O1, C2, O2, C3, O3, H01, H02, H03,
H04, H05, H06, H07, H08,

FPP

C1, H1, H2, O1, C2, H3, C3, C4, H4,
H5, H6, C5, H7, H8, C6, H9, H10, C7,
H11, C8, C10, H12, H13, H14, C9, H15,
H16, C11, H17, H18, C12, H19, C13,
C14, H20, H21, H22, C15, H23, H24,
H25, PA, O1A, O2A, O3A, PB, O1B,
O2B, O3B

IMP

P, O1P, O2P, O3P, O5, C5, H5, C4, H4,
O4, C3, H3, O3, HO3, C2, H2, O2,
HO2, C1, H1, N9, C8, H8, N7, C5, C6,
O6, N1, H1, C2, H2, N3, C4

NAP

P, O1, O2, O5, C5, H1, H2, C4, H3, O4,
C3, H4, O3, H5, C2, H6, O2, C1, H7,
N9, C8, H8, N7, C5, C6, N6, H9, H10,
N1, C2, H12, N3, C4, O3, P, O1, O2, O5,
C5, H13, H14, C4, H15, O4, C3, H16,
O3, H17, C2, H18, O2, H19, C1, H20,
N1, C2, H21, C3, C7, O7, N7, H22, H23,
C4, H24, C5, H25, C6, H26, P2, OP

NDP

P, O1, O2, O5, C5, H1, H2, C4, H3, O4,
C3, H4, O3, H5, C2, H6, O2, C1, H7,
N9, C8, H8, N7, C5, C6, N6, H9, H10,
N1, C2, H11, N3, C4, O3, P, O1, O2,
O5, C5, H13, H14, C4, H15, O4, C3,
H16, O3, H17, C2, H18, O2, H19, C1,
H20, N1, C2, H21, C3, C7, O7, N7,
H22, H23, C4, H24, H25, C5, H26, C6,
H27, P2, OP

NSP

N, HN1, HN2, HN3, CA, HA1, HA2,
CP, CQ1, HQ1, CQ2, NR1, NQ2, HQ2,
NR2, CS, CS1, HS1

P25

C4, H41, H42, CM4, HM4, C5, H51,
H52, C6, H61, H62, C7, H71, H72, O7,
PA, O1A, O2A, O3A, PB, O1B, O2B,
O3B

PM2

C1, C2, H2, C3, H3, C4, C5, H5, C6,
H6, C7, H71, H72, N8, H81, H82, C9,
H91, H92, C10, H10, C11, O12, C13,
H13, N14, C15, H15, C16, H16, C17,
C18, H18, C19, H19, C20, N21, H21,
C22, H22, C23, H23, C24, H24, C25,
C26, H26, C27, H27, C28, H28, C29,
H29, C30, H30

POI

P, O1, O2, O3, O4

PO4

P, O1, H1, O2, O3, O4
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Residue

Atom names

SAH

N, HN1, HN2, HN3, CA, HA, CB,
HB1, HB2, CG, HG1, HG2, SD, C, O,
OXT, C5, H5, C4, H4, O4, C3, H3, O3,
HO3, C2, H2, O2, HO2, C1, H1, N9,
C8, H8, N7, C5, C6, N6, H61, H62, N1,
C2, H2, N3, C4

UMP

N1, C2, N3, H3, C4, C5, H51, H52, C6,
H6, O2, O4, C1, H1, C2, H2, C3, H3,
C4, H4, O3, HO3, O4, C5, H5, O5, P,
O1P, O2P, O3P

Anions: CIM, CL

CL

Cations: LI, NA, K, RB, CS, MG, CAA, LI, NA, K, RB, CS, MG, CAA, CA, CA,
CA, CA, ZN, MN, CO
ZN, MN, CO
CGRID does not have parameters, but two files must be in the same execution
folder: correction.in and cgrid.in. The correction.in file contains some correction
for the size of the radius in the ligand atoms. The values in the file are the percentage of the original size taken; each line corresponds with: carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen, sulphur, aliphatic hydrogen, phosphorus, fluorine, chlorine, bromine, iodine, hydrogen bonded to nitrogen or sulphur. Fields in cgrid.in file are described
in the following table.
Table 5-21. cgrid.in description
Parameter

Description

<Options>

Header of the file.

/Verb *Gepc

Old parameters. Part of the header.

*distdependent

Old parameter. Part of the header.

Spacing value

This is the grid spacing. It is a real
value in Angstroms.

BigBox value

Size of the box around the ligand in
order to determine the active site and
calculate the grids. It is a real value in
Angstroms.

<Molecules>

Molecules section header

file name

iThis is the name of the PDB protein
file.

CDOCK.exe
This is the docking program that uses the grids generated by CGRID in order
to perform protein-ligand dockings. This program should be run in the directoy
which holds the grid files.
Table 5-22. CDOCK.exe parameters description
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Parameter

Description

Comments

-inputFile

name of the input ligand REQUIRED
file. This file must be in
the current folder.

-referenceFile

name of the reference
ligand file.

This file must be in the
current folder.
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Parameter

Description

Comments

-maxGeneratedPoses

maximum number of
generated poses.

Default: 167500000

-maxTotalStackSize

maximum number of
poses for energy
refinement.

Default: 60000

-maxConfStackSize

maximum number of
poses for energy
refinement for each
conformer.

Default: 512.

-refineWithSimplex

use simplex in
refinement. Allowed
values: 0 (no), 1 (yes).

Default: 1.

-maxExhaustivePoses

limit between exhaustive Default: 7000000.
and MCSA search.

-getOnlyEnergy

force to only calculate
energy. Allowed values:
0 (no), 1 (yes).

-noUseISM

ISM is calculated but not Default: 0
used for selection.
Allowed values: 0 (false),
1 (true).

-noUseHB

HB are calculated but not Default: 0
used for selection.
Allowed values: 0 (false),
1 (true).

-getGAGAInput

get only input for
GAGA. Allowed values:
0 (false), 1 (true).

Default: 0

-probChange

get only input for
GAGA. Allowed values:
0 (false), 1 (true).

Default: 0

Default: 0

initial temperature in
initialMCSATemperature MCSA.

Default: 773.0

-maxGenerated Per
MCSA Round

maximum number of
generated poses in each
MCSA round.

Default: 725000.

-maxAccepted Per
MCSA Round

maximum number of
accepted poses in each
MCSA round.

Default: 0.97

-annealingSchedule

annealing schedule in
MCSA.

Default: 0.80.

-seed

seed for random number Default: 0 (use the
generator. Allowed
computer time)
values: positive integer
of 5 digits.

-howManyResults

number of retrieved
results.

Default: 1.

ALFA.exe
It is a program for conformational analysis of ligands. It reads a molecule (in
MOL2 format), determine the rotatable bonds, assign possible angles of rotation
(based on some internal chemical rules), generate all the possible combinations
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(conformers) or a representation of them based on a MCSA algorithm, calculate
the internal van der Waals energy (in kcal/mol) for each conformer and finally
writes a file with the best conformers. This program depends strongly on OpenEye Toolkit for C++ development, you need a valid license in order to run the
program.
In addition, the license file should be indicated through the OE_LICENSE environment variable.

Warning
You may contact with OpenEye to obtain a valid license to run the
program.

Table 5-23. ALFA.exe parameters description
Parameter

Description

Comments

-addRulesFile

File containing torsion
Optional.
rules in order to add they
(replacing if needed) to
the default torsion rules

-cutOff

Cut off for the energies in Default: 0.0 (no cutOff).
the final list (allows
values only of
minEnergy + cutOff).

-howManySelect

Maximum number of
selected conformers.

Default: 100.

-inputFile

Name of the mol2 input
file.

REQUIRED

-maxCombinations

Maximum number of
generated conformers.

Default: 300000.

-outputFile

Name of the output file.

No extension should be
used.

-outputType

Type of the output file.

Default: mol2.

-referenceFile

Name of the reference
file in order to perform
RMSD calculations.

Optional.

-useInputInRMSD

Say if input structure
Default: 1
must be taken into
account for RMSD
calculations. Be careful, if
you activate this option
then ALFA rules can
include the input
molecule angles.
Allowed values: 0 (no), 1
(yes).

-useRulesFile

File containing torsion
rules in order to use
them.

Default torsion rules are
ignored if the option is
activated.

GTP.exe
GTP or Generator of triplets of Pharmacophoric 3D Points (GTP-3P) is a program
designed to identify Pharmacophoric points in molecules and generate triplets of
features to allow the classification and search of similarity.
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Table 5-24. GTP.exe parameters description
Parameter

Description

Comments

-i <file>

file is the name of MOL2 REQUIRED.
file containing the target
molecules. If -g options is
activated the file should
be in PDB format and
contain the
pharmacophoric points.

-g

Generate triplets using
input pharmacophoric
points.

Optional.

GF.exe
GFusion is tool to manipulate the grids produced by CGRID. It allows to fusion
different receptor grids using the Botlzmann average to simulate a limited flexibility and to extract the difference between to grids to highlight possible regions
implicated in target selectivity.
Table 5-25. GF.exe parameters description
Parameter

Description

Comments

-inputfile <file>

file is the name of file
REQUIRED.
which contains the list of
grid directories to use as
input for the program
ended with a empty line.

-diff

Activate the differential
mode insted of the
default average mode

-temp <value>

Change the temperature Optional.
used for the Boltzmann
average from the default
298.15 K

Optional.
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Application description
This part of the VSDMIP suite is designed to allow a simple use of VSDMIP capabilities within the PyMOL interface and with the ease of use in mind. The plugin
can be accesed trough the PyMOL menu:
Plugin−→VSDMIP
The plugin main dialog displays the main menu, a big label with the name of the
plugin and a state bar. The main menu allows to access to the rest of modules of
the application which are described below.

Plugin main window

•

SBVS. Structure-based Virtual Screening module.

•

LBVS. Ligand-based Virtual Screening module.

•

Local. Local docking module.

•

Info. Database and queue system information module.

•

Config. Configuration module.

•

About. Display information about the program.

SBVS−→Insert new molecules
Inserts new molecules in the database.

Insert new molecules module
Table 6-1. Insert new molecules module elements
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Element

Description

SMILES Input File

The name of the file which contains
the molecules to be inserted in the
database in SMILES format.

Head node name

The name of the computer which is the
master node of the queue system. Set
by default in configuration options

Num processors

Number of processors to use for the
insertion. By default, 2

Working Directory on Nodes

The working directory that should be
used to copy the files across the
network and for temporal space on
nodes. It should be a path directly
accessible by all the nodes in the
queue system. Set by default in
configuration options.

Database name

The name to group all the inserted
molecules in the database.

Run INSERT

This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on the
specified remote machine

SBVS−→Run Virtual Screening
Allows to set up a virtual screening job and send it to the queue system.

Run Virtual Screening module
Table 6-2. Run Virtual Screening module elements
Element
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Element

Description

Input File (opt)

The optional input file for the virtual
screening. The file contains IDs for the
molecules or IDs of RESULTS_DF
(idDockFilter _ idMolecule _
idConfiguration _ idConformer)

Grids Directory on Nodes

The local directory in nodes of the
queue system where the grids are
located.

Virtual Screening ID (opt)

Optional ID to identify the current
virtual screening.

Protein ID (opt)

Optional ID for the protein in the
current virtual screening.

Use Databases (, separated)

The IDs of the databases to use in the
virtual screening separated by ’,’
(example: 1,2,5). This is incompatible
with Input File.

Use DOCK filters (, separated)

The IDs of DOCK filters (analogous to
databases) to use in the virtual
screening, separated by ’,’.

ZScore

The minimum ZScore allowed
(positive or negative) for selecting
results from dock filter.

maxConformerZScore

The maximum ZScore allowed for
energy in conformers.

ConformersPerMolecule

The maximum number of conformers
with ZScore bigger than
maxConformersZScore selected for
molecule.

Head node name

The name of the computer which is the
master node of the queue system. (Set
by default in configuration options).

Num processors

The number of processors to use for
the screening. By default is 2.

Working Directory on Nodes

The working directory which should
be used to copy the files across the
network and for temporal space on
nodes. Should be a path directly
accessible by all the nodes in the
queue system. (Set by default in
configuration options).

Run Screening!

This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on the
specified remote machine

SBVS−→Get Results from Screening
Module to extract the results from the database and present the data integrated in PyMOL.
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Module to extract results from database
Table 6-3. Extract results module elements
Element

Description

Head node name

The name of the computer which is the
master node of the queue system. (Set
by default in configuration options).

ID Virtual Screening

The ID for the virtual screening job to
extract from the database.

Working Directory on Nodes

The working directory which should
be used to copy the files across the
network and for temporal space on
nodes. It should be a path directly
accessible by all the nodes in the
queue system. (Set by default in
configuration options).

Number of Results

The maximum number of results to
extract from the database.

Query keywords

The keywords to specify the order and
clasification of solutions from the
database.

Output type

The output format for the extracted
compounds: MOL2 or PDB.

Different molecules

Indicates if the output will contains
different molecules (yes) or not (no).

Get Results

This option activate the module. Using
the information from the user the
module will run the process on the
specified remote machine.

Load Results

After getting the results this command
can be used to load the results into the
PyMOL interface.

LBVS−→Generate 2D Fingerprints
Local generation of 2D fingerprints (topological, pharmacophoric and
groups) trough OpenBABEL.
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2D Fingerprint generation
Table 6-4. Local 2D FP generation module elements
Element

Description

Database name

The name of the database to extract
the molecules and calculate the
fingerprints. Mutually exclusive with
SMILES input file.

SMILES Input file

The list of molecules in SMILES to
calculate the fingerprints. Mutually
exclusive with Database name.

Options

Allows to select the kind of
fingerprints to generate: Structure
based (MACCS), Topological
Pharmacophores (CATS) or chemical
groups (Groups filtering).

Working dir

The working directory in which the
fingerprints will be generated. This
directory should be localy accesible
and also will be needed to insert the
fingerprints in the database.

Generate

This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on the
local machine.

Stop

Stop the current job.

LBVS−→Generate 3D Fingerprints
Generation of Pharmacophoric triplets trough the queue system and the
database.
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3D Fingerprint generation
Table 6-5. 3D FP generation module elements
Element

Description

Head Node name

The name of the computer which is the
master node of the queue system. Set
by default in configuration options.

Num processors

The number of processors to use for
the insertion. By default is 2.

Working Directory on Nodes

The working directory which should
be used to copy the files across the
network and for temporal space on
nodes. It should be a path directly
accessible by all the nodes in the
queue system. (Set by default in
configuration options).

Use Databases (, separated)

The ID of the database/s to use for 3D
FPs generation (mandatory).

Insert

This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on
specified remote machine.

LBVS−→Insert 2D Fingerprints
Module to insert into the database the already generated 2D fingerprints.

2D Fingerprint insertion
Table 6-6. 2D FP insertion module elements
Element
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Element

Description

IDs INPUT FILE

The file with the IDs for the molecules
to be inserted the fingerprints.

Working directory

The directory which contains the
fingerprints generated by the
generation module.

Insert

This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on the
local machine.

LBVS−→Simple search
Module to perform a simple and very limited search in the database.

Simple search
Table 6-7. Simple search module elements
Element

Description

SMILES

The query molecule in SMILES format.

alfa (only for tversky)

The alfa parameter of Tversky index
for use with Tversky option.

beta (only for tversky)

The beta parameter of Tversky index
for use with Tversky option.

Scoring method

The scoring coefficient to use:
Tanimoto, Tversky or Rule.

Fingerprint

The fingerprint type to use: MACCS,
CATS, Chemical groups.

Search

Starts the search in the database.

Save IDs for Docking

Saves the IDs of the molecules in the
results to perform docking.

Extract 3D from database

Extracts 3D coordinates for every
molecule in the results and load the
file into PyMOL.
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LBVS−→Advanced search
Module to perform advanced search with full access to complex features
(group filtering, scoring fusion, centroids and substructure search).

Advanced search
Table 6-8. Advanced search and common elements
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Element

Description

SMILES

The query molecule in SMILES format.

Scoring method

The scoring coefficient to use:
Tanimoto, Tversky or Rule.

Fingerprint

The fingerprint type to use: MACCS,
CATS, Chemical groups.

Cut off

The minimum value to consider for
similiar molecules.

Filters: Groups

The chemical group selection to apply
as a filter.

Filters: Database ID

The database ID to reduce the search.

Search

Starts the search in the database

Save IDs for Docking

Saves the IDs of the molecules in the
results to perform docking.

Extract 3D from database

Extracts 3D coordinates for every
molecule in the results and load the
file into PyMOL.
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Substructure search
Table 6-9. Substructure search elements
Element

Description

SMILES

The query molecule in SMILES format.

Cut off

The minimum value to consider for
similiar molecules.
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Scoring fusion
Table 6-10. Scoring fusion elements
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Element

Description

SMILES input file

The file with the molecules in SMILES
format.

Scoring method

The scoring coefficient to use:
Tanimoto, Tversky or Rule.

Fingerprint

The fingerprint type to use: MACCS,
CATS, Chemical groups.

Fusion function

The criteria to perform the fusion:
MAX (Maximum score), MIN
(Minimum score), PRODUCT (Product
between scores), AVERAGE (Mean
score) or SUM (Sum of scores).

Cut off

The minimum value to consider for
similiar molecules.

Filters: Groups

The chemical group selection to apply
as a filter.

Filters: Database ID

The database ID to reduce the search.

Search

Starts the search in the database.

Save IDs for Docking

Saves the IDs of the molecules in the
results to perform docking.

Extract 3D from database

Extracts 3D coordinates for every
molecule in the results and load the
file into PyMOL.
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Centroids
Table 6-11. Centroids elements
Element

Description

DATABASE ID

The ID of the database to generate the
centroid fingerprint.

Cut off

The minimum value to consider for
similiar molecules.

Inverse search

If activated, the program will search
for disimilarity instead of similarity.

LBVS−→3D Pharmacophores
Generation of a query triplet to perform a search.
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3D Pharmacophoric query generator
Table 6-12. 3D Pharmacophoric query builder module elements
Element

Description

Point type

Allow to select the kind of point type
to insert: Hydrogen bond donor,
Hydrogen bond acceptor, Positive
charged group, Negative charged
group, Aromatic ring or Lipophilic
point.

Insert

Creates a new point of the type
selected before into PyMOL.

Pharmacophores group

The name of the selection to use to
perform the search in the database.

Database origin ID

The ID of the database to limit the
search.

Search

Starts the search in the database.

Save IDs for Docking

Saves the IDs of the molecules in the
results to perform docking.

Local−→Options
Location of local programs to perform docking.
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Local options
Table 6-13. Local options module elements
Element

Description

ALFA executable

The location of the local ALFA
executable.

MOPAC7 executable

The path to the MOPAC7 local
executable.

CGRID executable

The location of the CGRID local
executable.

CDOCK executable

The path to the CDOCK local
executable.

Working directory

The location of default local working
directory.

OE LICENSE

The location of the OpenEye License
to use ALFA.

GTP executable

The path to the local GTP executable.

OpenBABEL executable

The location oft the Openbabel
executable.

Ignore working dir and use current dir If activated, force the program to user
the current dir as working directory.
Save Plugin Configuration File

Saves the options to config file.

Local−→Ligand set up
Conformational analysis and charge set up trough ALFA and MOPAC for
one ligand.
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Ligans set up
Table 6-14. Ligand set up module elements
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Element

Description

Input File

The file which contains the molecule
in MOL2 format.

Output File

The name of the PDB output file.

AddRulesFile

The file containing torsion rules in
order to add they (replacing if needed)
to the default torsion rules.

useRulesFile

The file containing torsion rules in
order to use they (not taking into
account the default torsion rules).

Conformational analysis

The perform or not the conformation
analysis with ALFA.

Reference File

The name of the reference file in order
to perform RMSD calculations.

useInputInRMSD

Whether the input structure must be
taken into account for RMSD
calculations or not. Be careful, if you
activate this option then ALFA rules
can include the input molecule angles.

CutOff

The cut off for the energies in the final
list (allows values only of minEnergy
+ cutOff).

maxCombinations

The maximum number of generated
conformers.

HowManySelect

The maximum number of selected
conformers.

Semi empiric method

The semiempirical method to use for
charge assigment: AM1, PM3 or
MNDO/3, whitin MOPAC
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Element

Description

Run MOPAC for each conformer?

If activated, charges will be calculated
for each conformer instead of using
the same for all conformers.

MOPAC extra commands

This keyword will be appended to the
MOPAC input file.

Run

Perform the selected actions in the
local machine.

Stop!

Try to stop the process.

Load results

Load the results of the operation into
PyMOL interface.

Local−→CGRID
Generation of grids for docking.

CGRID module
Table 6-15. CGRID module elements
Element

Description

Spacing

Allows selecting the grid spacing

bigBox

If it is bigger than 0, the grid is built
with a fix size of
2xvalue,2xvlue,2xvalue over the center
of the selection or the indicated x,y,z
coordinates. This option deactivates
the X/Y/Z-points functions.

X,Y,Z-points

The number of grid points to use in
X,Y and Z axis. Incompatible with
bigBox.

Show Box

Update the box in the visualization
module.
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Element

Description

Hide Box

Hide the box.

Change Box Color

Allows changing the color of the box.

Display Options

Allows changing different
visualization options.

Caculate grid center by selection

Allows using a PyMOL selection as
the center of the grid.

Grid Center Coordinates

Allows using a specific set of
coordinates as the center of the grid.

Select binding site

Activates a selection with the contents
inside the grid.

Receptor File

Ready to run PDB file containing the
receptor without any other molecules.

Swap charges/radii columns

Swap the last two columns of the PDB
in case of incorrect order or charges
and radii.

Run CGRID

Run CGRID with the parameters
selected by the user.

Stop!

Try to stop the process.

Local−→View Grids
Allow vistualization of grids generated by CGRID.

Grid visor
Table 6-16. Grid visor elements
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Element

Description

CGRID directory

The directory which holds the grids to
display.

Load Grids

Loads grids in PyMOL but do not
activate the display.

Unload Grids

Unload the grids previously loaded.
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Element

Description

Show Surface C pot

Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for carbon and with
the isosurface level in the entryfield.

Show Surface H pot

Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for hydrogen and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface O pot

Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for oxygen and with
the isosurface level in the entryfield.

Show Surface N pot

Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for nitrogen and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface P pot

Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for phosphorous
and with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface S pot

Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for sulfur and with
the isosurface level in the entryfield.

Show Surface F pot

Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for fluorine and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface Cl pot

Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for chlorine and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface Br pot

Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for bromide and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface I pot

Create a isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for iodine and with
the isosurface level in the entryfield.

Local−→Grid Processing
Allow procesing of the grid information to create averages of ensembles or
highlight differences.
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Boltzmann average
Table 6-17. Boltzmann average options
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Element

Description

Grids directory

Select directory to add to the list of
grids.

Add Grid

Add the selected directory to the list of
grids.

Clear grids

Empty the list of grids.

Grids to be averaged

List of grids to use in the calculation of
the average.

Run GFUSION

Read the list of grids and calculate the
Boltzmann average.
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Grid differences
Table 6-18. Grid differences options
Element

Description

Target Grid directory

Select directory of the grid to highlight
differences

Reference Grid directory

Select directory of the reference grid
(background data).

Run GFUSION

Calculate the difference.

Local−→CDOCK
Perform real docking based on grids and ligands from previous operations.
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CDOCK module
Table 6-19. CDOCK module elements
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Element

Description

Input File

The name of the input ligand file.

Reference File

The name of the reference ligand file.

CGRID directory

The location of the grids to perform
the docking.

maxGeneratedPoses

The maximum number of generated
poses.

maxTotalStackSize

The maximum number of poses for
energy refinement.

maxConfStackSize

The maximum number of poses for
energy refinement for each conformer.

maxExhaustivePoses

The limit between exhaustive and
MCSA search.

HowManyResults

The number of retrieved results.

initialMCSATemperature

The initial temperature in MCSA.

maxAcceptedPerRound

The maximum number of accepted
poses in each MCSA round.

maxGenPerRound

The maximum number of generated
poses in each MCSA round.

annealingSchedule

The annealing schedule in MCSA.

probChange

The probability of change in MCSA.

seed

The seed for random number
generator. Allowed values: positive
integer of 5 digits. 0 to use the
computer time.

refineWithSimplex

Use simplex in refinement.

getOnlyEnergy

Forces to only calculate energy.
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Element

Description

noUseISM

ISM is calculated but not used for
selection.

noUseHB

HB are calculated but not used for
selection.

getGAGAinput

Get only input for GAGA.

Run CDOCK

Run the docking job with the selected
parameters.

Stop!

Try to stop the job.

Local−→Docking Results Visualization
Allow visualization of results from docking.

Docking results visualization module
Table 6-20. Docking results visor elements
Element

Description

CDOCK results

The PDB file with the results of the
docking process.

Load

Loads the information of the PDB.

Protein selection

The name of the object of the protein
to display properly hidrogen bonds
detected.

Docked Poses List

The poses available in the PDB. If
clicked the information is displayed in
Pose Information frame and the
structure is drawn in PyMOL.

Total Energy

The total energy of the pose.

Vdw

The van der Waals contribution to the
total energy.

Coulombic

The coulombic contribution to the
global energy.

Apolar

The apolar contribution to the global
energy.

Receptor desolvation

The receptor desolvation contribution.
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Element

Description

Ligand desolvation

The ligand desolvation contribution.

Hydrogen bonds

The number of hydrogen bonds
detected.

Hydrogen bond correction

The correction to the global energy
due to hydrogen bonds.

Info−→Show sources of molecules
Perform a query to the database about the compounds present in the
database.

Sources of molecules
Info−→Show Virtual Screening catalog
Perform a query to the database about past VS jobs.

VS catalog
Info−→Remote process
Extract information about the jobs in the queue system.
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Remote process visor
Table 6-21. Remote process visor elements
Element

Description

Head Node Name

The name of the head node in the
queue system.

Update

Perform the action in the remote
machine.

Config−→Config queues
Configuration of the virtual screening protocol.

VS Config module
Table 6-22. VS Config module elements
Element

Description
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Element

Description

SSH

The path to the SSH binary, usually
/usr/bin/ssh.

SCP

The path to the SCP binary, usually
/usr/bin/scp.

Queue name

The name of the queue to use in the
queue system.

Remote username

The name of the user to login in the
head node of the queue system. The
access to the node should be
passwordless trough ssh. (See
configuration section).

Remote junk directory

The junk directory to use by the
VSDMIP remote applications in the
queue system.

Default remote directory

The working directory in the head
node of the queue system to use. It
should be accesible by all of the nodes.

Default node

The name of the default head node for
the queue system.

Queue status command

Complete remote command to query
the queue system for jobs, usually
’qstat -a’ or ’qstat’ should be fine.

insertVSDB

The path to the remote insertVSDB.exe
executable.

runCDOCK

The path to the remote
runCDOCK.exe executable.

runGTP

The path to the remote runGTP.exe
executable.

remote CDOCK

The directory where the remote
CDOCK.exe executable is located.
Usually /usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

remote GTP

The directory where the remote
GTP.exe executable is located. Usually
/usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

eulerAnglesAndTransVector

The directory where the remote
eulerAnglesAndTransVector.exe
executable is located. Usually
/usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

getResultsFromVS

The path to the remote
getResultsFromVS.exe executable.

ALFA remote command

The directory where the remote
ALFA.exe executable is located.
Usually /usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

CORINA remote command

The directory where the remote corina
executable is located. Usually
/usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

MOPAC7 remote command

The directory where the remote mopac
script is located. Usually
/usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

OpenBABEL Mod remote command

The path to the remote modified
openbabel executable.

MySQL hostname

The name of the MySQL server.
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Element

Description

MySQL port

The port to connect to the database.
3306 is the default for MySQL, also if
you are trying to connect to a local
database you should user 0 for sock
connections.

MySQL username

The username to connect to the
database.

MySQL password

The plain text password to connect to
the database.

MySQL database

The name of the database to use in the
MySQL server. Note that this is the
real MySQL database and not the
sources of molecules.

Save Plugin Configuration File

Save the information in the dialog.

Warning
All PATHs are for the remote machine. Also be aware of directory/file differences in the options.

About−→About
Display information about the program.

About...
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Chapter 7. Working examples
Introduction
This section covers few basic operations through real examples that could help
the user to get used to the program and to ilustrate the operations that could be
performed with the platform. A basic PyMOL knowledge and some confidence
with protein refinement tools is assumed.

Example 1: Simple docking
This example consists in a simple docking of an already available X-ray resolved
complex, mineralocorticoid receptor with aldosterone. The starting point of this
exercise is the row PDB file 2AA2.PDB. You should edit first the file, and separate
the ligand and the receptor, then, you should try to add the hydrogen atoms to the
structure with your favorite tool (AMBER Protonate). After this step, you could
run addRCtoPDB.exe to generate the starting structure for docking:
[user@mypc $] addRCtoPDB.exe < 2AA2.pdb > 2AA2_R.pdb

Also you can try to use 2AA2_R.pdb file from the example colection.
Now you could try to load the file 2AA2_RL.pdb which also contains aldosterone
and center the view in the active site. Also you should try to load and verify the
file aldosterone.mol2 which contains aldosterone in MOL2 format. Now we can
start the basic workflow of a local docking.
First we have to set up the ligand, aldosterone, to build a multi-PDB file with all
the confomers of the ligand and charges and radii columns. For this operation we
can use the wizard available on:
Local−→Ligand Set up
For this example we choose the Input File (aldosterone.mol2), the name of multiPDB output file and we change the default run MOPAC for each conformer from
yes to no (just to save some time assigning charges). After pressing Run! and
wainting few seconds we are done.
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Ligand set up for example 1.
We are going to peform some work on the receptor now. Try to open the grid
wizard:
Local−→CGRID
This wizard will allow to set up the grid to perform the docking easily in the active center. We can select two modes to define the grid, fixed size or grid points.
Using the fixed size mode is recommended in the case of multiple grids with different grid spacing, while grids points is easy for a standard docking procedure.
In this case we are going to use fixed size mode.

CGRID example 1.
As can be seen in the figure, we have selected the ligand in the crystal structure
as the center of the grid using the selection entry.
To check the grids and analyze the active center landscape for different atom
types we are going to load the generated grids with the grid visor:
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Local−→View Grids
The only information required is the directory which contains the grid files.

GRID visor example 1.
Finally, we can carry out the real docking using the CDOCK wizard.
Local−→CDOCK
The grids directory required is the directory which contains the grid generated in
this example two steps before. The name of the directory is built using the date
and time and created under the working directory. The input file is the multi-PDB
file generated in the first step of this example

CDOCK example 1.
The last step is the most important: visualization of the docking results. For this
operation we can use the last wizard:
Local−→Docking Results Visualization
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CDOCK results visor example 1.
The results of docking are stored in the grids’ folder with the same name of the
input file with _MINE suffix. The protein selection name is an optional field to
specify the name of the protein in order to draw the hydrogen bonds detected
by CDOCK-ISM properly. All the energy is displayed in the summary when the
Load button is pressed and one solution is selected.

Example 2: Simple Stucture-based Virtual Screening
In this example we will cover the use of the plugin as a front end for the virtual
screening process in order to simplify the operations and integrate the tools in
PyMOL.
The process starts with the insertion of the library in the database. For this
propouse we need a list of SMILES molecules from vendors, tests, etc.
In this case the library is a list of ten ligands of catechol orto-methyl transferase
(COMT). As in the first example, we are going to use the wizard available at:
SBVS−→Insert new molecules
If the plugin is properly configured (PATHs and other stuff) we only have to
provide the SMILES input file and the name for the database. This name should
be a short one with a direct meaning. In this case, we will use just test. You also
should avoid blanks and weird characters like slashs, percent, asterisk, etc.
Press Run Insert and the insertion will be automatic.
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Insert molecules example 2.
To follow the process, you can use the remote process visor available at:
Info−→Remote process
Next step is running the screening with the inserted molecules. For this operation
you can use the module at:
SBVS−→Run Virtual Screening
There are multiple options available to run the screening but, in fact, you only
have to provide the grids directory and a ID of database or a list of molecule ids.
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Run VS example 2.
As we have all the molecules in the database, we are going to use the ID of
this ’source of molecules’. It could be difficult to remember those numbers, for
this reason there is available a little module to show the information about these
sources (ID, Name, Date of insertion). You could invoke this at:
Info−→Show source of molecules
We have just inserted 10 molecules, so our ID should be 1 (first id). For the grids
directory you can use the information of the first example (howto generate the
grid using CGRID). You should copy or transfer the grid directory to a location
accesible by all the nodes in the queue system. The easiest way is to have some
kind of shared filesystem (NFS, samba, etc.) and generate the grids directly in this
location. You should be aware of problems in line terminators if you are using
Windows to generate the grids as the queue system is working on Linux. The
solution for this problem is to transform the files previosly with a tool similar to
’dos2unix’.

Warning
If you are generating the grids on Windows you should tranform the
end of line characters before running the screening

Anyway, you could use the files 1H1D_RL.pdb and 1H1D_R.pdb at example2 directory to generate the grids as examplined before. After pressing Run Screening,
we can follow the process with the remote process visor.
The time needed for this little screening will depend on your queue system. If
you are working with only one machine of two cores this will take easily twenty
minutes, so maybe it is time to go for a coffee.
Tip: Now it is time to go for a coffee.

Finally, it is time to check the results of the screening. We can use the wizard at:
SBVS−→Get Results from Screening
The only information needed is the ID of the screening. As in the case of the
sources of molecules you have another module to show the information at:
Info−→Show Virtual Screening catalog
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Retrieving results from screening example 2.
Now you can press the Get Results button and wait few seconds (depends on the
number of results, 100 by default). After this you could load the results in PyMOL
with the Load Results button. This will display also a table with the energy and
details of the solutions.

Load results example 2.
If you have followed the example till here, you should be able to peform structure
based screenings with a bigger number of molecules and different proteins.
Happy screening!

Example 3: Simple Ligand-based Virtual Screening
Ligand-based approach is a new characteristic of this version of VSDMIP. In this
example, we will try to peform a extremly simple screening based on molecular
similarities using different fingerprints.
We need to use an already inserted database, explained in the example 2, in order
to generate the fingerprints of the molecules. The fingerprints availables in this
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version are: MACCS (fragment based), CATS (Topological pharmacophores) and
chemical groups (mainly for filtering).
Generating fingerprints is a very fast process, so we will generate all kind of fingerprints availables. To use the module:
LBVS−→Generate 2D Fingerprints

Generating fingerprints for molecules example 3.
You can use the generator in two ways: SMILES input file and database. SMILES
input will generate the fingerprints, but you will not be able to insert the results
without the IDs of this molecules. Since it is easier to obtain everything from
the database we will use COMT_LIGANDS database already inserted. Also, you
should provide a working directory (remember the name becouse you will need
it). Just press Generate and go to next step at:.
LBVS−→Insert 2D Fingerprints
Now, to insert the fingerprints you need the working directory and the ID file.
The ID file was generated automatically by the generator as gfps_input.ids. The
working directory is the same you used in the last step. Press Insert and check
the results dialog.

Inserting fingerprints example 3.
You should see something similar to the screenshot below.
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Results of insertion example 3.
In this case we assume that the database is empty but, if is not the case, a simple
search available at:
LBVS−→Simple search
will perform the task over all fingerprints in the database without limitations and
options (that’s why it is called simple). You should select the most suitable fingerprints for your work. If you are interested in compounds very similar to your
query to should use MACCS (structural keys), and if you are trying to change
your scaffold perhaps you could try to use CATS (Topoligal Pharmacophores).
In this example we already know the kind of structures that could bind the protein, so we will use ’c1cc(c(c(c1)O)O)O’ (or a simple benzene ring with three hydroxyl groups) as query. You can play around trying to use different fingerprints
and see the kind of results you obtain (to display the molecules in PyMOL use
the ’Extract 3D from database’ option)

Performing search example 3.
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Displaying results example 3.

Example 4: Advanced Ligand-based Virtual Screening
Let’s do something a little more complicated and also usefull. In the advanced
search module we will find an almost complete representation of all the search
capabilities developed in VSDMIP 1.5. These options include substructure search,
scoring fusion, centroids, chemical groups filtering and database selection. For
this example we are going to use again the mineralocorticoid ligands (see example 1). Because of the nature of the ligands we know that some compounds with
an hydrophobic core and polar groups that fit a certain distance could bind the
protein.
In the second part of this example we will try to use all the already known ligands
to extract the information in two different ways (scoring fusion and centroids) to
perform searchs and obtain some new candidates
We assume that we have filled the database with fingerprints as explained in the
example 3 for all our potential ligands. To access the advanced module we go at:
LBVS−→Advanced search
For
the
first
case,
we
could
try
with
a
steroid
like
’CC(=O)[C@H]1CC[C@@H]2[C@@]1(CC[C@H]1[C@H]2CCC2=CC(=O)CC[C@]12C)C’.
The results we can obtain using MACCS and a relaxed cutoff should be very
similiar in scaffold and groups to the original one.
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Advanced search module example 4.
To try to obtain something different we could take for example benzene and substructure search with a very relaxed cutoff. In this case, the results are, as expected, hidrophoic skeletons with polar functions at certain distances. In fact, the
compound in the picture could bind with high probability the receptor.

Substructure search example 4.
Scoring fusion is a multiple search technique that allows to extract some consensus score from a set of ligands to try to measure a global similarity of the compounds. To use this feature you should provide a list of SMILES. Here, we are
using the smiles extracted from database in previous example 3 (gfps_input.smi)
which contains ten catechol-orto-methyl-transferase (COMT) ligands to try to
find similar compounds with a 0.8 cutoff.
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Scoring fusion example 4.
As we expected, we are able to retrieve all COMT ligands present in the database
and some other compounds similar in structure to them.
The centroids module uses a different approach. The method will try to find a
consensus of fingerprints of a given database and it will use this fingerprint to
perform a simple search.

Centroids fusion example 4.
Once again, as we expected, COMT ligands appear as results.

Example 5: Mixing Ligand and Structure VS approaches
Finally, the last example of this user guide will take all topic covered in the other
examples and mix the ideas to create a new workflow.
Indeed, we are going to take the results of a ligand based screening (example 4,
case two, scoring fusion) and perform a structure based virtual screening with
them. This approach will save time and will focus the attention of the screening
in promising candidates.
First, let’s open the module as in example 2:
SBVS−→Run Virtual Screening
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Now the difference is that we are going to take the ID list extracted with the
option ’Save IDs for Docking’ in advanced search module and use it at Input File
entry field. The Use database field should be empty now. The grids should be
generated following the instructions in example 2.

Mixing LB and SB VS example 5.
The rest of the process is exactly the same as explained in the example 2. Now you
could try to compare results and add your own querys to provide new molecules
for LBVS.
At this point, you should be able to use platform with confidence and perform
advanced tasks to complete your objetives.
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Glossary
GUI
Graphical user interface.
SMILES
Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System. 1D representation of
molecules.
VSDMIP
Virtual Screening Data Management on an Integrated Platform.
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Taller de docking y cribado virtual: uso de herramientas computacionales en el diseño de fármacos

Introduction to docking and virtual screening using VSDMIP 1.5
This introduction is based on the Ubuntu Virtual Machine (VM), if this is not your case, paths and
names may vary. Due to the emulated nature of the operating system, applications and operations
might experiment some delay and performance loss.

Configuración del entorno
•

Lanzar PyMOL: Applications → Science → PyMOL Molecular Graphics System

•

Mostrar plugin VSDMIP: Plugin → VSDMIP
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Caso 1: Receptor de estrógenos
En el caso del receptor de estrógenos vamos a utilizar dos conformaciones diferentes. En la primera
de ellas, el receptor esta unido a un ligando endógeno, 17-beta estradiol, mientras que en la segunda
esta unido a un derivado de un conocido antagonista, tamoxifeno, utilizado principalmente para el
tratamiento del cancer de mama dependiente de estrogenos.
a) Agonistas
El complejo 1ERE, contiene multiples monómeros cristalizados, por lo que deberemos separarlas
las unidades y alinearlas para seleccionar la estructura más apropiada.

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:
1. Abrir el fichero /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/er/1ere/1ERE.pdb o
descargar el PDB utilizado la opción en Plugin->PDB Loader Service.
2. Eliminar las aguas presentes en el cristal utilizado en el menú lateral la opción A (acciones)
sobre el objeto 1ERE y eligiendo la opción “remove waters”
3. Seleccionar en la parte inferior derecha la opcion Selecting Chains. A continuación,
seleccionar una de las cadenas. En el objeto “(sele)”, en el menú acciones seleccionar
“extract object”. Repetir el proceso con todas las cadenas menos la cadena A.
4. Alinear a continuación las diferentes cadena utilizando la cadena A como model. Para ello
escribir directamente en la ventana de visualización el comando “align objeto, 1ERE”
donde objeto es el nombre del objeto que contiene la cadena X.
5. Abrir el modulo de preparación de receptores en SBVS --> Receptor preparation. En Input
selection (exported as PDB) escribir 1ERE para utilizar la cadena A. A continuación hacer
click en Process.
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Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula.
Pasos:
1. Mostrar el modulo de secuencia utilizando el botón inferior izquierdo “S”.
2. Seleccionar el ligando adecuado según la cadena elegida haciendo click en EST.
3. Extraer el ligando como nuevo objeto utilizando la opción “extract object” bajo el menú A
del objeto (sele).
4. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
5. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
6. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero 17b_estradiol.pdb
7. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
8. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero 17b_estradiol_confs.pdb.

9. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
10. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
11. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.
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Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
la grid a 40x40x40 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
presionando Show Box.
3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
en
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/1ERE_preR.pdb.pqr utilizando la opción
“Receptor File:”
4. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.
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Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:” 17b_estradiol_confs.pdb.
Seleccionar
el
directorio
de
grids
en
la
opción
“CGRID
directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son las de
generación de las grids.
Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la
carpeta
que
contiene
las
mallas
en
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora/7b_estradiol_confs_MINE.pdb
3. Presionar Load
4. Hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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b) Antagonistas
El complejo 2ERT contiene una única cadena, por lo que la operación queda simplificada.

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:
1. Abrir el fichero /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/er/2ert/2ERT.pdb o
descargar el PDB utilizado la opción en Plugin->PDB Loader Service.
2. Eliminar las aguas presentes en el cristal utilizado en el menú lateral la opción A (acciones)
sobre el objeto 2ERT y eligiendo la opción “remove waters”
3. Abrir el modulo de preparación de receptores en SBVS --> Receptor preparation. En Input
selection (exported as PDB) escribir 2ERT para utilizar la cadena A. A continuación hacer
click en Process.

Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula.
Pasos:
1. Mostrar el modulo de secuencia utilizando el botón inferior izquierdo “S”.
2. Seleccionar el ligando adecuado según la cadena elegida haciendo click en OHT.
3. Extraer el ligando como nuevo objeto utilizando la opción “extract object” bajo el menú A
del objeto (sele).
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4. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
5. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
6. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero 4OH_tamoxifeno.pdb
7. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
8. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero 4OH_tamoxifeno_confs.pdb.

9. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
10. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
11. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.

Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
la grid a 40x40x40 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
presionando Show Box.
3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
en
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/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/2ERT_preR.pdb.pqr
“Receptor File:”
4. Cambiar la opcion de potencial por “9-6 Soft Potential”
5. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.

utilizando

la

opción

Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
1. Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:”
4OH_tamoxifeno_confs.pdb.
2. Seleccionar el directorio de grids en la opción “CGRID directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son
las de generación de las grids.
3. Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la
carpeta
que
contiene
las
mallas
en
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora/4OH_tamoxifeno_confs_MIN
E.pdb
3. Presionar Load
4. Hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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Caso 2: Receptores acoplados a proteinas G (GPCR)
a)Receptor adrenérgico beta1
El complejo 2YCW contiene un antagonista adrenérgico, el carazolol.

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:
1. Abrir el fichero /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/gpcr/B1/2YCW.pdb o
descargar el PDB utilizado la opción en Plugin->PDB Loader Service.
2. Eliminar las aguas presentes en el cristal utilizado en el menú lateral la opción A (acciones)
sobre el objeto 2YCW y eligiendo la opción “remove waters”
3. Seleccionar la cadena B y eliminarla utilizando el menú A, opción “remove atoms”
4. Abrir el modulo de preparación de receptores en SBVS --> Receptor preparation. En Input
selection (exported as PDB) escribir 2YCW para utilizar la cadena A. A continuación hacer
click en Process.

Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula.
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Pasos:
1. Mostrar el modulo de secuencia utilizando el botón inferior izquierdo “S”.
2. Seleccionar el ligando adecuado según la cadena elegida haciendo click en CAU.
3. Extraer el ligando como nuevo objeto utilizando la opción “extract object” bajo el menú A
del objeto (sele).
4. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
5. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
6. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero carazolol.pdb
7. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
8. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero carazolol_confs.pdb.

9. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
10. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
11. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.

Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
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1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
la grid a 40x40x40 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
presionando Show Box.
3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
en
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/2YCW_preR.pdb.pqr utilizando la opción
“Receptor File:”
4. Cambiar la opcion de potencial por “9-6 Soft Potential”
5. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.

Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
1. Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:”
carazolol_confs.pdb.
2. Seleccionar el directorio de grids en la opción “CGRID directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son
las de generación de las grids.
3. Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la carpeta que contiene las mallas en /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/
cgrid_fecha_hora/carazolol_confs_MINE.pdb
3. Presionar Load y hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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b)Receptor dopaminérgico D3
El complejo 3PBL contiene un ligando, la eticloprida.

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:
5. Abrir el fichero /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/gpcr/D3/3PBL.pdb o
descargar el PDB utilizado la opción en Plugin->PDB Loader Service.
6. Eliminar las aguas presentes en el cristal utilizado en el menú lateral la opción A (acciones)
sobre el objeto 3PBL y eligiendo la opción “remove waters”
7. Seleccionar la cadena B y eliminarla utilizando el menú A, opción “remove atoms”
8. Abrir el modulo de preparación de receptores en SBVS --> Receptor preparation. En Input
selection (exported as PDB) escribir 3PBL para utilizar la cadena A. A continuación hacer
click en Process.

Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula.
Pasos:
1. Mostrar el modulo de secuencia utilizando el botón inferior izquierdo “S”.
2. Seleccionar el ligando adecuado según la cadena elegida haciendo click en ETQ.
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3. Extraer el ligando como nuevo objeto utilizando la opción “extract object” bajo el menú A
del objeto (sele).
4. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
5. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
6. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero eticlorpride.pdb
7. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
8. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero eticlopride_confs.pdb.

9. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
10. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
11. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.

Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
la grid a 40x40x40 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
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presionando Show Box.
3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/3PBL_preR.pdb.pqr utilizando la
“Receptor File:”
4. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.

en
opción

Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
1. Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:”
eticlopride_confs.pdb.
2. Seleccionar el directorio de grids en la opción “CGRID directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son
las de generación de las grids.
3. Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la carpeta que contiene las mallas en /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/
cgrid_fecha_hora/eticlopride_confs_MINE.pdb
3. Presionar Load y hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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Caso 3: DNA
a)Ligandos del surco menor flexibles.
El complejo 121D tiene como ligando la netropsina, un antibiotico natural que se une al surco
menor del DNA en zonas ricas en AT.

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:
fichero /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/dna/netropsina/
121D.pdb o descargar el PDB utilizado la opción en Plugin->PDB Loader Service.
2. Eliminar las aguas presentes en el cristal utilizado en el menú lateral la opción A (acciones)
sobre el objeto 121D y eligiendo la opción “remove waters”
3. Abrir el modulo de preparación de receptores en SBVS --> Receptor preparation. En Input
selection (exported as PDB) escribir 121D para utilizar la cadena A. A continuación hacer
click en Process.
1. Abrir

el

Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula.
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Pasos:
1. Mostrar el modulo de secuencia utilizando el botón inferior izquierdo “S”.
2. Seleccionar el ligando adecuado según la cadena elegida haciendo click en NT.
3. Extraer el ligando como nuevo objeto utilizando la opción “extract object” bajo el menú A
del objeto (sele).
4. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
5. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
6. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero netropsina.pdb
7. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
8. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero netropsina_confs.pdb.

9. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
10. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
11. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.

Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
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1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
la grid a 40x40x60 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
presionando Show Box.
3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
en
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/121D_preR.pdb.pqr utilizando la opción
“Receptor File:”
4. Cambiar la opcion de potencial por “9-6 Soft Potential”
5. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.

Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
1. Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:”
netropsina_confs.pdb.
2. Seleccionar el directorio de grids en la opción “CGRID directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son
las de generación de las grids.
3. Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la carpeta que contiene las mallas en /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/
cgrid_fecha_hora/netropsina_confs_MINE.pdb
3. Presionar Load y hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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b)Ligandos del surco menor rígidos.
El complejo 8BNA tiene como ligando el pibenzimol o Hoechst-33258.

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:
fichero /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/dna/pibenzimol/
8BNA.pdb o descargar el PDB utilizado la opción en Plugin->PDB Loader Service.
5. Eliminar las aguas presentes en el cristal utilizado en el menú lateral la opción A (acciones)
sobre el objeto 8BNA y eligiendo la opción “remove waters”
6. Abrir el modulo de preparación de receptores en SBVS --> Receptor preparation. En Input
selection (exported as PDB) escribir 8BNA para utilizar la cadena A. A continuación hacer
click en Process.
4. Abrir

el

Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula. El cristal contiene dos conformaciones para el ligando de una forma
no standard, por lo que será necesario utilizar el ligando previamente preparado.
Pasos:
1. Cargar

el

fichero

/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/dna/pibenzimol/
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pibenzimol_A.pdb
2. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
3. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
4. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero pibenzimol_AH.pdb
5. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
6. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero pibenzimol_AH_confs.pdb.

7. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
8. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
9. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.

Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
la grid a 40x40x60 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
presionando Show Box.
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3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/8BNA_preR.pdb.pqr utilizando la
“Receptor File:”
4. Cambiar la opcion de potencial por “9-6 Soft Potential”
5. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.

en
opción

Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
1. Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:”
pibenzimol_AH_confs.pdb.
2. Seleccionar el directorio de grids en la opción “CGRID directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son
las de generación de las grids.
3. Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la carpeta que contiene las mallas en /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/
cgrid_fecha_hora/pibenzimol_AH_confs_MINE.pdb
3. Presionar Load y hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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Caso 4: AcetylCholine Binding Protein
a)AChBP con nicotina

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:
1. Abrir el fichero /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/colinergicos/nicotina/
1UW6.pdb o descargar el PDB utilizado la opción en Plugin->PDB Loader Service.
2. Eliminar las aguas presentes en el cristal utilizado en el menú lateral la opción A (acciones)
sobre el objeto 1UW6 y eligiendo la opción “remove waters”
3. Seleccionar todas las cadenas menos la A y la B y eliminarlas utilizando el menú A, opción
“remove atoms”
4. Abrir el modulo de preparación de receptores en SBVS --> Receptor preparation. En Input
selection (exported as PDB) escribir 1UW6 para utilizar la cadenas A y B. A continuación
hacer click en Process.

Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula.
Pasos:
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1. Mostrar el modulo de secuencia utilizando el botón inferior izquierdo “S”.
2. Seleccionar el ligando adecuado según la cadena elegida haciendo click en NCT.
3. Extraer el ligando como nuevo objeto utilizando la opción “extract object” bajo el menú A
del objeto (sele).
4. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
5. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
6. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero nicotina.pdb
7. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
8. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero nicotina_confs.pdb.

9. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
10. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
11. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.

Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
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2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
la grid a 40x40x40 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
presionando Show Box.
3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
en
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/1UW6_preR.pdb.pqr utilizando la opción
“Receptor File:”
4. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.

Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
1. Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:”
nicotina_confs.pdb.
2. Seleccionar el directorio de grids en la opción “CGRID directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son
las de generación de las grids.
3. Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la carpeta que contiene las mallas en /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/
cgrid_fecha_hora/nicotina_confs_MINE.pdb
3. Presionar Load y hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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a)AChBP con tubocuranina

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:

/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/colinergicos/
tubocuranina/2XYT.pdb o descargar el PDB utilizado la opción en Plugin->PDB

1. Abrir

el

fichero

Loader Service.
2. Eliminar las aguas presentes en el cristal utilizado en el menú lateral la opción A (acciones)
sobre el objeto 2XYT y eligiendo la opción “remove waters”
3. Seleccionar todas las cadenas menos la B y la C y eliminarlas utilizando el menú A, opción
“remove atoms”
4. Abrir el modulo de preparación de receptores en SBVS --> Receptor preparation. En Input
selection (exported as PDB) escribir 2XYT para utilizar la cadenas B y C. A continuación
hacer click en Process.

Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula.
Pasos:
1. Mostrar el modulo de secuencia utilizando el botón inferior izquierdo “S”.
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2. Seleccionar el ligando adecuado según la cadena elegida haciendo click en TC9.
3. Extraer el ligando como nuevo objeto utilizando la opción “extract object” bajo el menú A
del objeto (sele).
4. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
5. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
6. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero tubocurarina.pdb
7. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
8. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero tubocurarina_confs.pdb.

9. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
10. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
11. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.

Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
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la grid a 40x40x40 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
presionando Show Box.
3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
en
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/2XYT_preR.pdb.pqr utilizando la opción
“Receptor File:”
4. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.

Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
1. Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:”
tubocurarina_confs.pdb.
2. Seleccionar el directorio de grids en la opción “CGRID directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son
las de generación de las grids.
3. Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la carpeta que contiene las mallas en /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/
cgrid_fecha_hora/tubocurarina_confs_MINE.pdb
3. Presionar Load y hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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Caso 5: Dihidrofolato reductasa
a)Dihidrofolato
El complejo 1RX2 (refinado en 3QL3) tiene como ligando el dihidrofolato y como cofactor NAP.

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:

/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/dhfr/dihidrfolato/
3QL3_with_NAP.pdb, que contiene la proteina con el cofactor procesada.
2. Abrir el fichero /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/dhfr/dihidrfolato/
3QL3.pdb
1. Abrir

el

fichero

Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula.
Pasos:
1. Mostrar el modulo de secuencia utilizando el botón inferior izquierdo “S”.
2. Seleccionar el ligando adecuado según la cadena elegida haciendo click en FOL.
3. Extraer el ligando como nuevo objeto utilizando la opción “extract object” bajo el menú A
del objeto (sele).
4. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
5. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
6. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero dihidrofolato.pdb
7. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
8. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero dihidrofolato_confs.pdb.

9. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
10. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
11. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.
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Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
la grid a 40x40x60 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
presionando Show Box.
3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
en

/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/dhfr/dihidrfolato/3QL3_with_NAP
.pdb utilizando la opción “Receptor File:”
4. Cambiar la opcion de potencial por “9-6 Soft Potential”
5. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.
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Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
1. Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:”
dihidrofolato_confs.pdb.
2. Seleccionar el directorio de grids en la opción “CGRID directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son
las de generación de las grids.
3. Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la carpeta que contiene las mallas en /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/
cgrid_fecha_hora/dihidrofolato_confs_MINE.pdb
3. Presionar Load y hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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a)Metotrexato
El complejo 1RB3 tiene como ligando metotrexato y como cofactor NAP.

Elegir y preparar el receptor
Pasos:
1. Abrir

el

fichero

/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/vsdmip/colinergicos/

metotrexato/1RB3.pdb o descargar el PDB utilizado la opción en Plugin->PDB
Loader Service.
2. Eliminar las aguas presentes en el cristal utilizado en el menú lateral la opción A (acciones)
sobre el objeto 1RB3 y eligiendo la opción “remove waters”
3. Seleccionar todas las cadenas menos la A y el cofactor NAP y eliminarlas utilizando el
menú A, opción “remove atoms”
4. Abrir el modulo de preparación de receptores en SBVS --> Receptor preparation. En Input
selection (exported as PDB) escribir 1RB3 para utilizar la cadena A. A continuación hacer
click en Process.

Preparación del ligando
Para completar el proceso de docking es necesario protonar adecuadamente el ligando y añadir
cargas y radios a la molécula.
Pasos:
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1. Mostrar el modulo de secuencia utilizando el botón inferior izquierdo “S”.
2. Seleccionar el ligando adecuado según la cadena elegida haciendo click en MTX.
3. Extraer el ligando como nuevo objeto utilizando la opción “extract object” bajo el menú A
del objeto (sele).
4. Protonar el ligando utilizando el comando “h_add sele”. A continuación abrir el asistente
para la preparación de ligandos en el menú Local --> Ligand Set up.
5. Ajustar posibles errores de protonación utilizando la opción “Builder” del modulo principal
de PyMOL.
6. Guardar el objeto creado para el ligando utilizando la opción File --> Save Molecule. Elegir
el nombre de fichero metotrexato.pdb
7. Elegir en el asistente de preparación de ligando el fichero guardado en el paso anterior con
el botón “Input File:”
8. Elegir en la opción “Output File:” el fichero metotrexato_confs.pdb.

9. Cambiar la opcion Run MOPAC for each conformer a NO
10. Ajustar la carga del ligando correctamente en la opción Global charge.
11. Hacer click en Run! y esperar a la finalización de la tarea.

Preparación de la malla
Para realizar el proceso de docking en un tiempo razonable, es preciso precalcular el valor de la
energía potencial para diversas sondas (carbono, nitrogeno, oxigeno, etc.) en posiciones discretas
por todo el centro activo.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo de grids. Menú Local --> CGRID.
2. Seleccionar el ligando en la ventana de visualización de PyMOL y escribir “sele” en
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Calculate Grid Center by Selection presionar <Enter> a continuación. Ajustar el tamaño de
la grid a 40x40x60 puntos de grid en las cajas de opciones X,Y y Z-points. Actualizar la caja
presionando Show Box.
3. Elegir
el
fichero
que
contiene
el
receptor
en
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/1RB3_preR.pdb.pqr utilizando la
opción “Receptor File:”
4. Cambiar la opcion de potencial por “9-6 Soft Potential”
5. Hacer click en Run CGRID y esperar a finalización de la tarea.

Docking
Con el ligando preparado y la malla, podemos comenzar el proceso de docking.
Pasos:
1. Seleccionar el fichero de entrada del ligando en la opción “Input File:”
metotrexato_confs.pdb.
2. Seleccionar el directorio de grids en la opción “CGRID directory”
/home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/cgrid_fecha_hora, donde la fecha y la hora son
las de generación de las grids.
3. Presionar Run CDOCK y esperar.
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Visualización de los resultados
CDOCK genera un fichero PDB standard con los resultados incluyendo comentarios (REMARKS)
con los datos sobre la pose y la energía. Para un visualización más cómoda se incluye un módulo
específico.
Pasos:
1. Abrir el modulo en Local --> Docking Results Visualization.
2. Seleccionar el fichero de resultado con “CDOCK results:” que se encuentra en el interior de
la carpeta que contiene las mallas en /home/bioinformatica/sandbox/VSDMIP/
cgrid_fecha_hora/metotrexato_confs_MINE.pdb
3. Presionar Load y hacer click en la primera solucion para visualizarla.
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